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Purposes of the American Alliance
For Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance
The American Alliance is an educational organization. struetured for
the purposes of supporting. encouraging. end pruviding assistanee to
member groups and their personnel throughout the nation as they seek

to initiate. develop, and conduct programs in health, leisure, and
movement related activities for the enrichment of human life.
Alliance objectives include:
I Professional growth and development to support. eneouraga. and
pro%ide guidance in the development and conduct of programs in health.
leisure, and movement related activities which are based on the needs,

interests, and inherent capaeities of the individual in today's society.
2 Communications to facilitate public and professional understanding and appreciation of the importance and value of health, leisure.
and mov zment related activities as they contribute toward human wellbeing.

3 Research to encourage and faeilitate research which will enrich
the depth and scope of health, leisure, and movement-;elated activities.
and to disseminate the findings to the profession and other interested
and concerned publics.
4 Standards and guidelines to further the continuous devel. ,anent
and evaluation of standards within the prufession for personnel and
programs in health, leisure, and movement-related activities.
5 Public affairs to coordinate and administer a planned program
of professional. public, and governmental relations th4 will improve
cduc tion jn areas of health, leisure, and movement-related aetivities.
6 To conduct other activities as shall be approved by the Board of
Go ,ernors aod the Alliance Assembly. provided that the Alliance shall
not engage in any ativity which would be inconsistent wan the status
of an educational and chantable organization as defined in Section 501
(c) (3; of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 or any sueeessor provision

thereto, and none a the said purposes shall at any time be deemed
or construed to be purposes other than the public benefit purposes and
objectives consistent with such edueational and eharnable status.
Bytatm Article III
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National Association for
Girls & Women in Sport
The National Association for Girl. arid Women in Sport is a nonprofit,
educatioh .. organization designed to se..e the needs hf administrators
teachers, coaches, leaders and participants of sport programs for girls
and women One of six associations of the American Allian-e for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance, the National Association
for Girls and Women in Sport iNAGWS) is the only national professional
organization devoted exclusively to providing opportunities fur girls and
women in sport-related disciplines and careers.

Purpose

The purpose of the National Association for Girls and Women in
Sport is to serve as the primary organization fur the professional development and promotion uf girls and women in spoil and physical
activity.

Goals

I ) NAGWS shall recruit, develop, and promote women for leadership positions in sport and physical activity.
2) NAGWS shall serve as an advocate for women's full participation
in physical activity and sport leadership.
3) NAGWS shall serve as an advocate foi the initiation and enhancement of quality programs of sport and physical activity designed to accommodate females of all ages, races, creeds, ethnic
origins, economic levels, abilities and interests.
4) NAGWS shall promulgate the profession.
F unctions

NAGWS promotes desirable spurt programs and prov ide. leadership
and professional opportunities through:

) Formulating and publicizing guiding principles and standards fur
the administrator, official, leader, and player.
2) Publishing and interpreting rules governing spurts fur girls and
women.
6
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31 Providing the means for training, evaluating, and rating officials.
41 Stimulating, evaluating, and disseminating research in the field of
girls' and women's sports.
51 Cooperating with allied groups interested in girls and women's
sports in order to formulate polkies and rules that affcct the conduct
of women's sports.
6) Providing opportunities for the development of leadership among
girls and women for the conduct of their sport programs.
Beliefs

The National Association for Girls and Women in Sport believes that:
11 Sport program.; should be a part of the total educational experience of the participant when condtkted in educational institutions.
21 Opportunities for instruction and partkipation in sports appropriate to her skill level should be included in the experience of every
girl.

11 An understanding of the rdationship between competition and

cooperation and the utilization of both within the accepted framework of our society is one of the desirable outcomes of sport
participation.
4) Physical activity is important in the maintenance of the general
health and fitness of the participant.
Partkipation in sports contributes to the development of self-confidence and to thc establishment of desirable interpersonal relationships.
Services

GWS News. Three times each year, this newsletter relates recent
developments, national news and association events. A seasonal
calendar posts upcoming activities.
21 The National Coaches C ouncil. The Coumil provAes its members
with opportunitites for leadership and professional growth. Coaches,
athletic trainer. and officials are given the chance to share ideas,
receive valuab._ training and meet olleagues through frequent
conferences Members may partkipate in research projects and
rules committees which allow them the opportonity to shape
individual sports.
1, The Affiliated Boards of OfftUals. ABO's goals inaude to :mprove
the quality of officiating for girls' and women's sports contests,
1
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to increase the number of competent women officials, and to promote the involvement of women in the govern' g bodies of other
sport officiating groups. The ABO strives to acc lish these goals

by developing officiating techniques, providing materials for
training and rating officials, promoting the use of ABO-rated
officials, and promoting standards with respect to fees, ratings,

and uniforms.
4) Legislation NAGWS speaks on Capitol Hill providing strong and
able representation in legislative activities to ensure quality and
equality in programs for women.
5) Speaker's Bureau. NAGWS maintains a list of qualified members
to refer aS
akers when requests come in from across the nation
and around the world.

6) Student Services. A student representative is appointed to the
NAGWS Board of Directors each year to ensure student input,
and a section of GWS News is reserved for students to exchange
ideas Exciting student internships at NAGWS national headquarters provide valuable learning experiences and an opportunity
to make professional contacts.
7) National AAHPERD Convention. NAGWS regularly hosts four
in depth, full day conferences at this annual convention. NrcOWS
also sponsors or co-sporgsors approximately 60 convention sessions

on topics rangiug float "physiological considerations" to "antidiscriminatory la vvs and administration guidelines" and positive
strokes for coaches."

For NAGWS membership information, call or wrne.

Nationri Association fo. Girls & Women in Sport
1900 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 476-3452
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Foreword
Darlene Kluka
NAGWS President

During the &Lade of the 1990s, NAGWS and the sport of volleyball

will Ldebrate their one hundredth anniversanes. Histomally, the
National AssoLiation for Girls and Women in Spurt has been sLulpting
paths to the future. ReLently, the NAGWS Board of Directors auopted
strategh. plan designed to Lontinue Lreating paths into the 21st Lentury.
Four key goals have been identified:

(1) We shall reauit, develop, and promote women for leadership
positions in sport and physical activity;

(2) We shall serve as an advoLate for women's full partiLipation in
physical activity and sport leadership;

(3 We shall serve ds an advoLate for the ii,itiation and enhanLement

of quality programs of sport and physa.al tWtivity designed to
aLLommodate ;males of all ages, raLes, Lreeds, ethm, origin., eLonomiL
levels, abilities, and interests; and
(4) We shall promulgate the profession.
SpeLitkally, members of the Affiliated Boares of Offivals Lan beLome

a part of shaping paths by (1) RECRUITING females as offiLials, (2; ADVOCATING the advanLement of women as officials in
sports, (3) ENHANCING the quality of those who officiate women's
purts, and (4) PROMOTING professionalism through offivating.
The direLtions of volleyball offiLiating are at i Lrossroads. Crossroads

are paths to new beginnings, opportunities to beLome more. Identify
y ourself, through your Board, tIN d pathfinder, adv mate uur message,
and enhanLe opportunities for ALL females chi ough volleyball offmating
wherever you are.
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NAGWS Volleyball

Rules Committee

1989-90
BARBARA VIERA. Chair, Carpenter Sports Building, Univesity of
Delaware, Newark. DE 19716
SUE LEMAIRE, Rules Interpreter. 21721 East Clydesdale Circle,
Walnut. CA 91789
** JIM STEWART, USVBA Rules Interpreter 537 St. Charles Ave.. N.E.,
Atlanta, GA 30308
NANCV SOMMER, ABO P T & 0 Chair, 1705 East Joppa Road,
Baltimore, MD 21234
TERRY LAWTON, ABO E & R Chair, 21721 East Clydesdale
Circle, Walnut, CA 917E9
KAREN GEE. NRT Chair, 1515 Vine Street, Belmont, CA 94002
JUDITH HARTMANN, High School Representative, 23 Clifford
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GLADA MUNT. NAIA Representative. Southwestern University, Box
6272. Georgetown. TX 78626
MARLENE PIPER, AVCA Representative. 1313 Hawthorne Ct..
Dixon. CA 95620

** DICK SMITH. USVBA Representative, 14627 National Drive,
Chantilly, VA 22021
VIRGINIA OVERDORF. ANC C Representative. William Patterson
College. 300 Pompton Rd., Wayne, NJ 07470

ANN FRUEC HTE, N77' Representative, 12300 SW Douglas. Portland,

OR 97225
DEBBIE CHIN, NCtiA Representative. Associate Director of Athletics,
University of New Haven, West Haven, CT 06516
GEORGE KILLIAN, NJCAA, PO Box 7305, Colorado Springs,
CO 80933-7305

CLIFF GILLIES, W1AA, 4211 W. Lake Sammamish Blvd. SE.
Bellevue, WA 98008

** ANN CASEY. ABO, Reed College. 3203 SE Woodstock Blvd..
Portland, OR 97202

** PEGGY KELLERS. NAGWS National Office, Executive Director.
1900 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091

*Mutenak bor the 1990-91 Guide vie.. prepared h) the 1989-1990 Committee

"Nomming Member.
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NAGWS Women's Interscholastic
and Collegiate Volleyball Rules

1990-91

Ruks ot the Cam t.. as authorited by db. International V,IkyKdI federation
at the XVII Congress. Seoul. Kerea. September. 1988

The 1990 91 United States Volkybal. Ruks are reprinted with p:rmission
t rom the United States Volleyball Assosiation. the national governing boiti, tor
solleyball
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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Preface
The NAGWS Volleyball Rules 1. untinue to be based on the United
States Volleyball Rules, w hich in turn arc adopted from the rules and
interpretations of the Federation International of Volleyball Rules.
In September 1983, the International Rules of the Games Commission
adopted several majcr and minor rule changes at its meeting in Seoul,
Korea These new rules have been incorporated into the body of the
i 990-91 NAGWS Volleyball Guide as new rule changes.
All changes will be noted by use of a (i') or underlining to aid the
reader in easy recognition. There is also a section called "Summary

of Major Rule Changes" whkh lists changes, clarifications, and
interpretations.
In addition to reviewing the new rules, the NAGWS Rules Commute,
continues to maMtain Its commitment to modifications of internationai
rules which are beneficial to educational inst:tuuons. These modifkations
are:
1

Players' numbers may be between 1 and 99 inclusive,

2 Three entries for each player and twelve team substitutes are
permissible in a game;

All uniformed players and team representatives may participate in
all time-outs at the siaeline or vicinity of the bench.
4. Team time-outs will be 45 seconds;
5 The option to not change sides at 8 point, of the deciding game
if both teams agree;
6 For scholastic and intercollegiate c mpetition, the coach is allowed
1

to call time out and approach the first referee to protest a
misinterpretation or misapplication of a rule.

The NAGWS Volleyball Rules Committee supports the NAGWS
position ihat sportsmanlike :_ieha v 'air should prevail in the 1. ondua of
athletic endeavors, therefore, a player may make an honor call

13
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NAGWS Summary of Rule Changes

for 1990
Rule 2. Article I. Exposed steel cable
Any exposed steel cable running through the bottom of the net
to the standard must be covered.
Rule 1 Article 5. Padding of supports and refe.ee's stand
Padding is required for stamiarth, cabl:s, and referee's stand.
Rule 4, Article 5. Team bennes
Specifies the placemem
i k..atiun uf chairs and benches used
for team benches.

Rule 5, Article I. Uniforms
The .tuiform consists of jersey and shorts t 1 or 2 piece).
Rule 5. /
_le 2. Team roster limitations
Lim
g team rosters to 12 players has been deleted from the rules.
:.;ov inning bodies or conferences may stipulate a limitation.
Rule 6. Article 6. Intervals between games

The interval between all games uf the match shall be a maximum
of three (3) minutes.

Clarifications
Rule I. Commentary 2. Nonplayable area
Nonplayable area was expmded to include the area betw een the
scorer's table and a team bench.

Rule 2. Article 1. The net

Clanfies that the top of the net is a double thickness of white.
unmaiked canvas or v iny 1. meaning nu wnting un the top white
tape.

Rule 3. Commentary 1 anci 2. Pressure of the ball
Clarifies that the air pressure of the ball must - between 4.5 and
6.0 lbs/sq. in. The first referee makes the final decision.
Rule 4. Commentary 1 and 2. Team members and..entitttes
Defines team members and substitutions.
Rule 4. Commentary 7. Designated coaches
Coaches may stand to instruct team membi, s provided they remain
within one meter of the bench.
Rule 4. Commentary 13e. Electronic Media Time-outs
Recommended procedures for electronic media time-outs.
Rule 5. Commentary hi. Note. Uniform numbers

Clarifies thai when teams have uniforms without contrasting
numbers. a point shall be awarded to the opponent at the start
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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of each game. The placeme.,t of the 3 front numbers oh the chest
is interpreted to mean centered or left or right of center.
Rule 6, Commentary 3. Promotional intermission
Recommends procedures for promotional internussions.
Rule 7, Commentary 1(a). Re-serve privileges
Clarifies penalties for repeated re-serves as individual sanctions.
Rule 8, Article 9 and 10. Attack hit and attackingthe serve
Defines attack hit and clarifies attacking the serve.

Experimental Rule
Rule 12, Article 2. Scorittg

Each game would nae a maximum score of 17 points and the
deciding game would be scored with the rally point scoring system.
The team awarded the side out or winning the rally scores a point
and serves next.

15
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Official United States Volleyball Rules

1990-91
Official Commentary on the
Volleyball Rules
Note. Major rewording in the rules and interpretations ,..hanges are
Clanfk.ations are indicated by a L.hek
Commentary seLtions are boxed to set .hem off from the rules.
indkate by u_ILLerlij_glin .

Chapter 1. Facilities, :laying Area, and Equipment
Rule 1. Playing Area and Markings
ARTICLE 1. Court. The playing court shall be 18 m long by 9 m
wide (59' x 29'6% A .1zar area of 2 m (6'6-) shoald surround an indoor
i.ourt. A dear area u 3 m (9'10') should surround an outdoor i,ourt.

ARTICLE 2. Court Markings. The ourt shall be marked by lines 5
2', wide. Areas being defined by ,..ourt markings shall be measured
from tht oubiidc edge of...the lines defining suai areas with ihe exepilon
of the centec :ine (Article 3).
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RULE 1. PLAYING AREA AND MARKINGS

ARTICLE 3. Center Line.A line 5 cm (2") wide shall be drawn across
the court beneath the net from sideline to sideline dividing the court
into two equal team areas.

ARTICLE 4. Attack Line. In each team area a line 5 cm kr) wide
shall be drawn between the sidelines parallel to the center hne and 3
m (910") from the middle of the center line to the rearmost edge of
the attack line The attack area, limited by the center bne and the attack
line, extends indefinitely beyond the sidelines.

ARTICLE 5. Service Area. At a point 20 cm (8") behind and
perpendicular to each end line, two lines, each 15 cm (6") in length
and 5 cm (2") in width, shall be drawn to mark the service area for
each team One line is an extens,_ n of the nght sideline and the other
is drawn so that its farther edge is 3 m (910") from the extension of
the outside edge of the right sideline. The service area shall have a
minimum depth of 2 m (6'6").
ARTICLE 6. Overhead Cleacance. For all ,ompention there should be
an overhead clearance free from obstruction to a height of 7 m (23)
measured from the playing surface.

ARTICLE 7, Substitution Zone. The substitution zone is an area
extending from the imaginary extension of the attack line to the imaginary
extension of the center line between the court boundary.

ARTICLE 8. Minimum Temperature. The minimum temperature shad
be 10 degrees centigrade (50 degrees Fahrenheit).

Commentary on Rule 1
Playing Facilities
1

2

hayable areas. Playable floor area includes the court and all
surrounding floor areas not obstructed by floor obstacles.

Nonplayable areas. Nonplayacle areas are such areas as
bleachers, team bench and match administration areas (to
include behind such areas or between the scoreis table and
a team bench), equipment storage areas near the court, and
any other area deemed, in the judgment of the first referee.
to be unsuitable for the normal playing of the ball or hazardous
to the welfare of players and/or officials.
(a) Players may not enter nonplayable areas for the purpose

18
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RULE 1. PLAYING AREA AND MARKMS

of playing the ball. Players making a play on the ball may
enter a nonplay able area after play ing the ball providing they

have at least one foot in contact with the floor at the time
contact is made with the ball.
3.

Overhead clearance. (Article 6)
(a) Rules applying to the ceiling and obstructions above the
court also apply to the ceiling and obstructions above the
playable area surrounding the court.
(b) Where fixtures or obstructions hang between 4.5 m (15')

and 7 m (23') above the playable surface, a ball, other
than a serve, striking such obstruction regardless of attachment (even wall attached obstructions) shall be in play
by the offending team as though the ball had not touched
such obstruction. No such reboundiag ball may legally
strike above the opponent's playing area, nor may it legally
fall to the opponent's playing area. Where the ceiling itself
is not the proper clearance above the court surface, it is
included as an obstruction.
A ball contacting an unusually low overhead obstruction

(less than 43 m (15') above the playable surface) that
protrudes over the court or over any playable area, is blown

dead and "may" be ruled a playover or point/side-out.
A playover is awarded only if in the referee's judgment,
ibstruction interferes with a play that could normally

have been made or if the ball would have remained in
play if the obstruction bad not been over the court or
playable area. This would apply also to a ball that may
have crossed the net before striking the unusually low
obstruction preventing the ball from remaining in play.
A vertically hanging backboard would be an example of
an unusually low obstruction.
(The ground rule covering an unusually low obstruc-

tion shall include "all" of the obstruction and its
supports above 4.5 m

td, A ball strikmg the t.eiling or an overhead obstruction of

any height over a nonplayable surface such as over
bleachers or other floor obstacles would be dead and out
of bounds.
4
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RULE 1. PLAYING AREA AND MARKINGS

e

Balls striking the ceiliag or overhead obstructions 7 m (23")
and above are dead and out of bounds.

(f) Should the ball come to rest on an obstruction, it is the
fault of the team which touched it last.
4.

Court clearance. (Article 1)
(a) A clear space of 3 m (9'10") should surround an outdoor
court. A clear space of 2 m 61/2) should surround an indoor
court.

kb) Should the ball strike a wall or any floor obstacle more
than 2 m (6W) from the court, the ball becomes dead.
Walls, benches, c'achers, or other floor obstacles that a
player could run into that are less than 2 m (61/2') from
the court boundaries require establishment of a ground
rule. A playover will be directed if, in the judgment of
the first referee, the ball would have remained in play if
the obstacle had not been there.

Assumed extension of lines. All !meson the court arc considered
to have an assumed :ndefinite atension.
6.

Suitable courts.
(a) The playing surface shall be flat, horizontal and uniform.

Play shall not be conducted on any surface that is wet,
slippery or constructed of abrasive material.

t I ) Indoors the playing suface may be natural ground,
wood, or of a synthetic material which is smooth and
free of any abrasive surface.
t 2) For outdoor courts, it shall be permitted to have a slope

of 5 mm per meter to provide for proper drainage.
ib The boundary lines are included in the dimensions of the
court (their length and width), as are the two service lines,
indefinitely extcnde... ,n the dimensions of the service area.
The centel line IS part of both sides of the court (see aule
9. Art. 6).

tdi In the service arc. If these is not sufficient area behind
the end line to provide a depth of 2 in (6W). a line (tape)
must be placed on the court to provide the required service

area depth. After the serve, the line is ignored until play
ends.
-*
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(e) Court dimensions must meet the metric specification,.
Where courts are on a permanent surface and old court
lines cannot be removed, marking tape must be used to
shorten the court by 6 inlhes on each end.

(f) The rule does not specify the color of the lines and they
may be of any contrasting color frr.n1 that of the colors
of the court and the out court area. Court color should
also be in contrast with the color of any lines intended
for other sports, e.g., basketball or hgdminton.
Boundary Markers. On an outdoor court ood, metal or other
rigid materials may not be used since the g.nund can erode,
thus causing lines to protrude above ground level and present
a hazard to players. Hollowed uut lines are not recommended.
The court lines should be marked before the beginning of a
match.

(a) On an outdoor court, the lines must be clearly marked
with whitewash, chalk, or other substance which is not
injurious to the eyes or skin. No lime or caustic material
of any kind may be used. Lines must bz marked in such
a manner as to not make the ground unev.n.

(b) Indoors the lines must be of a color contrasting to that
of the floor. Light colors (white or yellow) are the most
8

visible and are recommended.
Unsuitable Courts. The court, in all cases, must be under the

control of the first referee before and during a match. The
first referee alone is responsible for deciding whether or not
the court is suitable for play. The first referee should declare
the court unfit for play in the following cases:
(a) When play can be dangerous due to any hazardous condition of the court, to include abrasive type surfaces.
(b) Improper or defective equipment that can be hazardous
to players or officials.
(c) If the court becomes soft or slippery.

(d) When fog or darkness makes it impossible to officiate
properly.
9

Adjacent Courts. Where competition (including warm-ups
preceding a match) is being conducted on adjacent courts, no

player may penetrate into an adjacent court before, during
or after a play on the ball.

NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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(a) Where adjacent courts are in use at the start of a match,
the courts shal: be considered in use until the conclusion
of the match.
( b) During tournament competition, if a court is scheduled
for use, whether the court is occupied or not at the start
of a match, the court shall be considered in use.
10.

Dividing ..cts or other partitions. Where dividing nets or other
hanging partitions of a GM able nature separate adjoining
Lourts, only the player actually making the attempt to play

the ball may go into the net or move it. It should be ruled
a dead ball and a fault if a teammatc. substitute, coach or
other person deliberately moves the net to assist play.

II.

Walls. When playing the ball near a wail, players may not
use the wall to gain a height .dvantage. If the Vv all is contaLted

by the foot of a player prior to the player making contact
with the ball, at least one foot must be on the floor at the
time the ball is contacted.
12.

Special Ground Rules. Any speLaal ground rul .s for a match

must be speufied in the premata conferenLe by the first
referee.
I 3.

Other equipment.
(a) No speLial reLommendations are made as to the size of
the scoreboard. It should be divided into two pnts. The
names or initials of the two teams should be shown at

the top. Information shown on the scoreboard is not
official and may not be used as a basis of protest.

(b) There shcold be a table for the scorer with chairs and,
when necessary, a microphone for use in announcing the
score.

tt.) EaLh court should have a measuring device to check the
height of the net. The measuring device should be appro-

priately marked with the two heights (men-2 m 43 cm
or 7' I 15/(; women-2 m 24 cm or 7' 41/4").
(d) The referee's stand must be on a support and preferably
adjustable to the first referee's preference. It should be
constructed so that:
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(I)

it does not obstruct the players (the surface of the
base should be fairly narrow and should not protrude

in a manner that could cause some harm to the
players);
(2) the first referee can mount easily.
(e) There should be benches or chairs for the coaches and
substitutes placed facing the first referee and along the

edge of the out court area, a minimum of 2 in (6'61
from the sideline and no closer than three meters to the
imaginary extension of the center line.
(f) It is recommended that the host team provide speed wipers
for the purpose of '..c.:ping the floor dry and safe. They
should be available to wipe the floor immediately at the

end of each rally with or without the direction of the
referee.

Rule 2. The Net
ARTICLE 1. Size and Construction. The net shall not be less than
9 50 in (32') in length and I m t39") in a idth thruughot,' the full length
%Awn stretched. A double thickness of white, unmarked canvas or vinyl
5 cm (2") aide shall be sewn along the full lensth of the top of the
net. The net must be constructed ot 10 cm (4') square dark mesh only.
N flexibk curd r cabk shall be stretched through the upper and lower
cd

fth L net Note An) exposed steei cabk running through the bottom

of the net must be covered. The net should be capable of receiving
a wooden dowel tu kcep the ends uf the net in straight lines when tight.

ARTICLE 2. Net Height. The height of the net measured from the
center of the court shall be 2A3 m &7i 14ht") for men and 2.24 m (7'41/4")

for women. The two ends of the net must be at the same height from
the playing surface and cannot exceed the regulation height by more
than 2 cm (1/4-).

ARTICLE 3. Vertical Tape Markers. Twu tapes of white material 5
cm (2-) wide and I m (39) in length shall be fastened to the net, one
at each end, tau and perpendicular tu each sideline and the centerline.
The vertical tape side markers are considered to be a part of the net.
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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ARTICLE 4. Net Antennas. Cumeiding with the outside edge of eaeh
vertieal tape market, an antenna shall be fastened to the net at a &starlet
of 9 Hs t296", from eaeh other. The net antennas shall be 1.80 m (6')
in length and made of safe and moderately fle.7.ible material with a
unifurm diameter uf 10 mm tls-i. The uppet half of eaeh antenna shall
be marked with alternating white and red en orange bands nut less than
10 em (4"i and not more than 15 em (6') in width. The antennas will

be affixed to the net with fasteners that provide for quiek and easy
adjustment of the antenna. The fasteners J hall be smooth surfaeed and
free uf any sharp edges that might be t.unsidered hazardous to players.
ARTICLE 5. Net Supports. Where possible. the posts. uprights. or stand..
ineluding then base., w hieh support the net should be at least 50 ern
from the sidelines and plaeed in sueh a manner
not interfere
19
with the officials in the performance of their duties.
Note. It is required that the standards iineluding w
the flow cables,
and the referee's stand be padded.

a Standards be padded to a minimum height of 5 1 2 feet with at
least 1' thiek. resilient. shot. 11/4 absorbing material sue h as poly ethylene

foam) to encase the uprights and all tensioning_devices

b Front and sides of the referee's platform be protee!..d in the same
manner as the standards.

Anv guide eables tn ngtd braees be padded to a minimum heiglit
015 I 2 feet w ith at least 1 Z- thiek resilient. shoek absorbing material

1

Commenthry on Rule 2
The Net
Net supnorts. Net J uppo rt posts should be eon. anent fol the
referees and not hazardous to the players. They must be of
a length that alk.ws the net to be fixed at the correct height
above the playing surfaee. Fixing the posts to the fluor by means
tif w
supports should be avoided if possible. When net supports

and the referee's stand are not padded as specified, the mateh
will not be played at that site.

2 Net adjustments. The height and tension of the net must be
nieasured before the start of the mateh and at any other time
Mc first referee dee,ns advisabk. Height measurements shauld
z'
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be ni..4e in the center of the court and at each end of the
net perpendicular to the side boundary lines to assure that each
end of the net is within the prescribed variation. The net must

be tight throughout its length. After being tightened, the net
should be checkzd to assure that a ball saiking the net will
rebound properly.

4

lintennas and vertical markers. Antenna and vertical tape
markers on the net are required and should be checked by the
first referee before a match to assure (hat they are properly
located on the net. are properly secured, a:.d properly aligned.
Special attention should be given to any exposed ends at di:
bot.m of the antennas to assure that the} are smooth 4nd round
or Jre covered with tape so as not to present safety hazard
to players. Antennas are part of the net.
Net torn during play. If net becomes torn during play. other
than by a served ball play shall N. stopped and a play-over
irected after the net is repaired or replaced. If the net becomes
torn by served ball a side out will be directed and !lte net

repaired or replaced. vvith the opponents serving when play
resumes

Rule 3. The Ball
XRT!CLE 1. Size and Construction. Thc bail shall be spherical with
1..cel.s. leather or leatherlike cover of 12 or more pieces of uniform
41.; ,olur with or without separate bLidr. it shall not be less than

62 cm nor more than 68 cm (2S" to 27"i w circumference. it shall
Acigh nut less than 260 fjanis nor more than 280 grams (9 to 10 oz.)

1

Commentary on Rule 3
The Ball
Responsibility for examining ball prior to play.

It is

responsibility of the first referee to examine the balls prim to

'he .,tart of a match to determine that they are official and
in proper condition Team captains do not choose match bans.
ball that becomes wet or slipper} during competition must
changed.

NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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2 Pressure of the ball. The pressure of the ball, measured with
a special pressure gauge, must be between 0.32 and 0.42 k&
sq cm (4 5 to 6_0 lbs!sq. in.). The match organizer should have
a pressure gauge on the scorer's table for use by the official:,
"I Markings on the balls. A maximum of 25% of the total exterior
surface area of the ball may be covered with logo, name,
identification, and other markings and coloring. which is to say
that a minimum of 75% of the exterior surface of an approved
ball shall be of uniform light color.
4 Responsibility for balls during the match. The second referee
is responsible for the balls throughout the match and ensures
that they are returned to the organizer as soon as the match
is over The second referee, after being summoned by the first
referee, gives the match bll to the team that elected to txrve
first at the beginning of the match. The second referee should
also be in possession of the ball between games.
c Three ball system during a match. The following proceaurcs

will be followed when using the three ball system during

a

match:

(a) Six (6) ball retrievers will be used and shall be stationed
as follows, one at each corner of the court about 4 m to
5 m from the end lines and 2 m to 3 m from the sidelines;
one behind the first referee, one behind the second referee.
(by At the start of a match, a ball will be placed on the scorer's
table and one given to each of the ball retrievers nearest
the serving areas. These are the only ones authorized to
give the ball to the server.

(ci When the ball is outside the playmg areas. It should be
recovered by one of the ball retrievers and given to the
one who has already given the ball to the player who will
make the next service, if the ball is on the court, the player
nearest the ball should immediately place it outside the court.
' d Nt the instant the ball is ruled dead, the ball retriever nearest

the service area will quickly give the ball lc the player who
will be executing the next service.
(e) Dur.ns a time out. the first referee may authorize the second
referee to give the ball to the retriever nearest the area where
the next service will occur.
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fl A ball being returned from one will retriever to another
will be rolled, not thrown, along the floor outside the court.
k ball being returned should be delivered to the ball retriever
who has just given a ball to the server.

Chapter 2. Participants in Competition
Rule 4. Rights and Duties of Players and Team Personnel
CRTICLE 1. Rules of the Game. All oadies and players are required
to know the rules of the game and abide by them.
kRTICLE 2. Team Discipline. The ,..oa,.hes and aptains are responsible
for discipline and proper conduct of their team members.
kRTICLE 3. Team Spokespersons. The playing i,aptains are the only
players who may address the first referee and shall be the spokespersons
for their teams The ,..aptain may also address the second referee, but
only on matters comeming the second referees dunes. The designated

coaches may address the referees only for the purpose of requesting
a time-out or substitution.

Note: This ankle may be modified for scholastk and intercollegiate
competition. The oaches ma:, also request a lineup i.het.k or time-out
to protest a nonjudgemental deiision listed In Rule 13, Commentary
4. For correct procedure see Rule 13 Article 2.

XRTICLE 4. Time-out Requests. Requests fur time-out may be made
by the designated coaches while at the team beni,h ano or the playing
captain when the ball is dead.
* 'a Each team is allowed two time-outs in eat,h game. Zonsev.utive ume-

outs may be requested by either team without the resumption of
play between time outs. The length of a time-out is limited to 45
seconds Teams shall return to the wurt upon notitkation by either
If a team ..aptain Or oah inadvertently requests a third ume-out,
it shall be refused and the team warned. lf, in the judgment of the
tirst refe, ee. a team requests a third time out as a means of attempting

to gain advantage. the offending tear.

ill be penalized with loss

f service. or if not serv ing, the opponents shall be awarded a point.
*This is a modificaton of the international rule.
NAGA'S VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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kt.) During a time out, all team members may move to the viunity of
the team bench. All bend' personnel may participate in the timeout provided that they do not ent..r the court. Water and, or other
liquids or powders may onl be administered in the vicinity of the
team bench. Where poss;ble, this area should be at lea., ... m (6'
6') from the court.
ARTICLE S. Team Benches. Benches or chairs are to be placed to
the right and left of the set cis table not nearer to the eenter line than
the attack line. Team Ir - mbers shall oct,upy the bent,h area located
on the si.ie uf the net opposite the first referee adj.ment to their playing
area. Coadies, trainers, dot..tors, managers, and statisticians must be
seated on midi bendies or ehairs. Substitutes ar., to be seated on their
team bench or be in their team's warmup area.
ARTICLE 6. Individual Sanctions. The following aets of team members
are subject to sanction by the first referee.
(a) Addressing offrcials concerning their decisions.
(b) Making profane or vulgar acts, gestures or remarks.
(c) Committing acts or gestures tending to influence offivals.

(d) Distruptive coadiing or other at.tions by any team member. (See
Commentary 7)

(e) Crossing the vertit..al plane of the net with any part of the body
with the purpose of distrauing an opponent while the ball is in play.
i1'. Leav ing the t..uurt area or bend' area by players dunng an interruption
of play in the game without the permission of the first referee.
(g) Serves before whistle after being warned.

(h) Abusing the re-serve privilege.

ARTICL1. 7. Degree of Individual Sanctions. Offenses etimmitted by
team members may result in the following sanuions by the first referee.

(a) WARNING. For minor unsporting offenses 1,uch as talking to
opponents, spedaturs, or offit..ials, shouting or other minor unsporting

aus that disrupt the eonduet of the game, a warning (yellow t..ard)
is issued and is reunded on the suiresheet. A set..ond minor offensduring the same game by the s.ane team member must resuli in
a penalty.

(b) PENALTY. For rude behavior, a set..ond minor offense or other
serious offenses, a penalty (red t.ard) is issued by the first referee
and is ret.orded un the suiresheet. A penalty automatwally entails
the loss uf serviee by the offending team if serving, or if not serving,
the awarding uf a poilt tp, the opponents. A set..ond at,t warranting
28
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the issuing of a penalty to a team member during the same game
results in expulsion.

(c) EXPULSION: Extremely offensive conduct (such as obscene or
insulting words or gestures) towards officials, spectators, or other
players, results in expulsion of a team member from the game (red
and yellow cards together) in which the offense oc urred. Expelled
individuals must leave the court and tears. area until the next game
of the match A second expulsion during a match must resalt m
the disqualification of the te m member(s). No further penalty is
a -sessed.

(d) DISQUALIFICATION. A second explusion during a match or any
attempted or actual physical aggresion toward an official, spectator,
or opponent results in the disqualir.cation of a player or team member

for the remainder of a match (red and yellow cards apart). A

disqualified team member must leave the area (including spectator
area) of the match. No further penalty is assessed.
ARTICLE 8. Misconduct Between Games. Any sanctions fur misconduct

between games will be administered in the game following such
misconduct.

ARTICLE 9. Improper Requests. Any improper request that does not
affect play or delay the game shall be denied by signal and noted on
the scoresheet Any additional impoper requests during the same game
shall be sanctioned as a team delay ,Article 10).
Examples of improper requests arc.

(a) Requesting a time iut, substitution, lineup check, after the first
referee's whistle for sc-vice.

(h) A request for time out or substitution by someone other than the

designated coaches or playing captain.
second request for substitution during the same dead ball period
without an intervening time-out.
(d) A request for an excess time-out.
(c)

e) A request for substitution that would result in an excess team or

player substitution.
(f) A request that would result in a wrong position entry.
ARTICLE 10. Team Delays. A team delay is sanctioned with a warning
(yellow card) on the first occasion and a penalty (red card --point or
side out) on any subsequent occasion during the same game, regardless
of reason Sanctions assessed against a team are indicated by the first
referee showing the appropriate signal or penalty caid and notifying
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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the coach or captain of the reason for the sanction. Such sanctions must
be wed in the comments section uf the scuresheet. Team delays include.

(a) Failure to submit a liaeup at least 2 minutes prior to the start of
a match or priur to the signal indicating eApiration of the intermission
between games.
(b) A second improper request during the same game.
(c) Delay in completing a substitution.

(d) A request for entry of an illegal player knot un the roster, illegal
number, disqualified player, etc.).
(e) Administering water and:or other liquids near the sideline.
(f) Failure to report to the end line when directed to du su at the start
of a match and between games of a match.
(g) Delay in returning to play after a time-out.
(h) Delay in moving to positions fur serv ing ur receiving service after
completion of a rally
(i) Action by a player which creates an unnecessary delay in the start
of play.
(j) A player on the court wearing jewelry.

Commentary on Rule 4
Rights and Duties of Players and Team Personnel
1

Team members. Team members are defined as all official
representatives of the team which includes, but is not limited
to, ciaches, players, substitutes, trainers, and managers Players
are defined as the team members un the playing area. Substitutes

are the ,earn r.,embers who are in uniform on the team bench

or in the team warmup area who are eligible to enter the
2

game.
Playing captain. One of the six players on the court shall be

designated as the playing captain. The playing captain
designated on the lineup sheet submitted at the start of the
game shall remain the playing captain at all times when in
the game. When replaced, the coach or captain shall designate
another player to assume the duties of captain until replaced
or the playing captain returns to the game.
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Conduct between games. Any sanction assessable during play
may also be assessed during the period following the prematch
coin toss and during the periods between games of a match.
Teams shall be immediately notified when a sanction is imposed
against a tea m member prior to the start of the match or between

games of a match Sanctions imposed on a playens) prior to
the start of a match or between games of a match shall be

administered at the beginning Gf the next game. After hneups
have been received and recorded on the official scoresheet,
sanctions will be recorded by the scorer. In the case of multiple

sanctions, enforcement shall be in the order in which the
offenses occurred. In the case of simultaneous offenses by

4

opponents, the sanction shall be enforced against the serving
lean first and then against the receiving team. The procedure
to be followed by the first referee. Show the sanction card
to the player or coach at the time of the sanction. Have the
sanction recorded on the next game scoresheet. When the teams
are called onto the court for the next game, it is only necessary
to again show a red card penalty and award the penalty to
begin the game. It is not necessary to show a yellow card
warning at the beginning of the next game.
Designated coaches. Only the coaches listed on the roster for

each team may speak to either referee in order to ask for

a time-out or a substitution. The coaches may ask the r.ferees
for information as to hov, many substitutsons or time-outs have
been used when the ball is dead. This privilege may not be

used to delay the ame. The designated coaches may give
instructions to players during the match but may not argue
with or protest ( without being assessed a time-outi to the
referees Disruptive coaching shall be penalized by a red card
(point or side out) The same applies, throughout the match,
to all other persons on the team bench.

Speaking to the referees. Team members may not speak to
the referees during the match other than to legally request
time-out, lineup check, substitution or
inquire as to the
number of time-outs or substitutions used. Referees shall not
entertain discussion on any other matters. (S modification
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for high school and collegiate coaches. Rule 13 Article 2 )
The captain may speak to the second referee on matters
concerning the second referee's role, the captain may ask the
b.

second referee for a time-out and for a substitution.
Disqualification for more than o match. If the first referee
feels that a team member has con,,nitted a serious unsporting
act that warrants disqualification from more than the match
in which the act was discovered, a report must be made to
the authany in charge of the tournament for final iction First

referees are authorized to disqualify te-m membeis for only
the match in which the act occurred. Disqualification does
not carry any further penalty, i.e., point, side out, time-out.

7.

Disqualified personnel must immediately leace the area of the
match, including any spectator areas.
Team Benches. Team m..-..mbers shall be seated on the team
bench. Substitutes shall be in the warmup area or seated on
the team bench, Designated coaches shall be seated on the
team bench or speaking to a team member at the bench or
in the warmup area Designated coaches must be at the bench
in order to request time-outs, substitutions or lineup checks
Coacles may stand to instruct team members in a nondisruptive
maioer provided they remain within une meter of the bench
i a, I: e warmup area shall be beyond the team bench nearest
0-ie end line of their playing area and not nearer the court
than the team bench. Players may not use a ball for warmup
activities in the warmup area or bench areas.
i I i If no area is as ailable for warmup beyond the bench
area and away from the court, players mum remain
on the bench.
(hi Trainers or doctors may le.u.e their seat on the bench for
the purpose ot administering' assistance to substitutes on
the bench.
ici Team members shall occupy the bench located on the side
of the net adjacent to their playing area and shall immediately change benches at the end of each game and
in the middle of a deuding game of a match if the captains
so decided
r...)
Q/ 0
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8.

(d) A team member guilty of misconduct on the bench shall
be sanctioned by the first referee. If the individual cannot
be identified, the sanction shall be imposed against the
head coach or individual responsible for bench conduct
if the head coach is in the game.
Coaching. Coaching will be allowed from outside the court.

This is interpreted to mean that the team may receive in,
structions from the bench area. "Disruptive" coaching, which
would be any action the first referee judged to be a disruptive

influence to the match, would not be allowed Examples of
disruptive coaching include:
(a) Tactics designed to delay the game.
(b) Continaal jumping up from the bench.
(c) Pacing in the bench area.
(d) Loud or abusive language.
(e) Comments to the officials and/or opposing teams.
(f) Throwing of objects.
(g) Displaying disgust in an overt manner.

9

Disruptive coaching shall be penalized as a major offense
without warning. For a second such act by a team member,
the head coach, or if the head coach is not in the bench area,
the person responsible for bench conduct, shall be expelled.
Electronic Aids. Electronic devices such as video recorders,

tape recorders. etc. may be used a an aid to post-match
analyzation. Electruniv transmitting devices which transmit
information from other parts of playing facility to the bench

during the match are not considered to be in the spirit of
ol ley ball and shall not be allowed. Discovery of the use of
transmitting devices to the bench would cause the coach to
be sanctioned as a major offense (individual red card) for
unsporting conduct and the devices must be removed from
the bench area.
10

Individual Sanctions. Each game is considered separately,

except for expulsions. If a team member is warned for
unsporting conduct in a previous game and repeats the same
unsporting act in subsequent game, the individual must be
04
2
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warned again before being assessed a penalty. Similar acts
by two different players should be given as an individual
warning to each player. If in the opinion of the first referee,
a player deliberately attempts to distract an opponent after
the ball has been contacted for service, such player shall be
gulty of unsporting i.ondui.4 and an individual sanction (red
card) shall be imposed by the first referee.

If a phyer commits a serious breach of conduct toward
opponents or offwials the player should be penalized without
warning.
1 I. Team Sanctions. Teams making an improper request shall hav e

the request denied on the first ov.vasion. A second improper
request shall be san-tioned as a first team delay (team yellow
i.ard warning). A second team delay shall be sani.tioned with
a red card (penalty--point or side out).
12 Improper requests. If a playing captain or designated wadi
makes an improper request, the second referee must use the
following procedures:

cal If in the official's judgement the first improper request
of a game does not interrupt play, it is denied by signal
and at the next dead ball it is whistled, signalled, and nott..d
on the scoresheet.

.b If in the official's judgement the first improper requeq of

a game does interrupt play, it is whistled at the time of
the request, denied by signal, and noted on the scoresheet

Any subsequent improper requests are whistled and
sanctioned at the time of the request.
13 Time-out periods. After the first referee's whistle for servii.e.
if the second referee blows a whistle in response to a team's
request for time uut or substitution, play will be stopped (first
referee must whistle). The first referee will decide if the timeout should be granted. If the request is not granted, then the

t:arn will be cl.arged with an improper request and a playover will be directed.
t a ) Te.ams ganted a legal time-out may terminate the time-

out period at any time they indicate that they are ready
to resume play. If the opponents wish to extend the time-
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out period, that team shall be required to take a timeout.

kb; If a team fails to return to play immediately upon the signal

indicating the end of a time-out period, that team shall
be sanctioned for delay (team yellow card).
R.) If a team makes a third request for time-out, the request
shall be denied and noted on the scoresheet.

'If the request is inadvertently granted, the time-out
shall be terminated immediatc!y upon discovery and the
team charged with a team delay ',team yellow card).
(2) lf, in the first referee's opinion, the reque.a was made
as a means of gaining an advantage, tilt team shall be
sanctioned for a team delay (team red card).
(kii If a team member other than the designated coaches or
playing captains request a time-out, tte request will be
(I)

denied and the team chard with an improper request.
If the request results in the granting of a time-out, it shall
be terminated immediately upon discovery and the team
sanctioned for delay (team yellow card).
R It is recommended thai -!lectionic media ;km outs last no
longer than 75 seconds If a team reaches 8 points and
no time-outs have been taken, a media time-oat will be
given on the first side out after 8 points.
14. Conduct during game. If 4 te4m me mber deliberately ;'r norms
acts for the purpose of d'stractinp an opponent during play,

play shall be stopped and a penalty (individual red card)
immediately imposed by the first referee.

15. Disqualified team member(s). Disqualified team members
must leave the match area m, hiding all spectator areas Team
members will be pernutted a brief penod to pick up belongings

from the bench area provided they refrain from furthe
misconduct. If the team member has not departed the play'
area w atm) one minute, the captain shall be warneJ that furt..er
delay will result in a default of the game. Within 15 set.onds

after the warning, the game shall be defaulted if the team
member has not departed.
eN
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Rule 5. The Teams
ARTICLE 1. Uniforms. The playing uniform shall consist alersey and
shorts (1 or 2 piece), and light, pliable shoes (rubber or leather soles
without heels).
;as) Jewelry will nut be allowed with thc exception uf religious medallions

or medkal identifications. If worn, these items must be removed
from any chain and taped

sev n under the uniform. When evaluating

headgev.,, the first referee shall have all items removed which the
first referee determines could cause injuries during the match.
(b) Players' jerseys must be mark, with numbers not less thcn 8 crn
(3-) in height on the chest and not less than 15 cm (6-) in height
on the back. Numbers shall be located on the jersey in such a position

that they are clearly visible. Numbers shall be in a color clearly
contrasting to that of the jersey. Shirts may be numbered from
through 99 inclusively with no duplicate numbers
Note In order tv be clearly visible it is recommended that numbers
be Qi least 1.27 cm (1/2') wide and of contrasting colors. Yellow

on white is not legal. (See Commentary L)

) Members of a team must appear on the court dressed in clean
presentable uniforms (jerseys and Jhorts;briefs, 1 or 2 piece) of the
same cvlor, style, cut and trim. For thc purpose of identical uniforms,
shoes, socks and kneepads ire not considered a part uf the uniform
and ar :. nut required to be identical fur team members. Nring cold
weather, it is permissible fur teams to wear identical training suits
provided they are numbered m av.cordance with the specifications
of Paragraph (b) above and are of the same color, style, cut, and
trim.

ARTICLE 2. Composition of Teams and Substitutions. A team Ada
consist of six players. (See Commentary 4b).

,a) Before the start of each match, including tournaments, all players
and substitutes must be listed on a roster presented tv the scorer
prior to the match. Such rosters shall also indicate the designated
coaches of the team and be signed by the head coach. Once the
roster has been verified and corrected as necessary, nu further changes

muy be made to the roster. Players and substitutes not listed vn
the roster will not be permitted to play in the match.

tb. At least two minutes before the atan of a match and prior tv the
evpiration of the intege4ion between gu nes, a coach or captain
36
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shall sabinit to the scorer a lineup of players in the service order
each will play. Lineups will be submitted un the lineup sheets provided

by the coach, scorer. Players shall be listed on the lineup sheet in
the floor position they shall occupy at the start of the game. After
the lineup sheets have been received by the scorer, no changes may
be made. Errors in recording lineups entered on the scoresheet may
Players listed on the lineup sheets may be replaced
be
prior to the start of play through a substitution requested by the
designated coaches ut capta;ri under the provisions of Paragraph
below. One uf the players un the lineup sheet must be designated
as the playtng ,aptatn. Opponents will not be permitted to see the
lineup Jubmitted by the opposing team prior to the start of play.
Substitutiontsi of players may be made on the request of either the
playing captain ur i des:coated coach when the ball is dead. A team
is allowed a maximum of twelve (12)* team substitutions in any
one game. Before entenng the game, a substitute must report to
the second referee,: in propel playing uniform and be ready to enter

upon the flotA when authorization is given. If the requested
substitutiun is nut cornpkted immediately, the substitution shall be
cancelled 1nd the team charged with a team delay (yellow card).
additiona: request may be made until after thc next dead ball
or a team has been granted a time-out.
d The captain 01 designated coach requesting substitution(s) shall
indicate the numbet uf substitutions desired. If the coach or captain
talk to indicate that mule than one substitution is desired, the first
ot second referee shall permit only une substitute to enter and charge

the team w ith an improper request. Follow...g a completed

*nu. as at inodat-mation ol the international rule. The applkable international
ruie ts indudett here as an informational item vnly and is not the NAGWS ruk.
A team is allowed a maximum of six substitutions in any one game.
ier A player starting a game may be replaced by any s.ibstitute and Only
subsequently re-enter the J4 me game one) but in the otiginal position in
Ihr serving order in relation tu uthet teammates. Only the original starter
may replace a substitute during the same game.
A substitute player who has already played, annot re -.liter tb. ---ne game,
exi.ept, if through ai.odent or injury a team is rediked tv kss flan six players.
Jriti the wan "s six Allowsble ubstatuttons have already been jsed.
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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substitution a team may not make a new request for substitution
until the next dead ball or until a time-out has been requested and
grantee to either teem. During a legal charged time-out, any number
of requests for substitution may be made by either team. Immediately
following a time out, an additional request for substitution may be
made.

te) 4 player shall not enter the game for the fourth time.* Starting
the game shall count as an entry. Players starting a game may be
replaced by a substitute and may subsequently re-enter the game
twice Any number of players may enter the game in each position
of the service order.* Players re-entering the game must assume

the original position in the serving order in relation to other
teaminates No Lhange shall be made in the order of rotation (except
in case of accident or iRjury requiring abnormal substitution under
the provisions of Paragraph (g) below). If an improper substitution
request is made, (i.e., excess team or player substitutions, second
request for substitution during the same dead ball period, etc.), the
request will be refused and the team charged with an improper request
(Rule 4, Art. 9). No new request may be made until the next dead
ball or one of the teams has been granted a time-out.
it) If a pIlyer becomes injured and cannot continue playing within 15
seconds, such player must be replaced or a team ume-out is awarded.
After that brief period, if the team desires to have the player remain
in the game, and if the player cannot continue to play immediately,
the team must use a time-out. If the player is replaced, regardless
of time required to safely remove the player from the court, no limeout shall be charged.
g It through accident or injury
A play er is unable to play and substitution
cannot be made under the proisions of Paragraph Le) or if the team
has used its allowable tv.elve team substitutions, such player may
be replaced in the following priority without penalty:
I

By the starter or substitute who has played in the position of
the injured player if such starter or substitute has not already
been in the game the allowable three times or by any player
who has not already participated in the game;
(21 By any player on the bench who has not been in tto game
(

three times, regardless of position previously played,
If all players have been in the game the allowable three times,

by the substitute who ireviously played in the position of the
injured player,
38
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(4) By any substitute, even through all substitutes have been
in the
game the three allowable times.
Players removed from the game under the abnormal substitution
provisions of Paragraph (h) or substitutes whose injury creates an
abnormal substitution due to their inability to enter the game to
replace an injured player will not be permitted to participate in
the remainder of the game.
Ih)

If through injury or ac -Went a player is unable to play and substitution

cannot be madc under the provisions of Paragraph (e) or (g), the
first referee may grant a special time-out of up to three minutes.
Play will be resumed as soon as the injured player is able to continue.

In no case shall the special injury time-out exceed three minute,.
At the end of the special timz-out, a team may request a normal
time-out provided they have not already used their allowable two
time-outs if after three minutes, or at the expiration of time-outs
grantea subsequent to the special time-out, the injured player cannot

continue to play, the team is declared imcomplete and loses the
game by default, keeping any points acquired. A player may be

granted only one 3 minute injury time-out during a match. If a player
becomes injured 'a the extent that a seLond injury time-out would
he required, thf aatch shall be defaulted for the safety of
the player.
If a team becomes incomplete through expulsion oi disqualification
of a player and substitution cannot be made under the provisions
of Paragraph (e) above, the team loses the game by default, keeping
any points acvired.

ARTICLE 3. Wrong Position Entr., or Player Illegally in Game, It
a player(s) participates in the game and then is found to be 4legally
in the game or as having entered in a wrong position in th service
order, the play must be stopped, the player(s) illegally in the game
replaced. and the following orrective action is taken:
(a ) If the team at fault is serving at the time of discovery of the error,
a side out wi., be declared and all points scored during that term
of service will be cancelled.
h k If the team at fault is receiving and dist.overy is becore the opponents
have served, all points prey iously sum-1:d by the offending team will
he 4.ancelled. The serving tr. On shall be awarded a potnt unless

discovery of the error is immeu:ately following a play in which the
serving team scored a point. In s tch case, no additional point will
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be awarded. The wrong position will be eurreeted and eontinued
without further penalty.
(c) If the team at fault is receiving and discovery is after the opponents
have served, all points previously seured by the offending team will
be retained.

;ds, If it is not possible to determine *hen the error first occurred, the
player(s) at fault and the team in error shall resume the correct
position(s) and, if serving, shall have a side out declared against
it. only the last point in that term of service is removed. If the other
team is serving. it shall be a warded a point unless the play immediately

preeeding discovery of the error in position or player illegally in
the game resulted in a point.

If correetion of the error require> a substitution due to an Illegal
or wrong position entry of a playeris). neither the team or playensi
w ill be charged with a substitution. In addition, any player or team
substitutions 4. harged at the time of the wrong envy shall be removed
from the scoresheet as though they had never occurred,

Commentary on Rule 5
The Teams
Uniforms.
(a ) A player must wear an identical number of contrasting
color on the front and baeic of the shirt. This number may
be between I and 99 inclusive with no duplicate numbers.
Zero or double zero is not a legal number. No player shall
participate w ithout a legal number. Players shall wear
numbers corresponding with numbers listed for them on
team rosters submitted to the scorer prior to the start of
the match.

When opponents ha..e. Jerseys of the same color, It
occasionally creates confusion as to the player who

has committed a fault and the team for whom the
player plays. Therefore, the home team should change
colo -. if possible
A.
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(2) Numerals must be in sharp contrast to the color of
the jersey. Examples of inappropriate combinations
would be yellow numerals on white jerseys, black
numerals on dark pavy blue jerseys, etc.

Note: If in the opinion of U..: first refccee, the number is
not cor trasting in color to the jersey, the team shall be
penalized I point at the start of each game.
.b. After a team submits a roster which has been venfied and
corrected as necessary, no further changes ma be made.
Players not listed on the roster after verifict q) cannot
play in the match.
, ci The first referee cannot allow play unless the playersjerseys
are numbered properly.
...1. Chest is interpreted to mean the numbers can be centered
or may be to the left or right of center.

(c, If uniform specifications are not correct, the following
procedure - be taken:
( l ) Notify the captains or coaches of the violation.

2) Meet with captains (coaches for high school play) to
determine whether a mtest will be filed.
(3) If filed, follow the "rotest procedure, and the match
t

will be played.
. f, If the temperature is low, the first referee may allow players
to wear sweatsuits, provided that the sweatsuits of a team
are all the same and have clearly visible numbers.

kgi All uniforms must meet the specifications in the rules.
Identical uniforms is Lonstrued to mean only the shorts/
briefs and jersey ( I or 2 piece). If a t-shirt is worn under
the jersey by one player the shirt must be similar in color
to the jersey. When more than one player wears a t-shirt
under their jerseys they must all be similar in style and

color. A short sleeve shirt and a long sleeve shirt are
considered to be similar in style if the collar and trim are
the same. Sweat pants or tights may be worn over or in

place of the shortsbriefs if they are worn by all team

I

1

[
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members. All members of the team must wear identical
sweat pants or all must wear identical tights. If boxer shorts
are worn under the uniform shorts, they shall not be visible.
Z. Jewelry, headgear, and other grticles. Pnor to the beginning
of the match, the referees should inspeLt the wearing apparel
of the players.
(a) Jewelry is not permitted. String braLelets are Lonsidered
as jewelry and are not permitted.

(b) Headgear
( ) Hair barrettes are permitted as a means of securing
the hair, it is not necessary that the barrette be taped.
(2) A head sweatband or bandana worn as a sweatband
is permitted, however, hats and other bandanas are not
permitted.
(3) Braided hair with beads must be secured so that it will
not present a safety hazard to the player, teammates,
or opponents, in order to allow the player to play,
Note: If play must be stopped to allow a player to remove

jewelry or illegal equipment, that team shall be charged
with a team delay (team yellow card).

(c) Other ankles:
I ) If religious medallions or mediLal identifiLations are
worn, these items must be removed from any Lhain
and taped to the body. Emergency tags may be sewn
into a player's jersey. Information regarding tags may
be obtained by calling the National Office.
(2) The wearing of a hard cast is prohibited on any part
of the body.
t 3) The wearing of hard splints or other type of potentially
dangerous proteLtive device on the upper part of the body,
arms or hands, shall be prohibited, regardless of how padded.

The wearing of a soft bandage to cover a wound or protect
an injury shall be permitted.

4) The wearing on the lower extremities of an air-filled
type cast or a protective type knee brace, provided that

all exposed metal and other hard parts are covered,
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may be permitted. A plastic "cast brace" on the ankle may
be worn provided all plastic parts are fully covered. In
tournament situations, approval to play while wearing a

protective bandage or device should be granted by the
tournament head official, to be in effect for the entire
tournament.
d Prosthesis limbs. Approval to wear a prosth...ms limb rnay
be requested from the NAGWS Rules chair. rhe prosthesis
should be padded to rebound as a natural limb and must

not pose any greater danger of injury to the player and
:he other partiupants than a natural limb nor give the wearer
any advantage in competition.
3. Required number of players.
ka) Under no circumstances, may a team play with less than
6 players.
kb, Intersctolastit. and intercollegiate go,,erning bodies may
stipulate limitations of team rosters.
4. Suk,stitutions. Only the coaches designated on the roster and

at the bench, or the playing captain on the court, may ask
the referees for permission 0) make a substitution.

kai Failure to indicate that a multipk player substitution is
desired shall limit the team to one substitute. In the event
that more than one player attempts to enter, the additional
playerts) will be refused entry and the team charged with
an improper request
bj After making a request and indicating the number of sub
stitutions desired, if the coach or playing captain refuses

to complete the substitution or reduces the number of
substitutions to be made, the team shall be charged with
a team delay. A new request for substitution may not be
made until the next dea,1 ball.

EXCEPTION. If a change of request is due to a referee's
mind change, the requeo. will be honored and no sanction
will be charged.

(c) If the substitution IS not made immediately and play is
delayed, a team dday y ellow card w arrnng) will be charged
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to the offending team. A new request for substitution may
occur during the next dead ball, during a team time-out
or after a team time-out. Subsequent team delays in the
same game shall be sanctioned (team red cardpoint or
sideou t ).
ld)

It is not necessary to verbalize the players uniform numbers.

If the coach chooses to approach the court during
substitution, the coach may not enter the substitution zone.

te) Substitutes entering and leaving the court must wait by
the side of the court in the designated substitution zone
until permission is given by the second referee for the
exchange to be made.

(f) If a player or team member, other than the captain or
designated coaches, makes a request for substitution, the
request shall be denied (whistled), and the team is charged
with an improper request.
,g) If a substitute enters the court w ithout recognition by either
referee, even if the substitute reported to the scorer, the
substitution is denied and the team is charged with a team
delay (yellow card). If the substitution is recognized but
the proper procedure for entering the court is not followed,
the team shall be charged a team delay (yellow card).
(h) Each time a player is replaced, with the exception of an
illegal substitution, it shall count as an entry for the entering
player. Each player may enter the game a maximum of
three (3) times. Starting the game shall count as an entry.
Each player entering the game counts as one of the twelve
(12) substitutions allowed to the team. If the team attempts
to make a thirteenth substitution, the team shall be charged
an improper request (request denied).
(j) If a team has used II substitutions and makes a request
for two substitutes, the 12th and 13th, this procedure should
be followed:
(1) Deny the substitution request, neither player may enter,
and charge the team with an improper request.
(2) A new request for a 12th substitution may be made

after the next dead ball, during a time-out or after
(k )
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shall result in the team being charged with an improper request
(request denied).
(I)

Players entering a game in a wrong position, not listed

on the team roster, after having been expelled or replaced
under the abnormal substitution rule for injuries shall result
in the team being charged a team delay (team yellow card).
m) There is no restriction on the replacement of the server.
The server may be replaced at any time just like any other
player.

n) At no time may an abnormal substitution be made for
a disqualified player. Therefore, if all players have entered
three times or the team has used all of its 12 substitutions

and a player is then disqualified, that team is declared
incomplete and must lose by default. The opponents are
awarded at least 15 points, but a sufficient number to
indicate a two-point advantage.

(u) A substitute does not have to play i any action before
being replaced by another player. This can only occur
during a dead ball when a time-out has been called by
either team.
tp) All players listed on the roster tlie legal substitutes, therefore

a player who may potentiy be designated as a red shirt
player is in jeopardy of losing such status if there are no
other legal substitutes.

Injury. When either referee notices an injured player, play
shall be stopped immediately and a replay awarded. The referee

(upon the request of the coach or trainer) may allow an
immediate e%aluation of the player. Within 15 seconds, the
coach must decide whether the injured player will continue
to play, if so, play is immediately resumed. If the injured player
cannot resume play within 15 seconds, the lAma must substitute

or take a time-out if the player is to remain in the game.
(Rule 5, Art. 2h specifies when special 3 min. injury timeout is used.)

If a serious injury occur,, the coach must advise the second
referee of the replacement fur the injured player within the 1 5
second evaluation period. In that case, regardless of the time
required tu safely remove the seriously injured player, nu penalty
for delay will be assessed the team.
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Injured sulzfitute. If an injured eligible substitute is unable
to enter the game to replace an injured player and such ii-uwiiity

to enter creates a requirement for an abnormal substitution,
the injured substitute may not participate in the remainder
of the game. Players entering the game due to an abnormal
substitution may not be replaced during the remainder of the

game unless such a player becomes injured and must be
replaced under the prov isions of the abnormal subs6tution rule.
'7

Submitting lineups. If a team fails to submit a signed lineup
to the second referee at least 2 minutes prior to the start of
the match or before the tignal ending the rest penod between
games of a match, that team shall be sanctioned for a team
delay (team yellow card). After 15 seconds, if the lineup has
not been submitted an additional team delay is sant-honed (team

red card). If after an additional 15 seconds, the lineup has
not been submitted, the first referee shall default the game.
(a) Opponents will not be permitted to see the lineup subnutted

to the scorer by the opposing team prior to the start of
play.

(b) After a lineup has been received by the scorer, no changes
may be made in listed players or positions on the court
unless a recording error or omission is made by the scorer.
Between the submitting of a lineup to the scorer and the

start of play for a game or match, teams may request

substitution(s) to replace a player(s) listed on the lineup
sheet. Such replacement shall count as both a player and
a team substitution. There is no requirement for the replaced
player to participate in a play before being replaced. Such

requests shall be governed by the provisions of Article
2(e). A team delay (yellow card) would be charged to the
team only if the substitution causes an unusually long or

deliberate delay.

tc) If a team has submitted its lineup and has listed a starting
number which is not on the team roster, the team must
substitute a legal player into that position for the phantom
number The entering player is charged one entry of the
three allowed each player and the team will be charged
one of its twelve substitutes allowed each team.
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Chapter 3. Rules of Play
Rule 6. Team Areas, Duration of Matches,
and Interruptions of Play
ARTICLE 1. Number of Games. Matches shall consist of the best three

out of five games or may be modified to the best two out of three
games.

ARTICLE 2. Choice of Playing area and serve. The captains will call

the toss of a coin for the choice of side of court or the service. The
winner of the toss chooses. (a) servereceive or (13) side of court for

the first game. The loser of the toss receives the remaining option.
ARTICLE 3. Choice of Playing Area for Deciding Game. Before the
beginning of the deciding game of a match, the first referee makes
a new toss of the coin with the options described in Article 2. Before
the coin toss is made, the captains have the option to agree not to change

sides at 8 points.* The captain of the team not calling the toss of the
coin for the first game shall call the toss of the oin for the deciding
game.
ARTICLE 4. Change of Playing Areas between Games. After each game

of a match, except when a deciding game is required, teams, and team
members will change playing areas and benches.
ARTICLE 5. Change of Playing Area in Deciding Game of a Match.
When teams are tied in number of games won in a match, and one
of the teams reaches eight (8) points in a deciding game, the game
shall continue without change of sides by agreement of both captains
before the deciding game coin toss.* If one captain does not agree,
the teams will be directed to change playing areas. After change of
areas, the serving will be continued by the player whose turn It is to
serve In case the change is not made at the proper time, It will take
place as soon as it is brought ' d the attcntion of the first referee. The
score remains unchanged and fiat a grounds for protest.
ARTICLE 6. Time bt.tween Games of a Match. A maximum interval
of three (3) minutes is allowed between all games of a match. The
interval between games includes the time required fur change of playing
areas and submitting of lineups for the next game.

*This is a modification of international and U.S. volleyball rules.
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ARTICLE 7. Interruptions of Play. As soon as either referee notices
an injured player, or a foreign object on the court that cou:d create
a hazard or distraction to a playeas), play will be stopped and the first
referee will direct a play-over.

ARTICLE 8. Interruptions of the Match. If any circumstances, ,n senes
uf circumstances, pre vent the completion of a match ouch as bad w ea thei ,

failure of equipment, etc.), the following shall apply:
1/44, If the game is resumed un the same c.,urt after une ur several periods,
exceeding four hours, the results of the interrupted game shall
remain the same and the game resumes under the same conditions

(same team rosters, officials, score at the time of interruption,
star.lings of completed games, etc., as existed before the interruption.
,b, If. a match is resumed un another court or in another facility, results

of the interrupted game will be cancelled. The results of any
cumpletej game of the match w tll be counted. The cancelled game
shall be played under the Saha, ,unditions 1, same rosters, officials,
t,ames won and loss standinb, etc., as existed before the interruption.
If the delay exceeds foul hours, the match shall be replayed, regardless
of where played.

ARTICLE 9. Delaying the Game. Any act which, in the judgment of
the first referee unnecessarily delays the game, may be sanctioned a
team delay (team yellow card). (Rule 4, Art. 10.)

Commentary on Rule 6
Team Areas, Duration of klatches, and Interruptions of Play

I. Pre-match conference. A coach from each team may attend
the pre match conference with the officials and captains.
2

Time between games. Unless both teams report to the .nd
line prior to the expiration of the time between games, tne
teams shall have the full allotted time. The second referee
shall blow a whistle 15 seconds prior to the expiration of the
time between games.
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I

Promotional intermission. If a promotional intermission is to

be used it will be between the second and third games, be
nu longer than 10 minutes and include any warraup time The
visiting coach must be notified prior to the coin toss that the

time between games two and three will be extendedaified

4.

5.

number of minutes for promotional purposes. The time of the
intermission shall be visible on the scoreboard Play shall begin
when the time has expired.
Changing sides. Changing sides during the deciding game of
match must be done with a minimum of delay.
ka, Players must assume the same positions they were in before
changing playing areas. The player wh .. served last prior
to the change shall continue to serve.
kb, As soon as the change has been made, the scow and second
referee make sure that the players are in the correct position.

Failure to play. At the beginning of the match and at the
expiration of the allowable rest period between games, teams
must report immetNately to the end line of their playing areas.

kai If a team fails to report to the end line of their playing
area immediately upon the signal to begin the match or
the signal indicating the expiration of the periud between
games, that team shall be charged with a team delay (yellow

card). After 15 seconds, if the team has not reported to
the court, an additional team delay is charged (red cardpoint or sideout). If after an additional 15 seconds, the
team has not reported to the court, the first referee shall
default the game.
kb, A three minute period s..all begin immediately after a game

has been declared defaulted by the first referee. During
this period, teams shall change sides and submit lineups
for the next scheduled game.
If the same team again fails to report to the end line within

the provisions of (a) above, the matci, shill be declared
a default by the first referee. A defaulted match shall be
recorded as 2-0 or 3-0, depending upon the number of
games scheduled.
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6

Timed game. In Lirt.umstam..es where the effit..ien: management

of a tournament or a series of matches requires adherence
to a time schedule in order to complete the competitions, the
timed game may be employed. Such timed games may be
played on the basis of 8 minutes of ball-in-play-game er 15
points, whichever oct..urs first. Such basis must be established
before the first game where round robins, a specific number
of games, et are indicated as the format.
Duration of matches. Matches may consisr of the best 2 out
of 3 games when time available is a limiung factor or when
.-ams are required to play st.veral matches during one day.

W hen only two teams are Involved in competition, the best

3 out of 5 games is advocated. In spi-cial tournament
competition situations wnere bralets, pools, round robins, ett...,
are the format, a set number of games may be the mode.
R

One game playoff. A one game playoff shall be considered
as a deciding game of a match. The captains shall have the
option at the coin toss whether to change sides or not at eight
points. "Rally Point Scoring" shall not be used.

Rule 7. Commencement of Play and the Service
ARTICLE 1. The Service. The servit..e :s the act of putting the ball
into play by the player in the right back position who hits the ball with
the hand (open or closed) or any part , the arm in an effurt to direct
the ball into the opponent's area.

(a) The server shall have five seonds after the first referee's whistle
for service in which to release or toss the ball for service.
;b) After being clearly released or tossed from the handw of the server,
the ball shall be cleanly hit for service. (E.u.eptton.If, after releasing

dr tossing the ball for servke, the server allows the ball to fall to
the floor (ground] without being hit or contacted. the .service effort
shall be cancelled and a re serve directe2. However, the referee will

not allow the game to be deiayed in this manner more than one
time during any term of service.)
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t..., At the instant the ball is hit for service, thc server shall not have
any portion of thc body in contact with the end line, me court or
the fluor ground) outside the lines marking the width of the service
area.
,d, The service Is considered good if the ball passes over the net between
the antennae or their indefinite extensions without touching thc nct
or other objects.
k

kt) If the ball is served before thc first referee's whistle fot service,
the serve shall be ancelled and a re serve directed. A second occasion

dunng the same game by thc same player results in a side out.
ARTICLE 2. Serving Faults. The referee will signal side out and dirzet
a change of service to the other Lam when one of the following serving
faults occur:
(a) The ball touches the net.
(b) The ball passes under the net.
The ball touches an antenna or dues not pass over the n completely
between the antennae or their indefinite extensions.
,d, The ball touches a player of the serving team or any object before
entering the opponent's playing area.

U./ The ball hinds outside the limits of the opponent's playing area.
ARTICLE 3. Term of Service. A team continues to serve until it commits

a fault. A serving player may be replaced at anj time during a term
of service.

ARTICLE 4. Serving out of Order. If a team has served out of order,
service and any points gained while serving out of
the team loses
order, if it is discovered before the opponents serve. The players of the
team at fault must immediately resume their correct positions on the
court.
ARTICLE S. Service in Subsequent Games. The team not serving first

in the preceding game of a match shall serve first in the next game
of thc match, except in a deciding game oi a match (Rule 6, Art.3).
ARTICLE 6. Change of Service. The team which receives the ball for
service shall rotate one position clockwise before serving.

ARTICLE 7. Screening. The players of thc serving team must not,
through scre.ning, prevent the receiving player from watching the server
or the trajectory of the ball. Screening is illegal and a fault.

,a) A team makes a group screen when thc server .4 hidden behind
a group of two or more teammates who are standing in an erect
position. and the ball is served over a membens) of the group.
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:b) A player with hands extended dearly above the height of the head
or with arms extended sideways at serviLe shall be ...unsidered to
be screening if the ball passes over the player.

ARTICLE 8. Positions of Playees at Service. At the time the ball is

untaaed for the serve, the plai.ement of players on the ourt must
,unform to the su
order rei.orded on the si.uresheet as follows trhe
server is exempt from this requirement):

(a) In the front row the center forward (3) may not be as ncar the
right sideline as the right forward (2) nor as near the left sideline
as the left forward (4). In the back row, the center back (6) may
not be as near the right sidelir: as the right back (I) nor as near
the left sideline as the left back (5). No back row player may be
a, near the net as the orresponding front row player. After the
bah s unta-ted fur the ser.e. p.ayers may move from their respec.tive
positions.

;b) The serving order as rei.orded on the uffival s..uresheet. must remain
the same until the game is completed.

,.., Before the start of a new game, the serving order may be hanged
and such changes must be recorded on the scorteet. It is the
responsibility of the ...wales or team aptain to submit a signed
lineup to the swrer prior to the expiration of the authonzed rest
period between games of a match,

Commentary on Rule 7
Commencement of Play and the Service
I

The service. If the server releases or cusses the ball for servii.e.,
but does not hit it and the ball toui.hes some part of the server's

body .is it falls, this counts as a fault and the ball shall be
ve', to the other team.
(a) If the serer releases or tosses the ball in a service action
and then allows it to fall to the floor without touching
it, the first referee shall cancel the serve and direct a reserve for which an additional five seconds is allowed. If
the player does not serve within these time limits, the player
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is penalized by loss of service. Any identical action during

the same term of service shall result in an illegal serve
and loss of service Subsequent ident:A action in the same

.,ame by the same player will result in an individual
warning (individual yellow card) followed by an individual

penalty (individual red card) for any identical additional
action by the same player.
After the whistle for service, no other actions (requests
for time-out, lineup check, etc.) nu., be considered until

after the ball has been served, even if the request has
peen made after a server has initiated service action and
leeally permitted the hall to fall to the floor. A re-serve
is considered to be a part of a single effort to serve and
)

must be completed before any requests may be considered.
If a player serves the ball prior to the whistle for service,
the service action shall be lams-Heti and a re-serve directed

on the first such occasion. On the second occasion, the
player shall be warned (individual yellow card) unless,
in the first referee's juJgment, such action was done for
the purpose of attempting to gain an advantage. In that
a St: the pla:ei shall be given an individual sanction (red
card).
The server is not allowed to delay service alter the whistle
for service. even if it appears that players on the serving
team arc in a wrong position or are not ready. Preliminary
actions, such as bouncmg the ball on the floor or lightly
tossing the ball from one hand to the other, shall be allowed.
but shall be counted as part of the five seconds allowed
for .he server to initiate service release or tcss of the ball
preparatory to the service.
(e) If the whiale bas been blown for service
the server

realizes she is the wrong server, the correct serier must
get into the service irea and execute the serve within the
original 5 seconds. Fluwever, if the wrong server has tossed

to ball to serve, realizes the mistake and lets the ball fall
to the floor. the referee must cancel the service attempt
and signal a re-sorve. The correct server may enter the
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service area and be issued a new whistle and a new 5
seconds to initiate the second attempt at service. Should
the ball be allowed to drop to the floor again by the legal
server it would result in a side out.
(f) At the moment of service, the server's body may be in
the air entirely forward of the end line provided the last
contact with the floor was within the legal service area.
ig) If a service fault occurs (Rule 7, Art. 2) and the opposing
tear., commits a positional fault at the moment of service
(Rule 7, Art. 8), the serving team scores a point.
, h, If an illegal service occurs and the opposing team commits

a positional fault at the moment of service, the ball is
given to the opponents. The service is illegal when.
i I i the player serves while in contact with the floor outside
the service area;
(2) the ball is thrown or pushed for service;
(3) the player serves with two hands or arms;
the sen ice is not made following the correct rotation
order;

(5) the ball is not tossed or released before it is hit for
service;

(6, service action is not initiated within lite seconds after
the first referee's whistle to serve.
2

Screening. In order for me;:iliers of the sening team to be
called for a group screen at the moment of sen ice, the players

must be standing near each other and in an erect position
and the ball must pass over the area where the players were
standing at the moment of contact of the ball for service. If

a member of the serving team takes a position in front of
an opponent aft _ the first referee has blowa the whistle for
service. the player shall be given an indiv +dual sanction (red
card) for unsporting conduct.
3.

Pesitn of Players. The position of players is judged according

to the position of their feet in contact with the floor et the
time the ball is contacted for service. A player who is not
in contact with the floor wdl be considered to retam the status
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of the last point of contact with the playing surface. For thc
purpose of this rule, the service area is not considered to be
a part of the court. All players. except the server, must be
fulb on the court at the time the ball is contacted for service
(the boundary lines are considered pdrt of couro. Players in
contact with the center line are governed by the provisions
of Rule 9, Article 6. At the instant the server hits the ball
for service, all players must be in their proper positions
corresponding with the order noted oil t scoresheet. A
positional fault should be signalled by the referee(s) as soon
as the ball has been hit by the server. Occasionally there may
be doubt in the official's mind as to whethcr a player is a
front or back row player or in the correct serving position.
In such cases. the referee may withhold the whistle and check
the lineup sheet after the play has been concluded. If a check
of the lineup sheet reveals that a player was out of position.
the call may be made, even though late.
4

Wrong server. When it is discovered that a wrong player is
about to serve the ball, the scorer shall wait until the service
has been completed and then blow the horn. whistle or stop
the game in any manner possible and report the fault to one
of the referees. Any points scored by the wrong server shall
be cancelled. a side out declared, and pla, ers of the team at
fault must immediately resume their correct positions on the
court.

5

Players out of correct serving order.
(a) W. hen the error in pusition is committed by the serving
team the position error is corrected, all points scored dunng

that term of service while the team was in the wrong
position are cancelled and a side out is called.
+bi If the side out has been awarded. but the opponents have
not served. the offending team shall lose all points scored
during that term of seRice while in the wrong position.
No point is scored by the team in possession. The position
error is corrected.
(., If the opposing team has already served before the error
in position is discovered. there is no loss of points by the
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offending team. A point is scored for the opposing team
unless discovery of the error is immediately following a
play in which the serving team scored a point. The position
error is corrected.

td) If the team that is preparing to serve, but before serving,
is found to be out of serving order, the order is corrected
pme continues.
and

(e) If during one term of service by a team, there are two
ferent servers, one illegal and one correct server, and
e error is discovered prior to a serve by the opponents,
Ate offending team shall lose all points scored by the illegal
server and all points sk.ored by the subsequent legal server

during that same term of service by that team, side out
shall be declared. If the correct server is the first server
followed by an illegal server, points scored by the correct

server are not lost, but any scored by the illegal server
are lost and side out is declared.
Requesting lineup check. Team k. aptaina or desioated u a k. h e s

may request verification of the service order of their team
if done on an infrequent bw...s. ketiu,-.!-ts for lineup checks for

opponents will be limilea to determining whether or not the
players are in the k. orret. t serving order. No information will
be provided to disk.luse whidt opposing playas are front row
or back rcw players.
Service for elementary grade players. Where elementary gradc
age players are in a k. ompetition, it ,an be considered a legal

service if the ball is hit directly from the hand of the server,

not necessarily dropped or tossed. Where this serve is
ack.eptable, it should be established in advance or otherwise
agreed upon mutually before k. ompetition starts and the offioals
notified. In such levels of team play, players should be

emouraged to develop ability and skills net.essary for a serve
which does satisfy the requirements of the official rule.
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Rule 8. Playlng the Ball
ARTICLE 1. Maximum of Three Team Hits. Each team is allowed
a maximum of three (3) successive hits of the ball in order to return

the ball to the opponent's area.
ARTICLE 2.

Contacted Ball. A player who contacts the ball, or

is

contacted by the ball in other than blocking action, shall be considered
as having played the ball.
ARTICLE 3. Contact of Ball with !he Body. The ball may contact any
part of the body on or above the waist.
ARTICLE 4. Knultaneous Contacts with the Body. The bail can contact
any number of parts of the body providing Jua contacts are simultaneous
and that the ball rebounds immediately and cleanly after such contact.
ARTICLE 5. Successive Contacts. A player may havi, successive
contacts of the ball during blocking (Rule 8, Article I I and during
a single attempt to make the first team hit of a ball coming from the
opponents. even if the ball is blocked, provided there is no finger action

used during the effort and the ball is not held or thrown. Any other
player contacting the ball more than once, with whatever part of the
hody, without ay other player havinp touched a between these contacts,
will be considered as having committed a double fault.
ARTICLE 6. Held Ball. When the ball visibly comes to rest momentarily
in the hands or arms of d player, it is considered as having been held.

The ball must be hit in such a manner that it rebounds cleanly after
contact with a player Scooping. lifting. pushing, or allowing the ball
to roll on the body shall be considered to be a held ball
A.RTICLE 7. Simultaneous Contacts by Opponents. If the ball visibly
comes to rest between two opposing players. it is a double fault and
the first referee will direct a play-over.
eal If the ball is contacted simultaneously by opponents and does not
visibly come to rest, play snall continue.
(h kfter simultaneous contact by opponents. the team on whose side
the ball falls shall have the right to play the ball three times

If. after simultaneous contact by opponeilts, the ball falls out of
bounds, the team on the opposite side shall be deemed as having
provided the impetus necessary to cause the ball to be out of bounds.
Ball Played by Teammates. When two players of the same

ARTICLF. 8.

team contact the ball simultaneously. this is consideied as two team
has and neither of the players may make the next play on the ball
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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ARTICLE 9. Attack Hit. An attack ha is an intentional effort to direct
the bait into the opponent's playing area in othei than blocking action.
A third hit by a team is considered to be an attack hit, regardless of
intention.
(a) A served ball is not considered to be an attack hit.
If a player near the net attacks the ball in such a manner that the
ball

is blocked back into the attacking player. such contact is

considered to be a first team hit.

ARTICLE 10. Attacking the Serve. It is illegal for a player to attack
a served ball w hile the ball is completely above the height of the net.
The ball does not become dead until it passes the vertical plane of the
net or is contacted by an opponent.

ARTICLE 11. Attacking over Opponent's 1 ,,ying Area. A player is
not allowed to attack the ball on the opponent's side of the ..et. If the
ball is ha above thc attacker's sidc of the net and then the follow thiough
causes the attacker's hand alid arm to cross the net without contacting
an opponent or the net. such action does not constitute a fault.
ARTICLE 12. AssiAing a Teammate. NU player shall assist a teammate
by holding such player while the player is making a play on the ball.

It shall be kgal for a player to hold a teammate not making a play
on the ball in order to prevent a fault.
ARTICLE 13. Blocking. Blocking is the action close to the net which
intercepts the ball coming from the opponent's side by making contact
with the ball before it crosses the net, as it crosses the net or immediat,:ly

after it has crossed the net, An attempt to block does not constitute
a block unless the ball is contacted during the effort. A blocked ball
is considered to have crossed the net.
a Blocking may be legally accomplished by ordy the players who are
in the front row at the time of service.
b Multiple contacts of the ball by a playens) participating in a block

shall be legal provided a is during one attempt to intercept the
ball. Multiple contacts of the ball during a block shall be considered
singk contact, even though the ball may make multiple contacts
with one or more players of the block.

Any player participahng in a block shall have the right to make
the next contact. such contact countIng as the last of three hits.
kcii Back row players may not block or participate in a block, but may

play the pall in any other position near or away from the block.
re) Blocking a served ball is a fault.
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(11) Blocking of the ball across the net above the opponent's playing
area shall be legal provided that such block is:

( I ) After a player of the attacking team has spiked the ball, or,
in the first referee's judgment, intentionally directed the ball into
the opponent's playing area; or
(2) After the opponents have completed their three hits, or,
t 3) After the opponents have hit the ball in such a manner that
the ball would, in the first referee's judgment, clearly cross the

net if not touched by a player, provided no member of the
attacking team is in a position to make a legal play on the ball,

or,

(4) If the ball is falling near the net and no member of the attacking
team could reasonably make a play on the ball.
ARTICLE 14. Ball Contacting top of Net and Block. If the ball touches
the top of the net and the blockehs), and the ball returns to the attacker's
side of the net, the attacker's team shall then hac the right of three
team hits.

ARTICLE 15. Back Row Attacker. A back row player returning the
ball to the opponent's playing area while forward of the attack line
must contact the WI when at least part of the ball is below the level
of the top of the net Over the attacking team's playing alca. The restriction
doL

not apply if the back row player jumps from clearly behind the
attack Im, lnd, after contacting the ball, lands on or in front of that

line It is a fault when a back row player in the attack zone or contacting
the attack line, or its imaginary extension, hits the ball while the bottom
of the ball is completely above the height of the net, and causes the
ball to cross completely beyond the plane of the net or intentionally
directs the ball towards the opponents' playing area so that it is contacted
by an opponent before fully passing the plane of the net.

Commentary on Rule 8
Playing the Ball
I

Reception of the ball. Contact with the ball must be brief.
When the ball has been hit hard, or during setting action, it
sometimes stays very briefly in contact with the hands of the
player handling the ball. In such cases, contact that results
from playing the ball from below, or a high reception where
the ball is received from high in the air, should not
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oeces%?..ily be penalized. The following actions of playing the
ball should not be counted as faults:

tai When the sound is different to that made by a fingertip
hit, but the hit is still played simultaneously with both hands
and the ball is not held;

tbi When the ball is played with two closed fists on a 2nd
or 3rd hit and the contact with the ball is simultaneous,
Li When the ball contacts the open hand(s) and spins off the
hand(s) backward v ithout being held;
di When the ball is !hayed correctly and the player's hands
move backward, either during or after the hit;
it) When a poorly hit ball is caused to rotate (such as a defective

spike where the ball is not hit squarely causing the ball
to spin or a set ball that is caused to spin due tc improper
but simultaneous contact).
F auks that are seen tu occur must be penalized. The first referee

must only look at the part of the body making contact with
the ball. The first referee should nut be influenced by the position

of the player's body before and after playing the ball. The
rule makes nu mention of any physical position in which the
ball may not be played correctly. The rules allow the official
to judge only the tontaa of the ball by the player. The flight
of the ball has Ho beanng on the legality of the contact. The
ball may bc legally played from any body position and may
bc directed legally in any direction. A lateral set can be just
as legal as a forward or backward set. The quick lateral "dump
se(' by a setter is an excellent offenmve skill and should only
be whistled dead if the ball is held, thrown, or double hit, but
nut because the ball's flight was lateral, or perhaps had a flatter,
more direct arc.
Support during contact. A player may not play the ball while
supported by a teammate or while being supported by grabbing

the pole, cable, net supports, or referee's stand. It is not a
foul to play the ball while supported by any other object, e.g.,
chair, team bench, bleacher, or wall. However, if a player steps
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on a chair, team bench, etc., one foot must remain on the
3.

floor while contacting the ball.
Held ball on service receive. Receiving a ,,erved ball with an
overhead pass using open hands is not necessarily a fault. Such
service receives must be judged the same as any open-handed

pass. If the served ball is traveling in a low and relatively
flat trajectory, recehing it with open hands and passing without
holding the ball is extremely difficult. If the serve is high and

soft, the pass can be made legally the same as any similar
ball crossing the net after the service.
4.

Held ball on block. A block may be illegal as a held ball
if prolonged contact occurs.

5

Successive contacts. In addition to blocking, successive
contacts of the ball will be legal on any play which meets
all of the following criteria:
(a) It counts as the first of three team hits.

'b) It is not an overhand play invoking finger action on the
ball.
(e) There is a single attempt to play the ball.

Thus a player may legally successively contact a serve
reception, the It, of a spike or tip, a retnev al of a block (whether

blocked by an opponent or a teammate), or even a free ball.
The speed of the ball is o no consequence. The flight of the
ball after successive contacts is Ignored. Lifts, carries, held
6

balls, and balls that roll on any part of the bot are still illegal.
Simultaneous contact between opposing pb.J. The rules are
designed to ensure the continuity of play. ...hiring contact of
the ball simultaneously by opposing players, the first referee

must not blow the whistle unless the ball is momentarily
suspended between the hands of opposing players and clearly
omes to rest. In such case, th e. ball must be replayed without
a point or change of service being awarded.
Simultaneous contact above the net by opponents does not
count as contact for either player and each are entitled
to make the next contact which will be the first of three
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allowed that team. However, if one team has already had
three legal contacts ano then part:ipates in a simultaneous

touch above the net with the opponents, that team has
then committed a fourth contact and a pcnalty is imposed.

(b) If after a simultaneous contact between opponents (not
a held ball) the ball rolls along the net and contacts an
antenna, this is a double foul, both teams having caused
the ball to touch the antenna. A play-over is directed.
Simultaneous contact between teammates. When two players
of a team attempt to play the ball at the same time, resultant

action can cause the appearance of simultaneous contact.
Referees must be positiv that simultaneous contact has been

seen before charging tha team with two hits. If there is any
doubt, only one hit should be called.
8

Power tip. A tip executed with prolonged contact and,or
change of direction of the hand after the initial contact with
the ball is not legal.

9.

One hand set. The one hand set shall be allowed the same
length of contact as a two hand set.

10

Double fault. The first referee must decide whether two or
more faults that have been made and each signalled by one
of the officials, occurred at thc same time. If they did not
occur simultaneously, the first referee must state which
occurred first.

1 I.

Blocking. Any ball directed towards the opponent's playing

area as aa attack hit can be blocked by one or a group of
opposing front row players. In order for players to be considered

in the act of blocking, some part of the body must be above

the height of the net during the effort. Blocking action is
terminated when a blocker contacts the floor and has no part
of the body above the height of the net.
(a) If members of a composite block are to benefit from the
rule allowing multiple contacts of the ball by blockers,
they must be close to the net and close to each other at
the time the ball is contacted by the block. If one member
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of a composite block is above the height of the net during
the effort, all members are considered as having been above
the height of the net. If a player is attempting to Nock,
but is separated from the blocker contacting the ball,
contact by the player will count as the first of 0,three hits.
(b) Players may take a blocking position with b nail 5 and
arms over the net providing there
contact wi.% the
ball until after the opponents hove ci. npleted an r' k
hit. Immediately after an attack hit, bI cke.
co.. .ct

the ball in an effort to prevent it fro a cm. .., :he net.
(e) Multiple contacts of the ball may be lade by any player
or players taking part in a block ant' &Al constitute one
contact of the ball. After such contact, the t:am is allowed
three additional contacts to return the ball to th.- opponent's
area. The multiple contact is legal even if it can bc seen

that during the blocking action the ball has contacted in

rapid succession:
( I ) the hands or arms of one player; or
(2) the bands or arms of two or more players; or
(3) the hands, arms, or other parts of one or mor.; players
on or above their waists.

(d) If the ball touches the top of the net and the hands of
an opposirg blocker(s) who is above the net, the ball shall
be con.idered to have crossed the net and seen blocked.
After such contact, the attacking team is allowed an
additional three hits..
(e) Blockers may reach across the plane A* the net outside

the antenna, but may not contact the ball over the
opponert's playing area. If contact of the ball over the
oppomars playing area is made while any part of the
blocker or member of a composite block is outside the
antenna across the plane of the net, the block is illegal.

ft") If a player near the net attacks the ball in such a manner
that the ball is blocked back into the attacking player while
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still in the air, the attacking player is not considered to
be a blocker. Therefore the contact with the attacker will
count as the team's first hit and successive contacts will
be legal.

tg) If a front row player near the net and above the height
of the net sometime during the action sets the ball in such

a manner that the ball is legally blocked back into the
setter, such contact shall be considered to be a block
provided there is no attempt to play the ball by the setter.

The team shall be permitted to make the first play on
the ball after such contact. If the setter is a back row
player the player wuuld bek.ome an illegal back row blocker

12.

on contact with the ball.
(h) The first referee must decide whether the opposition's hit
as really made first and whether the block followed. This
means that in the case of sim itaneous contact between
the spiker and the blocker on the spiker's side of the net,
the bloaer's play is illegal and mist be penalized by the
first referee.
BaLk row players. A bak row player who is inside the attack
zone or its assumed extension may play the ball directly into
the opponent's playing area if, at the moment of contact, the
ball is not completely above the level of the top of the net.
tal A ball Lontaued from above the height of the net (including
a spiked ball) and directed towards the opponent's court

by a back row player on or torward of the attack line,
or its imaginary extension, does not become an illegal hit
on the first, seond, or third contact until the 11(11 completely

passes beyond the vertical p'ane of the net or is legally
contacted by the opponents.

(b) On the first or second team hit, if a back row player )n
or in front of he attack line contacts the ball from above
the height ut the net in an attempt to direct the ball to
a teammate, the ball remains alive and in play if legally
Lontacted by an opposing player before the ball passes
4.111y beyond the vertial plane of the net. If the ball does
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pass fully beyond the plane of the net untouched it is a
back court player foul. If a ball, which was directed to
a teammate in the referee's judgment, is legally touched
by an opponent above the net and the ball then passes
fully beyond the vertical plane of the net, the ball will
remain alive and play continues. (Save set play)

(c) It' a back row player illegally attacks the ball into a back
row blacker, it is a double fault.
(d) Simultaneous contact above the net by a back row attacker
and an opposing back row blocker is a double fault.
/e) TA a back row player at the net, along with the blockers,
attempts to block and is tnuched by the ball or the ball
touches any of the players in that block, it is a fault, back
row players not having the tight to participate in a block.
However, if the block containing the bar:k row player does
not touch the hall, th t. attempt to block is trot considered
to be a fault.
in A back row player, who is attempting to play a ball which
is partially over the net and whose hands/body are above
the net, shall be considered an illegal blocker if ti,.:, ball
is attacked or blocked by an opponent into the back row
player (including simultaneous contact).
(gt A back row player, who is attempting to play a ball near
the net and who is entirely below the top of the net, shall
not be considered a blocker if the ball is attacked or blocked
into t:.e back row player by an opponent. This contact
would he the first of three hits allowed to return the oall.
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Rule 9. Play at the Net
ARTICLE I. Ball in Net between Antennas. A balLtaher than a served
ball, hitting the net between the antennas remains in play. If the ball
touches the net after a team's three hits and ooes not cross thc net.
the referee should not stop the play until the bJl is contacted for the

:Ourth time or has touched the playing surface. (See Rule 10.
Commentary I.)
ARTICLE 2. np.r. Crossing the Net. To be legal, the ball must cross
the nct entirely between 11).,. antennas or their assumed indefinite
extension.

AP. i'ICLE 3. Player Contact with Net. If a player contacts the net during

play. with any part of the player's body or uniform, other than hair,
it is a fault If the ball is dnven into the net with such force that it
cause , the net to ct.ntact a player. such contact shall not be considered
a fault,
ARTICLE 4. Simultaneous Contact b., Opponents. II opporicnts contact

the net simultaneously. it shall conitute a double fault and the first
referee shall direct a play-over
ARTICLE S. Contact by Player outside the Net. If a player accidentally

contacts any part of the net supports. te,g.. a post. cable. the referee's
stand. etc , such contact shall not he counted as a fault provided that
it has no effect on the sequence of play. If the stand, posts. etc.. are
intentionally grasped or used as a means of support. such action t onstitutes
a fault

ARTICLE 6. Crr-ssing the Center line. Contacting the opponent's
playing area with ..ny part of the body except the feet iS a fault. Touching

the opponent's area with a loot or feet is not a fault providing that
some part of the encroaching totd i Wet remain on or above the center
lint
(al II is not a fault to enter the orponent's playing area after the ball
(h)

has e'en declared dead
is not a fault to cross the assumed extension of the center line
outside the playing area
, While across the extension of the center line outside the court.
111

a player of the attacking team may play a ball that has not
fully passed hey.sd the plane of the net. Opponents may not
intertere .iith a player making a play on the ball.
66
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4 2 t A player who has crossed the extension of the center one and

is not making a play on the bal may not interfere with

an

opponent.

ARTICLE 7. Ball Penetrating or Crossing the Vertical Plane. A ball
penetra'n the % ertical plane of the net over. below or outside the net,
may be returned to a team's side by A play.:r of that team provided
the ball has not completely passed beyond the vertical plane of the net
when such contact is made. When the ball penetrates the verticle pla..e
of the net, the opponents have an equal right to play the ball.

Commentary on Rule 9
Play at the Net
I

Ball crossing vertical plane of the net. If a ball penetrates the
verticui plane of the net oter the net, under the net. or outside
the a -lnas. the attacking team is allowed to attempt to play
the ba aack into their team area, providing the ball has not
fully passed beyond the vertical plane of the net at the time
(if contact The opponents are not allowed to intention,lly touch
the ball under the net during such play. However, if the ball
inadvertently contact% an opponent beyond the plane under
the net, the ball becomes dead and is not considered to be
a fault by the opponents. Once the ball penetrates the vertical
plane al', Ne the net, the opponents have equal nght to play

2

Contact with opponent's area. Contact with the opponent's
playing area may only occur with a foot or feet. Contacting
the opponent's area with a hand, or other part of the body
other than a foot or feet, is a fault. If a player lands on an

the ball.

encroaching foot of an opponent, such contact is ignored unless,

In the first referee's judgment, the act is done deliberately to
interfere with n opponent.
Contact with opponent beyond the vertical plane. I a player
makes contact with an opponent beyond the vertical plane
of the net, and if such contact is inathertent, the contact shall
be ignored. If the contact is intentional, it shall be penalized
by the first referee without warning (Individual sanction-red
card).
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4

6

Reaching over the net. ContaLting the ball over the net above
the opponent's playing area before the opponent's action to
send the ball toward the opposite side is made, shall constitute
a fault.
Follow-through over the net. A player is not allowed to attack
the ball on the opposite side of the net. If the ball is hit above

the attacker's side of the court and then the follow-through
crosses the net without touching the net, such an action does
not constitute a fault.
Crossing the center line. It is not a fault to cross the center
line onto the oppor.:nt's side of the net provided that no contact
is made with the opponent's court. While across the center
lin,- extended, a raember of the attacking team is permitted
to make a play on the ball provid_d the ball has not passed
fully beyond the vertical plane of the net at the time of contact.
Contac with posts, cables, etc. If a player accidently contacts

a cable (including the cables supporting the net) or a post,
cables supporting a post. referee stand. etc.. :t should not be
counted as a fault unless it directly affects the subsequent
sequence of a play. If the stand, posts. etc.. are intentionally
grasped or used as a means of support, such aLtion constitutes
a fault.
8

Net contact. The net may not be in contact by any player
while the hall is in play. Inadvertent contact of the net by
a player's hair caused by her turning movements which has
no bearing on the play may be -overlooked" by the official.

Rule 10. Ball in Play/Dead Ball
4RTICLE I. Ball in Play. The ball is Lonsidered to be in _play when

it is legally contacted for service.
tiRTICLE 2. When Ball Becomes Dead. A ball in play beLomes dead
when:
( a) The ball touches an antenna or the net outside an antenna.
f h) The ball does not Lross the net Lompletely between the antennas.
(c) The ball strikes the floor, floor obstructions or wall.
Id) The ball contacts the k, eiling or overhead obstruLtion at a height
of 7 m (23') or more above a playable surfaLe, or any object above
a nonplayable area.
68
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(e ) A playenst commits a fault.
(1) A served ball contacts the net or other object.
The first or second referee bl,ws a whistle, even though inadvertently.
A p:ayer causes the ball to come to rest on a rafter or other overhead

obstruction that is less than 7 m above the height of the playable
surface.

The ball contacts an objet that is less than 15" above a playable
surface.
The ball passes fulb beyond the vertical plane under the net.

The ball passes fully beyond the vertical planes of the net outside
the antennas,

Commentary on Rule 10
Dead Ball
Inadvertent whistle. The blowing of an inadvertent whistle
...lilacs the ball to become dead immediately. In such cases,
the first referee must make a ruling that will not penalize
either team. For instance, if a player has hit the ball in such
J manner that it is falling in an area where no other player
could logically make a play on the ball, and if the referee
blows the whistle before the ball has touched the playing
surface, the ball becomes dead immediately. In this case, rhe
first referee should rule as though the ball had touched the
pla;ing surface at the time the whistle blew and a replay is
not awarded. Another example is after a third hit with the
hall stnking the net near the top and the first referee
,nadvertently blowing, the whistle. After the whistle, if the ball

were to roll in such a manner that it crosses the net into the
defendi-,3 team's areas, a replay should be called for by the
first referee.

Whistles at approximately same time. If the second referee
How s a whistle in response to a request by a captain or coach

Jt approimately the same time as the first referee blows a
whistle for service. play shall be stopped ani the first referee
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shall determine which whistle was blown first. If the whistle
of the second referee was blown before, or simultaneously wits.
the whistle for service, the request will be granted. If the whistle

of the second referee was after the whistle for service, the
request will be denied, an improper request recorded and a

1

c

new service effort directed.
Ball contacting antenna. If the ball contacts the antenna abuse
or below the height of the net, the ball becomes dead.
Ball outside antennas or under the net. A ball which has passed
completely beyond or across the vertical planed the net outside
the antennas or under the net is out of play.

Ball spiked outside antennas. If blocked, a ball hit partially
acrosc the net and entirely outside the antennas, is considered
to have completely crossed the net.
The ball is out of play by the attacking team.

Rule 11. Team and Player Faults
ARTICLE I. Double Fault. A double fault occurs w hen players of
k)pposing teams simultaneously commit faults. In such vases. the filst
referee will direct a play-over.

ARTICX 2. Faults at Approximately the Same Time. If faults by
opponenb 0%.,..ur at

p p rux im a te ly the sante tune. the first referee shall

determine which fault occurred first and 'hall penalize way that Lat.
If it cannot ht: determined which fault occurred first, a double fault
shall be declared.

ARTICLE 3. Penalty for Committing Faults. If the serving team. or
a player of IL sersing team. commits a fault, a side out shall be declared.

If the receiv ing team. or a player of the receiving team. commits a
fault, the serving team shall be awarded a point.
ARTICLE 4. Team and Player Faults. A fault shall hi. declared against
a team or player when
(a) The ball touches the floor (Rule 10. Art 2)
(b) The ball is held. thrown. or pushed (Rule R. Art 6).

A tcam hits the ball more than three times consecutively Rule 8,
Art. I ).
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(d) The ball touches a player below the waist (Rule 8, Art. 3).
Le )

A player touches the ball twice consecutively (Rule 8. Art. 5i.

() Members of a team are out of position at service 1Rule 7 Art. 8).
(g) A player touches the net or antenna (Rule 9, Art. 3).

(h) A player completely aosses the center line and k.ontads the
opponent's playing area (Rule 9, Art. 6).
A play er attacks the ball above the opponent's playing area (Rule
8, Art. 9).

A back row player while in the attad( area hits the ball while It
is entirely above the height of the net into the opponents playing
area (Rule 8, Art. 13).

A ball does nut toss the net entirely between the antennas kRuIe
9, Art. 2).
A ball lands outside
(Rule 10, Art. 1).

-our( or toth.hes an objek.t outside the court

nu The ball is played by a player being assisted by a teammate as
.

a means of support (Rule 8, Art. 10).
A play er readies under the net and toudies the ball or an opponent

while the ball is being play ed by the opponents (Rule 9, Commentary 1).

,o)

Bloaing is performed in an illegal manner ( Rule 8, Art. Ili.

f p) A ball is served illegally or a servie fault mcurs. (Rule 7, Art.
1 Rule 7. C immentary 1

Rule 12. Scorin7 and Results of the Game
ARTICLE I. When Point is Scored. When a fault r urn m it ted by the
receiving team, a point is awarded to the serving team.
ARTICLE 2. Winning Score. A game is won when a team sores 15

points and has at least a two point advantage over the opponents. If
the score is tied 1: 14. the play ontinues until one team has a lead
of two points, etc.. 16-14, 17-15. 18-16, etc,
Note:
Experimental Rule Modification
Rule 12, Article 2 Scoring and Results of the Game
(Three out of live game match.)
1

1.4
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a Scoring for Non-Deciding Game. A non-deciding game (games
1 through 4 in the best of five match) is won when a team scores
15 points and has at 1-- A..,t a 2 point advantage over the opponents.

No game shad exceed 17 points if teams are tied at 16-16, the
team to score the 17th point shall be the winner.
b. Scoring for Deciding Game.
The deciding games of the match shall use the "rally score system
with a point awarded on each services. For example:
(1) If the serving team wins a rally or the receiving team commits
a fault, the serving team is awarded a point and continues
to serve.

(2) If the serving team commits a fault or the receiving team
wins a rally, the receiving team receives a point and the ball
for service.

(3) The winning score shall be 15 points with at least a 2-point
advantage over the opponents. The game shall not exceed 17

points. If the teams are tied at 16-16, the team to score the
17th point shall win the match.
ARTICLE 3. Score of Defaulted Game. If a team dues not have sufficient

players to start a game or fails to play after the first referee requests
play to hegin, that team shall lose the game by default. Score of each
defaulted game will be 15-0.
ARTICLE 4. Score of Defaulted Game Due to hkjury. If a game lb
defaulted due to a team being reduced to less than six players because
of an injury, the dc;aulting team shall retain any points earned. The
w inning team shall be credited wits at least 15 points or will be awarded

sufficient points L reflect a two point advantage over the opponents.
ARTICLE S. Score of Defaulted Game Due to Expulsion. If a game
is defaulted due tu expulsion ur disqualification uf a player, the defaulting
team shall retain any puints earned. The offended team shall be credited

with at least 15 points or a sufficient number of points tu indicate

a

two point winning advantage over the opponents.

ARTICLE 6. Refuail to Play. If, after receiving a warning from the
first referee, a team refuses to play, the entire match is defaulted. The
score for each defaulted game is 15-0 and the score for the match is
2 0. 0, depending upon the numbt of games scheduled for the match.
ARTICLE 7. Incomplete Team during Match. If a team is reduced to
less than six players and cannot complete the remainder of a match,
the opponents shall be awarded sufficient points and games necessary
to IA in the match The defaulting team keeps its points and games won.
72
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Commentary on Rule 12
Scoring and Results of the Game
1

Insufficient players. If a team defaults a game due to failure
to have sufficient players to start a game at the scheduled
time, the score shall be recorded as 15-0. Time-outs may not
he called hy the team until a legal number of players are present

to play If the home school or tournament director has been

notified that the visiting team will be delayed due to
circumstances beyond its control, the referee should delay or
postpone the match tor a reasonable time before starting the
waiting period.
A waiting time of up to 10 minutes shall be allowed for the
team to have sufficient players to play the next game. If the
team has six players present prior to the expiration of the waiting
time, play shall begin immediately. If, after another 10 minute

waiting period, a team does not have six players present and
ready to play, the second game shall be declared a default.
If the match consists of the best 3 out of 5 games, an additional
10 minute waiting period shah be allowed before declanng
the match a default.
(a) If neither team has six players available it match time,
each team shall be charged with a loss of one game by
default. The next game, if played, would be the third game
of the match.
(b) Score of each defaulted game is 15-0. Score of a defaulted
match is 2-0 or 3 0, depending upon the number of games
scheduled to be played.
Refusal to Play. For an offikial to default a makh under Ankle

6, the act of refusal must be an unsportsmanlike act or a
erb all zat ion of refusal to play. For all the usual delaying tat-no
charge the team with a team delay. See Rule 6, Commentary
4 and Rule 4 Article 10.
Discrepancy in the Score. If there is a discrepano between

the scoring section and the running score column of the
sxresheet, the scoring section shall be the official score If
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there is a discrepancy between the scoresheet and the visible
scoring device, the scoresheet shall be the official score

Rule 13. Dedslons and Protests
ARTICLE 1. Authority of the Referee. DeLisions based on the
judgments of the referee or other officials are final and not subject to
protest.

ARTICLE 2. Interpretation of the Rules. Disagreements with
interpretations of the rules must be brought to the attention of the first
referee prior to the first service following the play in which the
disagreement occurred. The captain of the protesting team may be the
only one to bring the protest to the attention of the first referee. Note:

The modification of Article 2 for scholastic and intercollegiate
cAnpetilion is that a time out may be requested by the coach to protest
any items listed in Commentary 4 of this rule!' If the first referee changes

the protested decision the time out will be charged to the offkial. If
the protest decision stands. the lime out will be charged to the team.
If thk results in the team's third time out, the team is penalized by
awarding a point or side out to the oppouent. The coach still has the
option tu tile a written protest as described in Commentary )3
this
..ule.

ARTICLE 3. Appeal of Decision of the Referee. If the explanation of
the first referee following a protest lodged by the playing captain is
not satisfactory, the playing captain may appeal to a tournament director
or protest committee. If the protest cannot be resolved, the first referee
shall proceed to the scorer's table and shall record, or cause to be recorded,

on the scoresheet all pertinent facts of the protest. After the facts of
the protest have been recorded, the first referee will continue to direct
the game and will forward d report later On the protest in question.
ARTICLE 4. Disagreement with Referee's Decision. If a play mg captain
is in disagreement with a first referee's decision in the assessment of
a sanction, such decision is not protestable. but the team may state such

disagreement in writing on the back of thc offival scuresheet after
completion of the match.
*Thic is a modification of international and U s, volleyball rules,
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Commentary on Rule 13
Decisions and Protests
Team protest. If a protest is lodged by a playing captain it
must be accepted by the first referee as long as it is a protest
of an interpretation or application of a rule. Judgment calls
(whether an action happened or not or was a legal skill) are
2

not prot ;stable.
Protested game. If the protesting team wins the game in whia

the protest is made the protest is then nullified. If the team
later loses the match there is no basis for protest because they

won the protested game. Regardless of the outcome of the
match the fats of the protest must be foi Narded to the NAGWS
Rules Interpreter for review.

Protest matters not to be considered. Protest involving the

iudgment of a referee or other official will not be given
consideration. Some of these items are:

(a) Whether or not a player on the court was out of position
at service;
(b) Whether or not a ball was held or thrown;
(c) Whether or not a player's conduct should be penalized,

(d) Any other matters involving only the accuracy of an
official's judgment.
Protest matters to be considered. Matters that shall be re%.eived
and considered by the first referee concern:
(a) Misinterpretation of a playing rule;

(b) Failure of a first referee to apply the correct rule to a
given situation;
(c) Failure to impose the 4..urreLt penalty for a given violation.

Recording facts. The following facts should be reLorded on
the scoresheet concerning any protest situation:
(a) Score of the game at the time of the protest.
(b) Players in the game at the time of the protest and their
positions on the court;
(c) Player substitutions and team substitutions made prior to
the protested situation;
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(d) Team time outs charged prior to the protested situation.
(e) A synopsis of the situation that caused the prowst and
the rule violated or omitted or the penalty improperly
imposed;

(f) Signatures of the scorer, both playing captains, and the
first referee, to indicate that the facts have been correctly
recorded.
Protest committee. Under tournament situations there should
be a protest committee or interpreter who shall make final
decisions on protests pertaining to rule interpretation. Play
should he suspended until a decision has been made on the
protest by this committee or interpreter. Tho decision will be
final.
1

Ruling of the protest committee and effect. The committec,
after hearing the facts of the protest, may rule tb- the protest
is valid and will be upheld or that the protet
not valid
and will be denied. If the protest is upheld, tile game will
be replayed from the point immediately preceding the play
which prompted the lodging of a protest. If the protest is denied,

8.

the score and situation will remain as though the protest had
never been lodged.
Protest Procedure.
(a) Captain lodges protest;
(b) Stop game;
(c) Consult rulebook with referees, coaches, and captains for
correct decision;

(d) If there is no rule to cover the situation the 1st referee
has the power to make the final decision (Rule 14),
(e) Record facts (as in #5);
f fi If the dispute is still unresolved after discussion the match
resumes under prutest. Regardless of the decision made
and the -latch outcome the facts of the protest should be
for-warded to the NAGWS Rules Interpreter for review.

(g) If a protest of an interpretation of a rule has not been
settled satisfactorily by the courtside conference the
protesting i,am, at the conclusion of the match, shall make
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a full report to its governing body or the NAGWS Rules
Interpreter for a final decision. If the protest is judged by
the governing body or NAGWS rules interpreter to be valid,
begin the protested game again from the point of the protest

and replay the remainder of the watch to conclusion.

77ie

deaswn to replay a valid protest would ultimately rest with
the two opposing teams and their governing body(s).

Chapter 4. Officials and Their Duties
Note. Chaptel IV is included as a guideline fin offivals and shall not
be construed to be a part of the official playing rules subject to protest
by teems.

Rule 14. The First Referee
ARTICLE 1. Authority of the First Referee. The first referee is in
full control of the match and an; ''quent deusions rendered by the
first referee are final. The first referee has authonty over all players
and officials from the coin toss plioi to the first game of a match until
the conclusion of the match, to include any periods dunng which the
match may be temporarily interrupted, for whatever reason.
ARTICLE 2. Questions Not Covered by Rule. The first referee has the
power to settle all questions, induding those nut specifically covered
in the rule.

ARTICLE 3. Power to Overrule. The first referee has the power to
overrule decisions of Litho officials when, in the fil eferees opinion,
they have made errors.
ARTICLE 4. Position of First Referee during Match. T.,e first referee

shall be located at one end of the net in a position that will allow a
clear view of the play. The referee's head should be approximately 50
cm (191/2") above the top of the net.
ARTICLE 5. Penalizing Violations. In 41,,Ordant.e with Rule 4 the first

referee penalizes violations made by players, coaches, and other team
members.
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ARTICLE 6. Use of Signals. Immediately after giving a s1gn4l to stop
play, the first referee shall indicate with the use of hand signals the
nature of the violation, if a player fault, the player committing the fault,
and the team which shall make the next service.

Commentary on Rule 14
The First Referee
Referee responsibility. The first referee is responsible for the
conduct of the coaches, players, and other team personnel
Under no circumstances will the first referee allow incorrect
or unsporting behavior or rude remarks.
(a; Only the first referee is empowered to warn, penalize, expel,
or disqualify a member of a team.

(b) If the captain asks in a proper manner, the first referee

must give the reason for a penalty, expulsion or
disqualification and must not allow any further discussion,
except to allow the captain to communicate quickly with
the coach the reason for the sanction. Should there be a

disagreement (not a protest) pertaining to a sanction
assessed by the referee, team captains may state their case
in writing on the scoresheet after compLetion of the match.
2

Scoresheet. The first referee must ensure that the officials'
names appear on the first game scoresheets. Signatures are
no longer ri.,:oired.

3

4

Signaling service. The first referee will blow a whistle at the
beginning of each play to indicate that service shall begin and
at any other time judged to be necessary, and shall supervise
the rotation, order, and positions of the serving team at the
time of service.
Interrupting play. Ea Ji action is considered finished when the
first referee blows a whistle, other than that to indicate service.
G,aerally speaking, the first referee should only interrupt the
play when certain that a fault has been committed, and should

not blow the whistle if there is any doubt. Should a player
make an honor call, the first referee hall accept the call unless
there is a definite reason to believe that the player was mistaken,
e.g ,

the net being forced into the player's arms by the

momentum of the ball.

7;)
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RULE 14 THE FIRST REFEREE

Crowd control. Noise caused by artificul noisemakers, air
horns or electric amplifiers shall not be permitted in the playing

and spectator areas. Bands may not play while t!ie game is
in progress. The responsibility for crowd control rests with

the host school. The Athletic Director or designated
representativets) is expected to encourage ,tam support and
good sportsmanship from all spectators. Should the first referee

notice or be notified (by the playing captain) that there is a
problem whereby the crowd is affecting playing conditions
on the court, the first referee shall:
(a) Temporarily suspend play.

) Instruct the second referee to communicate the problem
to the host head coach.
tc

6

The host head coach shall seek assistance of the host

a 'ministrator on site who rectifies problem. If no

administrator is present, the responsibility then rests with
the host head coach.
Play remains suspended until the situation is corrected.
Overruling officials. If the referee is certain that one of the
other officials has made an incorrect decision, the first referee
has the power to overrule that official and apply the correct

decision. The only time the first referee may call (whistle)
illegal alignment on the receiving team is when the second
referee fails to make the call after having a conference with
ihe first referee regarding the positioning of the same player.
If the first referee feels that one of the other officials is not
correctly fulfilling the duties 4b outlined by the Rules, the referee
may have the official replaced.
7.

Suspending tin match. Should an interruption occur, partic
ularly if spectators should invade the ourt, the referee must
suspend the match and ask the organizers and the playing
captain of the home team to re establish order within a set
perrod of time. If th, interruption continues beyond this period
of time, or if one of the teams refuses to continue playing,
the first referee must instruct the other officials to leave the
court along with the first referee. The first referee must record
the incident on the scoresheet and forward a report to the
proper authority within 24 hour..
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RULE 14 THE FIRST REFEREE

8

Authority of the referee. Although the referee is in full contrui

of the match and any judgment decisions rendered a re
considered final, this in no way relieves thc nght of thc playing

captains to protest and record matters allowed under the
9

provisions of ilule 13, Art. 3.
Communication of referees. Donng the match, the first referee
should frequently look at the second referee, whu is positioned
opposite and facing the first referee, tu see whether the second
referee is signalling a call, e.g., four touches, consecutive

touches by the same player, etc. Refer to Referee Coro1V

11

12
17

munication Section for clarilicatiuii.
Reporting of rude remarks. Other officials isecund referee,
scorer, and linesmen) must immediately report to the first
referee any rude remark that is made by a player or team
member about an official or opponent.
Ball touching the block. The decision whether or not a ball
that went out did or did not touch the block, Is made by Pither
referee and the hne judges. In fact, the first referee should look
at the second referee and all four line judges to see if any
of them is signaling a touch by a playerts) before awarding
a point or side out. lt is nut good refereeing to ask the blockers,
after protests from their uppuents, whether or nut they touched
the ball This should not be done.
Time-outs. At the conclusion of each time-out the first and
:,cond referee shall signal the number of time-outs taken.
Between games of the match. lt is recommended that the first
referee remain on the stand dunng the entire match except
in the event of a protest, personal reasons, sconng difficulty
which the sect: id referee is unable to settle, and the promotional
intermission between games 2 and 3.

14

80

Vern-ration of scores. Venfication of the score shi :ts is not
the responsibility of the first referee. The second referee shall
insure !hat the deciding point has been recorded. The score
is officially verified (signed) by the scorer
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ROLE 15 THE SECOND REFEREE

Rule 15. The Second Referee
ARTICLE 1. Pos.,tion .during Mtrch. The second referee shall take a
position on the side of the court opposite and faung the first referee.
ARTICLE 2, Assisting the First Referee. The second referee shall assist

the first referee by making calls such as
(a) Violations of the center line and attack line.
(la/ Contact with the net by a player.

ei Contact of the ball with an antenna or ball not crossing tne net

entirely inside the antenna on tl e second referee's side of the court.
I .1) Foreign objects entering the court and presenting a hazard to the
safety of the players.
(el Performing duties in addition to those outlined whm instructed to
do so by the first referee.

ARTICLE 3. Keeping Official Time. The second referee shall be

responsible for keeping official .ime of warm up periods before the match.
time-outs and rest periods between games of a match.

ARTICLE 4. Conduct e Participants. The second referee shall

supervise the conduct of coaches and substitutes on the bench and shall
call to the attention of the first referee any unspAting actions of players
or other team members.

ARTICLE 5. Supervision of Substitutiolts. The second referee shall

authorize substitutions requested by captains or the coaches of the teams.
ARTICLE 6. Service Order of Teams. The second referee shall verify
ar the beginning of each game that the positions of the players of both

teams correspond with the serving orders listed on the scoresheet and
the lineups as given to the scorer. The second referee shall supervise
the rotation order and positions of the receiving team at the time of
service

ARTICLE 7. Ghing Opinions, The second referee sip!l give opinions
on all matters when so requested by the first referee.
ARTICLE 8. Ending Play. The play is onstdered as ended when the
second referee blows a whistle.

1

Commentary on Rule 15
Scoresheet. The second referee must ensure that their names
appear on the first game so,resheet,
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RULE 15 THE SECOND REFEREE

2

Prior to the match. The second referee shall venfy that the
team rosters are correct. Once the necessary changes have
been made, the rosters are submitted to the sct..er. At least
five minutes before the scheduled match time, the second
referee takes the lineup sheets to Or coaches and returns the
lineup sheets to the scorer at the beginning of the last two
minutes of team warm ups to ensure that the start of the match
will not be delayed.

1

4

Keeping official time. It is the responsibility of the second
referee to keep the official time during warm-up pens... before
the match, time-outs, and between games of a match. At the
end of each time-out, the second referee will signal the first
referee the number of time-outs that have been charged to
each :cam.
Substitutions. The second referee will authonze a substeunon
when the substitute is ready to enter the game. Before allowing
the substitute to enter the court, the second referee will make
ertai.. that the scorer has the necessary information to properly

record the substitution. Although the ultimate resrnsibility
for such information rests with the coach, the second referee

beginning with the 9th team substitution shall notify the
c
6
7

g

coachtsi when a player tias entered the some for a third time.
Control of the ball. The second referee shall be responsible
for the ball during interruptions of play.
Replacing the first referee. Should the first referee suddenly
he indisposed, it shall be the responsibility of the second referee
to assume the responsibilities of the duties of the first referee.

Assisting the first referee. The second referee shall whistle
only when slie is positive that the back row blocker ar attacker
is illq, il. The second referee will make call, and perform duties
in addif on to those outlined when instructed to do so by the
first referee.
Verifying lineups. It is the duty of the second referee to use
the official lineup sheet ,ubmitted by the teams to verify that
the lineups are correct ,i the start of the game. Without unnecessarily delaying the game, the second referee. along with
the scorer, ma3, leain verify player positions when teams change
courts
points in the deciding game.

1

4

I.)
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Giving information to team captains. Upon request of a playing
captain or coach, the first referee may direLt the sixond referee
to verify that the correct player is serving. No direct
identification of opposing players will be gi,,en to the playing
aptain. Requests for suLti information by playing Laptains will
be limited to infrequent occasions. If it is found that the wrong

player is the server, the first referee will direct the second
10.

referee and scorer to correct the error.
Between games of the match.
(a) Take possession of the ball:
(b) Immediately take lineup sheet to the Lo..o.h of each team,

(c) Return the lineup sheets from the coaches to the scorer
in time to see that the three minute intermission is not
delayed;

(d) Prior to the deciding game of the match, toss the coin
with the captains at the request of the -..st referee to
determine choice of serve/receive or skis, of court.
II

Acknowkdgement of scores. At the end of each game, the
4:cond referee acknowledges that the winning point has been
recorded and indicates end of game to the first referee.

Rule 16. The Scorer
ARTICLE 1. Position during Match. The storer's position is on the

side of the zourt apposite the first referee and behind the :,:bund referee.
ARTICLE 2. Recording Information. Prior to the start of a mata, the
-cetrer obtains the team rosters and lineup sheets and reLords the numbers
of the starting players on the scoresheet. Between games of a match
the scorer reminds the seLond referee- to obtain new lineups from Laptains
or coaches in order to properly reLord any Lhanges in the lineups. In
addition, the scorer
(a) Records the scores as the match progresses.
'Fo Makes sure that the .4.4-Ntrig order and rotation of players is followed
correctly.
Carefully cheeks the numbers of substitutes to determine that they

may legally enter the game before ft-Lording the information on
the scorcsheet.
NAGWS
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RULE 16. THE SCORER

tds. Records time uuta and notifies the second referee and the first referee

the number of time outs which have been charged to each team.
ARTICLE 3. During Deciding Came of Match. If teams elect to hange
..01111..1 during the deciding game of a match, the MAJI ei signals the reierees

when one of the teams has scored an eighth point and indicates that
the teams should change playing areas.
ARTICLE 4. Verification of Final Score. At the ..undustun of a match,
the scoret ensures that the second referec acknowledges that the winning
score has been recorded. The scoret signs the scuresheet and the match
is official.

Commentary on Rule 16
The Scorer
Gising infarmation to teams. The scorer, when requested to
do so by rie of the referees, must tell either of the coaches
or zaptain., thc number of substitutions and time-ou s that have
been charged to their team. Beginning with the 9th substitution

by either team the scorer shall notify the 2nd referee of the
number of substitutions used. The scorer shall also notify the
2nd referee when a player enters the game for a third time.
Information pertaining to opponents will not be given to a
2

coach or captain by the scorer.
Lineups. Prior to the start of each game of a match, the coach

or play ing captain must send a lineup to the scorer on the
official form provided. Opponents w ill not be permitted to
see the lineup submitted by the opposing team prior to the
start of play. Bef re lineup sheets are given to coaches, prior
to the beginning of each game the scorer circles the first server's
position for both teams.
Recording warnings and penalties. All warnings and actions
penalized by k.ss of service, by a point for the opposite team
or the expulsion 'disqualification of a player or team member

for a game or match, must be recorded on the scoresheet.

84
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RULE 17 THE UNE JUDGES

4_

Order of service. The Ni. v re r must ,ontrul the order of service.

5

referee whistles for serace. the scorer shall watt until the ball
,ontaeted dunng service and then sound a horn, whistle and
notify the referees of the fault.
The Score. The scorer must score each point made by a team.

It' a wrong server is in the service position at the time the

The scorer must make sure that the score on t".. visible
si.oreboard agrees with the score recorded on the scoresheet.

The official scorer does not operate the scoreboard. It is
operated by a person who is not one of the match officials.
6

In the evern of a discrepancy. the scoresheet shall be officio'
and the discrepancy is not grounds for protest by a team.
Verifying line-ups. When teams ,hange courts at 8 points of
the deciding game. the scorer along with the second referee
may verify that all players dre in their ,.urre,t positions without
unnecessarily delay mg the game.

Rule 17. The Ilne Judges
ARTICLE 1. Position during Match. Daring the mat,h. the line judges
will be stationed
,a, With tv.o rine judges. they must be pla,ed diagonally opposite

Cd Lh

other. onc at each end of the ,ourt dt the ,orner away from the
Nen, we area near the interse,tion of the end line and side boundary
line_

,h. With four judges. one line judge shall be placed opposite each servIce
area with the sidehne e.xtended approximately 2 rn behind the end
hnc One line judge shall be plaLed approximately 2 m outside the
sideline nearest the servii.e area in line with the end line extended.
Each line judge watches the line to which assigned.
ARTICLE 2. Duties. Th line judges shall signal the fint refere e. hen a
tat Ball lands inside or outside the court boundaries
(bit Line violation by ser:er or other player
tci Ball touches. crosses over c: passes outside the antenna
tc) Ball ct .cts p!ayer before going out of bounds
ARTICLE 3. Flags. The use of flags by line ji "ges shall be at the discretion of the host team or the tournament director.
NAGY'S-VOLLEYBALL GWDE
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Commentary on Rule 17
The Line Judges
Position dzring match. During the mata. the line judges shall
be standii,e ir. their assigned a.ea and shall Mose from those
areas for the purpose of avoiding interfererke with players
playing the ball or to better observe a ball c ossing the net
near an antenna.
2

Number of line judges. For important Lompetitioris. it is rev,
ommended that four line judges be used.

3

Signaling the first refer 1. Whenever a line judge needs to
attrai.t the attention of the first referee due to a fault ommitted
by a player. or to a rudc remark made by a player. ttiv: flag
or hands shall be used above the head and waxed from side
to side
F.-atfaults. The line judges responsibility for foot fault errors
has been expanded to invlude other players on the court. If
a player is touvhing the floor outside a ourt boundary at the

time the ball is Lontated for servive. the line .;udge should
notify the referees.
5

No See Signal. Line judges are encoPraged to ise the No
See signal when they fail to see action in question.

RULE INTERRNETATIONS

To reLeive an offioal wnt,en rules interpretation. tall
a follow-up written request--or write directly to:
SUE LEMAIRE, Rules Interpreter
21721 East Clydesdale Circle
Walnut. CA 91789
(714) 595-3245

with

If you need a qualified ttii.ial or wish to beom.: a volleyball
of& ial. reter to the Volleyb 111 Con'aa for our state listed on
page 173 of this guide
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Definition of Skills and Fouls
skims
Bloc, the action lose to the net which intercepts the ball coming
front the opponent's Nide by .naking contact with the ball eithet before.
during or immediately after it crosses the net. A player must have

some part of the body higher than the net during the action and
2

before returning to the floor to be considered a blocker.
Tip a fake spike. An attempt to deceive the defensive learn by lightly
tipping or strategically placing the ball into an open area of the court
using a one-handed or two handed (open or dosed) action.
Note: In order to make this play effecti ... the length of contact with

the ball must be enough to direct the ball but not so long that the

ball is carried or thrown.
Pas& generally the first play by a learn relaying the ball to its setter.
4 Set generalh the second play by a team relaying the ball to its splicer.
6 Sprie a legally played hall other than a serve) which is hit forcibly
from a height greater than the top of the net.

6 Anna, Ht a hit by a player in an intentional effort to direct the ball
into the opponent's court. A third hit by a team is LOIN Jered to
be an attack hit, regardless of intent,on.

Ft.,u1s

I. Double hits
a Setting. The hands hit the ball unevenly. The ball is seen to wobble
or bounce in the hands
h Passing. The arms are seen to hit the ball w.th two distinct contacts.
2 Mishandled ball
a Setting. The hands are seen to hold, carry. lift, or push the ball
with emended contact.
Note: The one hand set should be judged the \ Arne as a two h nd
set,

h Passing The ball is seen to have prolonged contact with the auras)
or arms and chest.
c Tipping The ball is seen to h thrown lir camed with prolonged
contact.

Note: Power tipping should nut he judged differently in that
prolonged contact and or change of direction after the initial
Li

contact of the ball are not legal.
Spiking Catching or throwing the ball w ith prolonged contact.

Be cautious of calling too tightly the slightly longer. but legal.
contact of the off-speed splice.
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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Summary of Penalties
Rule

Situation

Penalty

Player causes ball to contact
ceiling or other object at heights

Fault Ball dead.
Pon. or side out

greanr than 7 m (231
1

Player causes ball to contact
ceiling or other object at
height less than 7 m4231

Ground rule Ball remains
in play
2 Ground rule Replay any
ball rebounding off unusually low oSstructions
(15' or less)
I

Signal
14 /e 25

None

II

I

Ball kontacts ceiling or other objeet at heights ot 7 ri14231 or less
abase playing surface and rebounds into opponent's court

Fault. Ball became dead
when It passed plane of
net Point or side out

14 & 25

I

Sersed ballkontacts unusually
low obstruction 415 or less)
aNse playmg surface

Fault Side out

14 & 3

I

Playert si enter an adjacent
compentise court

Point or side out

7

4

Player leases ci urt sicimiy or
hencil area during time-i ut
without permissm-i ot re Zree

I Unless deliberate defianee. warn 4 } ellow card)

first time
2 It repeated. penalize (red
earth point or side out

4

4

All designated bench personnel
panisipate in discussion during
tumr-out
Addressing officials koriecrnmg

26Y

26R

Nis Paull

None

Warninglyellow ard)

26?

2 If situation persists.
penalize (red card) point

26R

I

desimons

or mdt: out

citing at opponents dunnl-

Penalty (red card) point or
side out if distraction
causes fault

26R

Expulsion for game (red
and yellow cards together)
or disqualification for the
match (red ar ". yellow
card separated)

27

t moue

4

Clapping hands while teammate
is re:seising sersed hall

Penalty (red card) point coside out

26R

4

Rude remarks to officials, opponents, or spextators during
game

Penalty (red card) point or
out

26R

play
4

88

Making derogatory remarks 1,.
olfisials, opponents or spec-
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Rule

Situation

Penalty

Signal

4

Rude remarks to officials. op.
ponents, or spectator, between
games of a match

Any misconduct between
games of a match will be assessed in the game following
such misconduct.

26R

4

Person other than coaches or
playing captain requests
time-out_

Request denied_ (Improper
request)

29A

4

Coaches or playing captain
makes third request for
time.out

Request denied. (Improper
request)

29A

4

Coaches or playing captain
makes fourth request for
time-out

Request dented. (Second improper request) Team yellow
card

29BY

4

Failure of tom to return to
Ph) immediately upon signal
indicating the end of a time-out
period

Charge team with team
delay (Team yellow card)
2 After 15 seconds. second
.-am delay is charged
1

29BY
29BR

%Team red card,

3 If team still fails to im-

31

mediately resume play.
default the game 15-0
4

Disqualified person retuses to
leave the designated area

I After one minute warn

29BY

the captain that disqual.
ified person must immediately leave lb. area
Team delay wattling (yellow card)

2 Failure to comply within

31

15 seconds will lead to a
deiaulted game, 15-0

Failure ol team to submit
hneup before first game 01
match or before expiration ot
intermission between games ot
a Match

I Charge team with team

delay (Team yellow card)
2 After 15 seconds sect.nd
team delay is charged
(Team red card)
3 After an additional 15

29BY
29BR

31

seconds default game 41

A soach has turned in a lineup
and requests a lircup change
or changes pnor to contact on
the first serve

Request allowed through the
normal substitution
procedure

12

Lineup indicates a number of a
player that dots not exist

Substitution must be made
for phantom player number

12

1- tdurc et team to wear proper
unitorms

Possible protest procedure

None
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5

Penalty

Situation

Rule

Substme ddays in reporting
to the sidehne and is not immediately ready to enter game

SuNnunon denied
2 Charge team with team
delay (Team yellow card)

Signal
20BY

upon snal from second
referee

5

Player attempts to enter game

Env:, refused, charge m,

tor fourth lime

proper requst

Player attempts to enter game
in wrong position

Entry refused Charge team
with team delay (Team yetlow card)

Player enters game tor tounh
time or in Vrong posuon

Proper player must
reenter position,
2 If discoverd before ball
is put in pla), charge team
1

29A
29BY

17

29BY

delay (Team yellow card)
11 discovered after baths
put in play.
a points scored dunng
time that wrong player
is in game arc removed
it team is serving
Team penalty (red
card) side out.
b 11 by receiving team,
serving team awarded
point unless error dis(layered immethately

2bY &

26R & 2

following pla) where
xerxing team scored a

point Team penalty
(red card) point

4 Sub.titulionsiplay:

None

team) charged dunng
wrong position entry re-

med from xi:oresheet
COMI Or playing iuptain lads
to indiate that multiple xubxlitution ix desired

Team hnuted to one
subsututton

None

Coavh or playing suptain at
tempts to make thmeenth
team substitution

Substitution denied (Improper request)

29A

Substitutions denied t Iii-

29A

( os,.h requests 12th and I lth
learn Nuti,titulion

1

pfl)JYC( (efines!)

2 A new requext nuy he
made alter a TO or next
dead ball
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Ru'x
5

Situation

Penalty

Injured player remosed from
game under provisions of 41normal substitution rule

No penalty Substitution
2 Player not allowed to par .
tacipate in remainder of

Injured player wishes to remain in game. but is not able
to resume play within fifteen

Charge team with a
time-out.
2 If player not able to continue after legal time-outs

1

Signal
12

None

game
5

seconds

I

I 3A
12

are used, play er must be
replaced

Team has less than sot players
due to player injury and no
substitutes (legal or abnormab

Default game
2 Losing team keeps points

asailable Three-minute injury
tirz-out has been allowed and
all other available time-outs

I Credit winning team with

1

due to diqualification ot

tlaser attempt, to enter while

None

at least 15 points, but
more if needed to reflect
a two-point adsantage
Default game and match
2 Losing team keeps points
1

player and no legal substitutes
'Amiable

Kiser wears jewelry

None

scored.

hase been used

Team has less than sin players

31

31

None

scored

Credit winning team with
at lest 15 points, but
more if needed to reflect
a two-point advantage

None

Before match. jewelry
must be removed
2 If after pre-game warning
jeweIrs is discovered.
charge team with a team
delay (team yellow cs;c1)
while player removes
jewelry

:one

1

29rv

The player will not be allowed to participate
2 A team delay (team yetlow card) is charged

None

Any player pertorms
%%trek in the referee's iudgmem. delays the game

Team delay (Team yellow card)
2 Second team delay
(Team red earth

29BY

At nonclumon ot rest penod
hemeen game, team Lob to
report immediately to the
end line

Charge team with team
delay (Team yellow
card)
2 After 15 sec ,nds. charge
team with second team
delay (Team red card)
After another 15 seconds,
default game (15-0)

29BY

xefing

,..sst
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29BY

29c,Y

29BR

91

Penalty

Situation

Rule

4 Team still fails to report
after the two-nunute intermission. default next
game
5 Team still refuses to play.
default the match
7

Server fails to hit ball vleanly
with hand or arm during ser-

7

Server does not initiate service
action within five seconds atter
first referee's whistle

7

Ball served before first ref-

I

eree 's readiness to serve
tle has been sounded

2

Signal
31

31

Fault Side out

23

Service delay Side out

22

No penalty first time
Play over
If repeated dunng same
service, player penalty
(red card) side out

II
26R

Out-ot-povition tault Point

17

v ice action

7

7

Players fvot in proper service
order at time ball i contacted
during legal service

Atter service action is initiated.
ball is allerwed to tan to tloor
without contact with server

or sule out.
I

2

No penalty Blows whistle Signals re-serve then
whistles for cecond service attempt
It repeated dunng the

II

23

same service attempt. S.T-

S lie dela) Side out
Ball is released tor service onhod and is taught hy server
without service being
completed

Illegal service action

Server in contact with endline
or arca outside service area ai
time ol serve

lane foul Illegal serve

7

Served hall hits antenna, does
not t.ross net between antennas, or contacts ob2ect outof-bounds

Serv

fault Side out

14

7

Served hall hits net

Service fault Side out

fia

7

soxed ball hits teammate

Service taut' Side out

tia

7

Served ball hits illegal inerheed
obstruvtion

Sas e tault Side out

25 & 14

7

7

21

Side out

7

Side out

.9
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Rule
7

Situation
Wrong player seises ball

Penalty
I

2 If discovered before opponent's serve, all points
scored by illegal server
(and subsequent servers)
are removed
3 If discoverd after opponent's serve, all points
scored are retained. Position on tht court must be
corrected
7

Sersing team players, standing
close together pnor to sers ice

Sigma

Illegal service. Side out.

II the served ball passes

17

None

None

19

ONCI 2 or more players

standing close together
they are penalized for ils
legal screening Sule out,
no warning
t(

Ball contacted more than th
times by team during play otnsr
than blocking action

Fault Four hits Point or

Ball contacts player below the

Fault '''oint or side out

24

Fault Point or side out

None

:de out

waist
X

Player holds teammate while
teammate is playing ball

FIN or second hit (not spiked)
would cross net if untouched
and ball is blsvked across plane
01 net while an attacking player
is in position to make a play on
the ball

First or second hit not srossing
net is blocked across plane of
net in area where attacking
team player could play ball

1

Fault Illegal block Point
or side out

2 Ben though the ball

9

would cross the net if untouched, if attacking team
player could play the hall.
it may not be blocked les
sally

Fault Illegal block Point

9

or side out

Back sourt player blocks ball

Fault Point Or ,IJe out

Backcourt player in blocking
position next to legal blocks.).
who Lontacts the ball

Fault Poin1 or side out
Backcourt pia' er became
dart of block and made en-

IS
1

nis. Mod, )11441

Bask row player jumps trona in
front 01 attack line and hits ball

Fault Point or side out

20

Irons bin height of the net
into opponent's sourt
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8

Penalty

Situation

Rule

Signal

Fault Point or side ollt

20

Player spikes ball oser opponenes court

Null Point or side out

9

Player makes nlay at net and au.cidentally falls into net supports
outside court

No fault Play continues

None

Player makes play at nct and
grasps support post to keep
front commuting a siolation

Fault Point or side out
When a player grasped the

8b

back row player jumps from on
attack line and hits ball from
abose height of net into opponent 's court

9

post. it became an tnten .

flout act and illegal
9

Ball causes net to Lontact
player

No fault Play continues

None

9

BA under net Is played atter
fully passing sertbal plane ot

Fault Ball became dead
when it passed beyond the
vertical plane of the net
Point or side out

15

Ball partially under net intentionally contaLtLd h oppenent

Fault Interference Point

7

BalLother than served bait. A"

Legal action Hay Lon-

net

tmues

Player Lontacts opponent's

Fault Poirt or ode out

10

None

net

9
9
9

or side out
None

court Y.ith hand or poi ot body
other than loot
9

Player's toot ts across Lauer line
with part of loot .ibose but not
in LontaL. with L enter line

Legal aLtion P1J), kon
tinues

9

Player's 100( legally across r
r hne unintentionally Lathes

I

ation

None

opponent to be unable to mtl
ipate in play

Player intentionalb LontaLts
oppount %kith hand or toot to
LatI,C distraLtion

9

94

tull Lrosses Lentcr tine
outside the Loon

I
2

Fault Penahre tred Lard)
point or side out
II contact is sesere. disqualification ired'yelloss
%ado tor match

2tiR

Legal aLtion if player does
not interfere ssith an Opponent

None

2n
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9

Situation

Penalty

Signal

Player tier, As center line outstde
Lie eoun play. ball %Inch has

Legal Player tan play the

not passed Nenta plane ot net

nenes stde f -1(-.! imagi-

None

ball sshile on the oppo-

nary extension of tenter line as long Is the ball
has not fully crossed oser
the cenwr line ,(xtenston

9

Playenst enter adiatent t ourt
betore.dunng or after making a
play on the ball (adjacent t((un
is scheduled tor play t

Fault nolra or (ade out

Playe acCIdentalls ontatts net
stith pan ot KA)

Eault Point or side out

Player atetdentally konta%
ith pan 01 unitorm

r

Xb

ault Point or (ade out

Player aetidentally eontatts net
ssith long hair during turning a.:

No taut!

None

Opponents tont.nt nct simulta
nroudy

Doubk fault Play 05 cr

Kb de I I

Blot ked ball kis antnna

Fault by Warr Point er

2& 14

tfl
Iii

.ide out

iii

Blot Led ball lands out
et dsounds

lit

Ball passes oser or outside an
tenna %tide trossing net

Fault by bloeker
Point or 'ode out

14

Ikill de d Point or tio,

14

out

ha!i t (mut is antenna belou
II

II
i

d, ad Point or side

height .st net

out

Ball not hit tteanh. throssing
attion

Fault Throssn ball Point

Ball t..343,,t1 to some to rest he

Double tault Held hall

bseen oporient.

PlaN miser

Ball t ontatt. 1%0 keal pans 01
player's body mmultaneouds

Legal

Etal lontds.t.
d pans it
plaser\ body and player has
ol the ball
during bk)elting or dialing a
single attempt to makc the first

egal

14

4

or side' out

pc,alty
tiOri

11

None
None

Warn sOMas.l, presided no

tinger attion is used
II

WI t

es

rest in plaser

hand or nand

Fault Hel I ball Point or

4

side out

(I fi
7
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Rule

Penalty

Situation

II

Ball is tared against net by
02)er-

12

Team has insuffonert narnber of
players to start play at scheduled game urne

fault Held ball Point or
sidc out
If home team or tournameat director has been
notified that the %luting
team has been delayed doe
to arcurnxtances beyond
its control. the referee
should delay the game fo'
a reasonable time
2 It there has been no nottfitmtlon, default Prst game_
a. Wan of up to 10 minutes allowed for team
to get necessary
players Default second
game if 2 out of 3. De1

fault match 2-0 If nor
b After an additional 10

Signal
4
None

30
30

30

minutes, third game is

decared a default
Match is defaulted.
Score for each defaulted game is 15-e,
score of defaulted
match is 3-0
12

Team refuses to play

1 Team delay (team yellow

29BY

card i.

2 Instruct the team to imIt

mediately resume play
If the team still refuses to
play default the entire
match 2-0 or 3-0, 15-0
game Ceore

None

39

30

12

Team .si:rhally refuses is pIsy

Default of game

13

Team captain disiigitscs with
sanction assessed player or team

Captain may express dr,None
agreement with the assessing cif the sanction by writing a statement on the
hack of the scoresheet after the
match

hy fast rekree

1:

Team c.-0-9ain ssishes It protest

referee" .4:won

Captain must register the
protest prior to the text

None

seno
IA

Coach wishes to proesi ret
me% decision

9
96

Team time-out is awarded if
the referee does not change
the decision

13

I
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Red and Yellow Card Sanctions
Individual Sanctions
Warnings (yellow card,. No penalty Ku minor unsporting behavior.
I. Minor breaches of conduct tto officials, opponents. spectators)
2. Unintentional delay
3. Attempts to influence officials
4. Addressing officials about decisions
5. Captain repeatedly addressing officials about dec.sions
6. Leaves the court or bench area without permission
7. Players talking through the net in an attempt to intimidate
8. Players displaying frustration by
a. Yanking the net
b. Pot-riding the floor with hands or feet
c. Kicking, hitting or throwing the ball high
9. Players delaying the game deliberately by
a. Abusing the re-serve privilege
b. Throwing or kicking the pall away from the court
10. Coaches displaying disagreement with a judgment call by.
a. Dropping an object
b. Questioning the first referee, second referee or line judge
c. Repeatedly gesturing the coach's opinion of ball handling
d. Repeatedly jumping off the bench

Penalty (red card). Point or side ouL
I. Repetition of minor offense in same game
2. Any serious breach of conduct &rude, obnoxious behavior. profanity
3. Deliberate delay of game after warning
4. Stamping feet, shouting or yelling at opponents dunng play

5 Disrupthe coaching by any team member, bench person or coach
6. Deliberate contact with opponent (intzrfemace)
Abuses official persistent questions. atier..pts to influence offkial,
berates lfficial
8. Repeatedly and deliberately leaves cour witaoat permission
9. Use of electronic device..
LtpuIsiah red and ycIk w cards together in one hand,. Player expelled
must leavc the court and team area for the game. Coach expelled must
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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leave the bench for the game.
L Third repetition of a minor offense in same game
2. Second repetition of a penalty offense
Extremely offensive conduc: (obscene or insulting words or gestures
toward officials, opponents or spectators).

Disqualification ',red and yellow cards apart!. Play ex ot coach must lease
.he gym for the match.
!. A second expulsion from a ii atch
2

Nuempted or actual physical aggression toward officials. opponents.
or spectators

Further clanfications for red and vellow cards.
I Only the first refereee is empowered to warn, penalize. expel, or
disqualify a member of a team. When the second referee sees or
hears an action or response that might necessitate a card, the second

referee indicates to the first referee the situation. The first referee
will decide what card shou1/41 be given.
Record all cards given on tha scoresheet.
Each game is considered separately, except fur expulsions. Incidents
for which a warning was issued in a pre v isms game .-equire beginning

with a warning again, before penalty, if repeated in a later game.
Similar acts by two different players should be given as an individual

warning to each player. A serious breach of conduct towards
opponents or officials should be penalized without warning t RCP.
4 Conduct during the game. During play, if a player shouts or yells
at an opponent or crosses the sertkal plane of the net for the
purpose of distracting aa opponent. the referee shall immediately
stop play and penalize the player for serious unsporting conduct
RC).

Disqualified players. Play en si disqualified from match must
immediately lease the match area. Player( si will be permitted a
brief period to pkk up belongings from bench area provided there
is no furthcr misconJuk.l. if play ens) has not left the playing area
within 1 minute the captain shall be warned that further delay
will rc ,ult in default of the game. Compliance must he within another
15 seconds or the game is defaulted 15-0.
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Team Sanctions
Improper Requests (denied)
I Requesting a time out, substitution, lineup check, after the first
referee's whistle for service
2 A request for time out or sisbstitution by other than the coacli or
playing captain
second request for Jubst itut iu n during the same dead ball period
without an intervening time-out
4. Request for an excess time-out
5 Request for substitution that ould result in an excess team or
player substitution

Team Delays (First occasion team )ello4, card and any subsequent
occasionteam red card)
I Failure to submit a lineup at least 2 minctes prior to the start
of a match or prior to the signal indicating expiration of the
intermission between games
2. A second improper request during the same game
3. Delay in completing a substitution
4 Request for entry of an illegal substitute or disqualified player
5 Administering water and:or odic, liquids near the sideline

6 Failure to report to the end line when directed to do so at the
start of a match and between games of a match
7. Delay in returning to play after a time-out
8 Delay in moving to positions for serving ur receiving service after
completion of a rally
9 Action by a player Ix hkh creates an unnecessary delay in the start
of play
10. r, plaver on the court wearing jewelry.

1,0
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Competitive Procedures &
Special Rules
Competitive Procedures
In the transition to the international playinE, rules it is recognized
that some of the ...flanges will be more difficult to adapt to than others.
This Current Practices section is included as part ..)f the rules, practices
which can be considered as approved ror this season where the occasion
demands. They are not to be ..onsidered as changes in the established
rules but rather as expediences. Wherever possible, it is urged that the
newly adopted rules be adhered to. Whenever there is to be a departure
from the ..stablished re6ulations, such infomiation should be issued to
all participants prior to competition and, If possible. prior to invitation
and entry.

Net Height
In prior years the recommended net height for younger players was
ao lower than 6 feet. For high school ages. the regular heights of the
net for boys and girls shouli be the same as for men and women, respective:). The following net heights ale cuirently in practice for the below
indicated age groups and or levels:
Height of Net
Age Groups

Girls

7 yrs and under
15 yrs and under
13 yrs anS under

7'41,14"

Scholastic Levels

Girls

Grades 1-6 (Elem.)

6'1"

Grao..ts 7-8 (lk Addle)

7'41/4"
7'41/4"

!

7'41/4"
7'41/4"

Grades 7-9 (Jr. HS)
Grades 9-12 (Sr. HS)

7'41/."

Boys/Coed

7'11"
7'11"
7'41/4"

B9yslt:oed
7'41/x"
7'115/x"

7,115/.

Time Game
In circumstances where
eftkient management of a tournament
kir series uf matk.hes require:, Jtriu adherence to a time schedule in order

to .omplete the .ompetitiuns, the time game may be employed. Such
time game may be played on the basis of 8 minutes of ball-in-play
tinic or 15 points. whkhever th.,urN first. Such basis must be established
too
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before the first game or a match. If one team does not have a lead
of at least 2 points when time has rt.n out, unlimited overtime shall
be played without interruption by any signal designating that time has
elapsed Teams i:hanging sides during the final game of a match when
time is a factor will do so the first time the ball becomes dead after
4 minutes of ball in play time has elapsee or when one team scores
its eighth point, whichever occurs first.

Service
Where elementary and junior high school level players are in competition, it can be considered a legal service if the ball is hit directly
from the other hand of the server, nut necet.srily released or tossed.
If this serve is acceptable, it should be established in advance or otherwise
agreed upon mutually before competition starts and the officials should

be notified. In such levels uf team play, participants should be encouraged to develop ability and skills necessar, for a serve which does satisfy
the requirements of the written rule.

Tournament Tie-breaking Procedure
Tie breaking procedures that are to be used at tournaments must be
determined and stated before play begins. It is the duty of the head
official to see that the tie breaker procedure taists. Time and facility
limitations are major factors to be considefed in selecting the most
appropriate method. The following inethuds are all in general use and
suggested for consideration for seeding and. ur elimination purposes. The
methods are not all inclusive, and many modifications and combinations

are possible. It should be noted that all the steps may not be suitable
for breaking ties of three or more teams.

Method AGame and Point Percentage (International)*
I. Match record points. Win = 2 pts, Loss = I pt: Forfeit = 0 pts.
2 Percentage of games won (total games won, total games played).
3 Percentage of points won (total points wont total points played).
Total points played includes total points won and lost.
4. Coin flip.
*Tournament rule', governing play
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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This example is based on a best 2 out of 3 game matches.

Poitts

Games
Team
A

Match
Record

C

2-1
2-1
1-2

D

1-2

B

Game Game
Won

Lost

Match Game Pomts
Record
%
Won
Points

*

2

4

4

5
5

3
3

4
4

4
4

.667
.500
429
.429

Points
Lost

Points

Team

%

Place

tu. needed
not needed
70
70

50

100

1

2

.500
.333

3

4

Method B Head to Head Competition and Point Differential
I. Match record.
2. Game record.

3. Results of matatesi between the tied teams thead to head com
petition).
4. Point differential of match(es) between tied teams.
5. Point differential based on total competition.
6. Coin flip.

Puint differential shall be determined by subtraaing the total points
lust from the total points won for eaL.h team. Tne highest plus or the
lowest minus remainder sball be unsideretl the superior team for tie
breakmg purposes. Win, loss, and forfeit points are not m use. Aut.al
match and game scores are used.

Method CPlay-off (USVBA)*
I. Teams shall nut be eliminated Ervin lo hanplunAip urnpetittun un
a point system.

2 Teams qualify.ng fur the playoffs, but ned for position only, shall
nut t.umpete in a playoff game tu deteanine pusitiun, *tither, position

assirnment shall ue determined by the below listed pnunty system
based on point spread to the extent possible.
1st Priority.
Results of the match between the tied teams, first

on the won-lost record, and second on the point
spread. If still tied, then

Znd Pnority.

Comparison of the point spread based on the total

3rd Priority:

round robin competition. If still tied then
Flip of a coin.

*Tournament rulec governing play
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Point spread shall be determined by subtraaing the total points lost

from the tctal points won. The highest plus or the lowest minus
remainder shall be Lsonsidered the superior team for tie-breaking
purposes.
3

If two or more teams are tied for a single playoff position, the minimum
number of one 15-point game shall be played.
For example:

a. Two teams tie for last position: one 15-point game.

b Three teams tie for last position, superior team adjudged by the
point spread shall be the bye team and play the winner of the
mati,h between the two remaining teams. Two 15-point game total.

,.. Four teams tie for last position. following judgment by the point
spread system, team 1 ts 4. and 2 vs 3, and winners playoff. Three
15-point games total.
4

If three teams tie for two playoff positions, the team with the greater
point spread shall be awarded first plai,e, and the other two teams
shall play one 15 point game for the i,:maining playoff position. The
same priorities as listed in 2 shall prevail, except that if a tie shall

exist after the 2nd priority, the flip o: a coin shall determine the
bye team and all teams must play for po: ition as follows.

a. Team Blue wins over Team White .nd gains one playoff berth.
b. Team Red plays the loser, in this k. a se Team White, for the sei,ond
playoff berth.
Two 15-point games total.

Tournament Rules Governing Play
Tournament rules governing play ,hould be established before the
beginning of play (prior to invitatio., of entry if possible) and should
n)t be altered If it bei,omes nei..essary to L. Ltnge a proi,edure governing
play, i e , number of game of a mati.11, after the tournament begins
it should bc done only afte, all teams L. onk,erned have been notified.
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Spedal Rules
The following four items have to do with competition other t .ail regular
six-player team play They are practically verbatim from previous years
and it is acknowledged that there are probably more deviations than
compliances in actual usage. The Committee on Rule and Interpretations
solicits the exrerience of those groups and organizations which do conduct

and sponsor special competitioas such as beach play, doubles, triples,
mixed doubles, etc.

Co-ed play. The rules
general govern play for females and males
on the same team with 1he following exceptions:
(a) The serving order and positions on the court at service shall be

1

an alternation of male and female, %)r vice versa.

(b) When the ball is played more than Ince by a team, at least one
of the contacts shall be made by a Lmale player. Contact of
the ball during blocking shall not constitute playing the ball. There
is no requirement for a male player to contact the ball, regardless
of the number of contacts by a team.

(c) Uniforms of players shall be identical within the following

provisions:
(1) all female players shall be attired in identicaljerseys and shorts;

(2) all male players shall be attired in identical jerseys and shorts;
(3) all uniforms shall be numbered in compliance with Rule 5,
-tide 1(b). There shall be no duplicate numbers regardless
of color of the jerseys.
(d) When only one male player is in the front row at service, one
male back row player may be forward of the attack line for the
purpose of blocking.
( I ) Male back row players shall be governed by the provisions

of Rule 8, Article 13 when playing the ball in other than

blocking action.
(2) Only one male back row player may be forward of the attack
line when a male back row player is participating in a block.
(3) No female back row player may participate in a block.
(e) The heigh^ of the net for co-ed play shall be 2.43 m (7'11W).
2 Reverse co-ed play. The rules in general shall govern play for females
and males on the same team with the following exceptions.
(a) The serving order and positions on the court at service shall be
an alternation of male and female, or vice versa.
104
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(b) When the ball is played more than once by a team, at least one
of the contacts shall be made by a male player. Contact of the
ball during blocking shall not constitute playing the ball.

(c) Uniforms of players shall be identical within the following
provisions:
; I ) all female players shall be attired in identical jerseys and shorts,

2) all male piayers shall be attired in idcntkal jerseys and shorts,

(3) all uniforms shall be numbered in compliance with Rule 5,
Article 1(b). There shall be no duplicate numbers, regardless
of color of the jerseys.

(d) When only one female player is in the front row a: service, one
fenhile back row player may be forward of the attack line for
tne purpose of blocking.
(1) Femaie back row players shall be governed by the provisions

of Rule 8, Article 13 when playing the ball in action other
than blocking action.

(2) Only one female back row player may be forward of the
attack line when a female back row player is participating
in a block.
(e) No male player may participate in a block.

(f) No male player brward of the attack line may contact the ball
from above the height cif the net and cause it tu enter the opponent's
playing area.

(g) The height of net for reverse i.o ed play shall be 2.24 m (7'41/8").

3. Beach play. The rules in general shall govern play un beaches with
the following exceptions:
(a) The net height shall be 2.39 m on hard packed sand and 2.36
m on loose-packed sand;
,D) Playing areas shall be changed during each gank after multiples
of 5 points have been scored;
(c) Ropes shall be used as boundary hues and center line.

4 Doubies play. The rules in general shall govern for two-player
(doubles) teams with the following exceptions.
(a) Each team area shall be 7.62 m long.
(b) There shall be only 2 players with nu substitdtes on each team.
(c) There shall be only 2 positions, left and right half areas.
d) The service shall be made from any position behind the end line.
(e) A game is won at 11 points, ur if time is a factor, after 5 minutes
of ballin-play has elapsed, whicheve: occurs first.
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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Commen+my on Special Rules
1. During co ed play, if a team contacts the ball more than one time
during offensive action, one of the contacts must be by a female
?layer, but there is no restriction that prevents all three team hits
being made by female players. Contact of the ball during blocking
action does not count as one c.f the the three team hits. Therefore,
after a block, a male player may play the ball back over the net
sint.e :,ach contat.t would be considered to be the first team hit.

A ball contat.ted more than once by a team, without a female
player having contat.ted it, remains alive until it filly crosses
the plane Of the net or is contacted by an opponent.

2. During co ed play, if the ball who than a spiked 5a11 i is contacted
more than one time by a team aad is directed over the net without
being contacted by a femak player, the hit dot, nut become an illegal
hit unkss the ball passes fully beyond the vertical plane of the net
(or is legally blocked).
3. During co ed play, when there are two females and one male player

in the front row at the time of service, ene male back row player
may be forward of the attack line fut the purpose of participating
in blocking action, but is restricted by the provisions of Rule 8 when
playing the ball during offensive action.

4 During co-ed play, when thert. is one male back row ph.yer
participating Ir. a block, tht. whet inak Sack row playet shall remain
bchind the attack lint, until the ball has been contacted by the Mockers
or has been hit in such a manner that no block is possible.

5. During reverse co ed play. if a team contacts the ball more than
one tune dunng offensive ac.tion, one of the contacts must be by
a male player.
ka, A ball contat.ted more than once by a tc am, without . male player
having contacted it, remains alive until it fully crosses the plane
of the net or is contacted by an opponent.

6 During reverse co ed play, a mak player taking off from on or in
front of the attack hne ma; not hit the ball from above th .. height
of the net in sua mannet that it enters the opponenes playing
area. If such a hit is legally blocked across the plane of the net by
an opponent. the ball is deemed to have crossed the plane of the
net and the Mt is illegal. If the ball is Mt in such a manner that
it would ;Joss the net, but is legal:, contacted by a female player
before crossing the net, the hit is legal.
106
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7. During reverse co cd play. there is no resviction on a male player
hitting the ball into the opponent's -oat if the player takes off dearly
behind the attack line before contacting the ball.
8. During reverse iou ed play, when there arc two male and one female

player in the front row at the time of servrce, one female player
from the 13aiok row may be forward of the attadc line for the purpose

of prtiipatin n bloking ai-tion, but a restridcd by the provisions
of Rule 8 when playing the ball during offensive action.

9. During reverse u ed play, viticn there a one female bads row player
partidpating in a Nods, the other female badc row olayer shall remain
behind the and,- k line until thi; ball has been 1. untaaed by the bloaers
or has been hit in such a manner that no block is po, 'le.

Signal for Illegal Contact
Illegal
Contact

Co-ed: No hit by
a femalc player.

Reverse Coed: No
hit by a male
player.
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Offidating Techniques
And Mechanics
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Summary of Changes
in Techniques of Officiating
I. Official Hand Signai.

a. #14Ball out-of-bounds
b. #15Ball Landing within court and under the net
c. #29Team Sanctions
(1) Improper request
(2) Team delay

d. #30Change of court
2. Communkation between first and ,eLonu referee

proLedures and

sigcals must be discussed prior to tf.,. match.
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Techniques of Officiating
Volleyball
Revised by the
ASO Principles and Techniques
of Officiating Committee
The follow ing principles and techniques of officiating volleyball should
be observed by all officials.

Introduction
Tit NAGWS Volleyban Rules Committee has adopted the
International Volleyball Federation rules and techniques with a few
modifications. The adoption uf specific modifications provides for more
appropriate rules and techniques for an educational setting. Any other
minor changes are necessary unly to provide consistency, clanty, or to
refine the techniques.
At high levels f play, the internationai techniques are found to be

slightly less penalty oriented. They allot. for preventive offivating in
some instances to avoid pe- lines and, or warnings. Officials should be
sufficently knowledgeable about rules in order tu be able to exercise
these same preventive officiating techniques.
lii addi*.ion to international techniq-res, international .nterpretatiuns

ha,e been adopted. Current interpretatms permit successive, multiple
jntacts with the first of the three allowable contacts. The rules still
state that the ball may not Lome to "visible resC on any of the three
:uotacts Officials must remember that as long as the "contacC was
not illegal, the ball may be played in any manner and from any body
pc.,itiun Pour execution of skill is not necessarily a foul. Learning these
judgments and utilizing ....-rent interpretations in the spirit of the game
is what makes volleyball officiating so difficult.
The referees will find a much greater need for 4 close relationship
and even more communication during the match. Although the first
referee will be the controlling official over almost all aspects of the
game, the first referee must constantly look to the second referee for
signals and decisions related to the second referee's responsibilities. How

well the two officials work together will have a direct effect un the
tone of the match.
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'The Art of Officiating
I.

Amve early enough to observe the warm up period but at least
30 minutes before game time. Observe the skill level of the players.

Sharpen yuur reaction time and mentally prepare for the match.
9aintain an alert, active and dignified appearance at all times.
Avoid activities such a.. lolling in the bleachers or around the
referee J stands, which may detract from the event. Make an effort
to meet coaches and captains before the game and iiiaintain a
pleasant attitude toy ird both teams, however, avo:d fraternizing
that is unnecessary or which may be misinterpreted by the public.
3. Be alert and on top of the game at all times. An illegal hit can

2.

occur with ail playing techniques. Concentrate on the player's hands

or arms as the ball makes contact with the player. Give decisions
quickly, accurately, and positively.
Enforce rules with impartiality and consistency. Only obviou., fouls
should be called at game or match point.
5. When making calls, it 1., must important to be effective, consistent,
and positive. Allow no one to influence your decision. Make your
judgment un 'what you sa Vv.. and nut on what y ou think" happened.
4.

Penalize no one for your mistakes, call for a replay if necessary.

t.
7.

Be quietb efficient. Be firm, pleasant, knowledgeabk ..nd courteous.
Display a St. se of humor appropriate to the situation.
Refrain frum all unnecessary talk and discussion with team captains,

8.

players and.or coaches while on the court. Make your answers
,aestions (should the occasion arise) concise and to the point.
When permitted by the first referee, questions by the captain

pertinent tu the play should take place only when the ball is dead.
Command respect without being overly officious, intimidating or
arrogant.
10. Immediately identify infractions of the rules correctly by use of
the proper hand signalo). Avoid verbalizatic n when hand signals
are significant.
11. The execution of the correct official hand signals should be dear,
understandable, and sustained. Some infrac,ions may necessitate
9.

giving more than one hand signal in order to convey the foul.
11 Learn to distinguish back row players by checking player positions
preceding the service and following the play.
13.

Ensure a %Asp whistle tone. The whistle should be blown with
authority and assure.mess at the moment of the infraction, and
have variations in tone tu denote various meanings, e.g., foul vs
time-out.
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14.

The voice, when used, should be firm, direct, and responsive without
being intimidating. Refrain from using msulting, abusive, or vulgar

language to players, coaches, managers, or spectators regardless
of the provocation offered by them.
15. Accept constructive criticism gracefully.
16.

Make every effort to ensure the officiating personnel work as a

compatible, supporting and efficient team.
17. The first referee is the official in charge of the game and may

e-_-_--rrule decisions of other officials when, in the first refeiee's
judgment, they have made errors. The first referee also decides
when the ball .N in play, assesses penalties where necessary and
makes all decisions on any matters or questions not specifically
covered in the rules.

Conduct of Participants
Referees have allowed participants tu reach the point where both
play ers and coaches feel that they have the right kand maybe even the
obligation) to question every judgment referees and line judges call.

In permitting this, we are violating both the rules and and ethics of
sporting behavior in volleyball
Referees are the solution to this problem. At the start of :he season,

the teams and coaches must be made aware that rudeness, vulgar
language, and unsporting 6undua will not be tolerated, and that such
a..tiuns will be penalized. By forurig the conduct uf cuahes and players
to improve, everyone in the sport will benefit.
Noise cauved by artifkal noisemakers, an horns of electnc amplifiers
shall nut be permitt :d in the playing and spectator areas. Bands may

nut play while the game s n progress. The responsibility for crowd
tountrul rests with the host school. The Athletic Director or designated
represcntative(s) is cxpected to encourage team support and good
sportsmanship from all spectators.
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Controlling Play
Refereeing in all sports is difficult, but the refereeing of volleyball,
in spite of the first referees fixed position, is one of thc most demanding.
The volleyball first referee is required to keep constant watch over all

the space from floor to ceiling, every corner of the court, outside the
court, players on the court, substitutes, coaches, team managers, trainers,

and other personnel sitting on the benches.
As the game progresses, there is constant change. No play is the same,
which is why the first referee must be coastantly observing and evaluating
each situation as it takes place. Consideration must be made as to what
the position is and in what form and at what timing the play was made.
Thus, any authoritative opinion in a volleyball game must rely on the

subjective judgment of the first referee.
responsibility, and the first referees alone.

It

is the first referees

The most important characteristics a referee must possess are
leadership and dignity. It is the responsibility uf the first referee to help
each player demonstrate full potential and strengths whim the limits
of the rules, and not to act as a deprecator concentrating only upon
the faults of a player. Referees must realize that they, too, make errors,
and must not allow this factor to cause them to become indecisive.
The greatest frailty a first referee can display is a self-condemning attitude
which results in feeble whistles and ;or indec sive hand signals. This
causes all concernzd to feel uneasy about the call.
Play begins and ends with an ofi,...iars whistle. A rally is finished
by either referees whistle. The first re1cree must also whistle when the
ball touches the ground ancl 'or obstructions, etc. This whistle should
be kept in the ,)fficiars m ,th during the play, but should be removed
if speaking.

Arm signals should interpret the events of the game and should be
held long enough for players, coaches, scorers, timers, line judges and
spectators to see The official should blow the whistle to end each play,
give the correct official hand signal with the hand toward the team
making the error, and signal point or side out.
In some instances it may be necessary fur the first referee to visually
indicate the offending team or player.
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Court/Game Protocol
These are the recommended standard procedures to be used in al,
official volleyball competitions.

At the Start of Match
a. Thc first referee calls the captains together well ahead of the start
of the match (at least 25 minutes before game time) and has the
toss of the cum fur choice of service or playing area. It is permissible

for the coach to attend the prematch conferences between the first
referee and the captains. The i.ourt shall be made available to both
teams fur mutual hitting a minimuni of 25 minutes before game time.
If tcams wish to du part of their pregame w ann up separately, whoever

elects to cave first would take the first 5 minutes of the official
warm up period. The other team walls and takes its turn immediately
after the first 5 minutes is over. The first referee directs two mlautes
of serving by both teams concurrently at the completion of the two
5 minute warm up penods. If one tean i.hooses not to use the court
during their 5 minute warm up period, the court shall remain vacant

iuring that time. Two minutes of serving shall follow the two
successive five mmute warm up periods. The match shall not begin
before the scheduled time. Duriug tournaments and competition .
between more than two teamt., here there are no specific starting
time for matches, the p.zgarr... ..arm up procedure may be modified
fur the benefit of the organizers for more economical use of time.
b. Prior to the match the second referee shall venfy that the team rosters
are correct. Once the necessary changes have been made, the rosters
are submiged to the scorekeeper.
c. Shortly after the toss of the coin the second referee hands the lineup

sheets to the Waches and picks them up at the beginning of the
2 minutes of serving for the recording by the official scorer before
the match begins.

d. The referees will ensure thot their names appear on the first game
scoresheet.

e. At the conclusion of thc authonzed official warm up period, either
referee blows the whistle and asks all players to cease warming up
and to leave the court.
The first referee alid othcr officials assume positions in preparatiu%
for introductioos.
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g If the players are. r:iarching in for introductions, the order shall be.
first referee, second referee, st.orer, line jr.dge,-,, captain and team
who chose the far court, and captain and team starting on the near
court After the national anthem is played, the visiting players and
coaches are introduced followed by the home players and coaches,
and the officials. The first referee blows a whistle and motions the
captains to the center of the court then repeats the process for the
remaining team members. The players shake hands and return to
their respective benches to remove their warm-ups and receive a few
final words.
(I )

If the players are not marching in for introductions, all players
shall line up on their respective end lines when motioned to do
so by the first referee. If the officials are introduced at this time
they shall he positioned on the sideline opposite the scorer's table.

The first referee, second referee and scorer shall stand on one
side of the net with the hne judges standing on the other side
of the nel
Officials assume their math positions and the first referee signals
with the whistle and a motion of the hand fur the six starting players
of each team to line up at the end lines of their respective playing
areas, indicating the start of the game. When the teams are ready,
facing each other, a whistle and a hand motion is given both teams
i

to take up their respective positions on the court.
Second referee will verify that players are on the L.uurt in positions
listed on the official lineup sheets submitted to the st.orer by each

team No corrections may be made unless a legal substitution has
been made prior to the start of play under the provisions ot Rule
5, Article 2b No other changes may be made in the lineups to correct
an error made by teams in preparing the lineup sheets.

Start of Game
a As soon as lineups are verified and teams are ready, the whistle is
blown and a visual signal is given by the first referee for service

to begin.
b The first referee is responsible fur administenng all penalties induding
penalty card fouls, delay of game fouls, and substitution fouls.
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Substitution Procedures
a Coach or captain making a substitution request shall signal substitution

and indicate the number of substitutes to the second referee. The
second referee shall 1...port the number of the subsiitutes to the offival
scorer.
h Second referee should pOsition herself311111self an the attack line.
Substitutes should approach the second referee in the substitution zone

and wait to be recognized for entry. Substitutes entering the court
touch hands with players leav int, the court and wait to be authorized
to enter by the second refereee.

End of Game and Start of Next Game
a Following the blcwing of

v histle for game point, signal end of
game, whistle and motion players to line up on the end line of their

playing areas. When both teams are in position and the second referee
has -r4fied that the winning point has been recorded, the first referee
Il blow a whistle and dismiss the teams for the rest period between
games. Players may then leave the court.
h The second referee hands the lineup sheets to the coaches and collects
them before the end of the intermission.
z Fifteen seconds prior to the end of the rc.st penod, the second referee

will blow a whisee and teams shall immediately report to the end
line of their playing areas for the next game.

d If it is the deciding game of the match the first referee shall

toss

or direct the second referee to toss a coin for choice of serving or
playing area for the deciding game.

Change of Playing Areas during Game
3 When teams choose to change playing areas during a deuding game

of a match, the first referec will blow a whistle and indicate both
teams to mo e to the end line of their respective playing areas.

b When both t eams are lined up on ,:ie end line, the first referee will

blow a wh stle and motion for both teams to proceed in

a

counterclo(Awise direction to the opposite end witout delay.
c Substitutrs and other team per,onnel will change benches so as to
be seated on the side of their playing area.
d When teams are in position on ,he end line of the new playing areas,
the first referee will blow a whistle and motion for both teams to
move onto the court.
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e. The set.ond referee and si-oret may then verify without unneLessary
delay, that players are in their correct positions on the court.

At the End of the Match
a. Following the blowing of a whistle fur mata point, signal tilt ..nd
of game, and motion the p:ayers to line up on the end line of their
respective playing areas.
b. When both teams are in position and the seLund referee has verified
that the w inning pu.at has been reLorded bj the s,.urer, th: first referee
will signal with w histle and motion for the teams to form a single
line and proLetb4 to the enter of the ..ourt to shake hands with the
opponents.
The seLond referee will assure that the ga.ne ball is retu.ned to the
designated area for safekeeping.
d. If Lin-umstarkes following the Mita warrant, the set.,,n I referee will
Juin the first referee and exit immediately. The first refT.ree is nut

required to approach the ...;orer's table nor vcrify the scores.
Verifit.ation of the sotesheets requires only that the seLond referee
is t.atain that the winning si..ure has been reLurded. There is no need
to review the sLuresheet for errors. If there is an error dunng the
progress of the game, sui,11 errors must be protested before the first

set-like following the error. Therefore, if an error is discerd by
the first referee, there Lan be no LorreLtive aLtion taken Lnless it
is during the last service sequence

e. The referees may then leave the playing area for the offioars room
immediately after the si.oresheet lb authentwated. ,Neither referee
should entertain any dlbl,llbsion about the mati,h after the mata is
overit is unethical and completely unnecessary.)

1
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Mechanics of Officiating Volleyball
PriA:edures for Beginning and Ending a Play:
1. Whistle (to start play, simultaneous with beckon).
2. Whistle (to stop play).
3. Signal fault.
4. Signal point or side out.

Official Hand Signals
All signals which
made with one hand should be made with the
hand on the side of the team which makes error or makes the request.
The officials should indicate by hand signals, the number of the player
v ho committed the fault. This technique should only be used when the
fault is not obvious.

Whistle Techniques
Communication through differentiation of whistle tones is esscnbal.
(ame circumstances can be ,.ontrolled better through improved whistle
techmques. For example1. One Short Blast: Beckon and to stop play.
2. Two Short Blasts: lime-out and substitution.
Multiple Short Blasts, Emergency stop play (object on court, injury).
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1

Begin service. Simultaneous with whistle, use signal hand to bet.kon

the right back with a sweeping motion. Flue the hand tleeiving
side) on the net cable.

2.

Point. Raise the aim toward the Jerahg team with the index finger
extended upward to indkate one point. For the team on the first

referee's right, use the right hand, for the team on the left, use
the left hand.

3

Side out or change of servite. Extend the arm in the direction of
the team that will serve (palm perpendicular to the floor).

.r1
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4

Held bag thrown bal lifted bag or Lamed balL Raise forearm at
a slight angle with palm facing upward.

5

Double hit. Raise forearm vertit.ally with two fingers exte,ided.

6

Ball contacted more than three times. Raise forearm eruLally with
four fingers extended. Use when the third and fourth contact are
made by the same player.
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7.

Lane foul. Motion along the appropriate line, with the arm and hand

extended, and identify the player who comniitted the fault

8

Arc: PuL
a

Bell in the net ontaas teammate or fails to reach net at time
ot service. Toach the net with the hand on the side of the net

the ball touched.
b Play er toutAung net. TauLh the net on the side the player touci..ct;

with the hand and indi.te the player v.hta ommitted the fault.
Numbering System For Indicating Player at Fault:

Numbers 1 9Show appropriate number of Inver,
2. Number 10Show ciosed fist of right hand
1

3 bbirribers 11-15Show 10 with right fist and appropriate
nimber of IingeA with left hand

4 rumbers 16 and higherShow first digit with right or both
hands followed by the seLond digit with 1(.4 or both hands

al
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9.

Reaching over the net. Place the forearm, palm down, over the top
of the net. Simulate the action of reaching over the net. Indicate
the player who committed the fault.

10.

Ployr crossing center line. Motion toward the t enter line with
extended hand from the side of the infraction.

A
11)

11.

Nina mmmmm mama

Double foul. re sene, or play -met. Form both hands Into fists,
thumbs pointing up, forearms bent, elbows tucked in.
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12

Substitution. Make a forward i..ircular motion of the hands around
each other. (Two rotations are sufficient.)

13.

Tune-out(s).

a. Time out, team. Pia... the palm of one hand horizontally over
the other hand, held in a vertical position, forming t letter
"T". Follow by indicating the team requesting the tiine-out.

b. Tune-out, official Point toward self with either hand.
14.

Bailout of bounds. Raise buth hands with furearrns at angle, palms
up over the shoulder to indicate out. Use for. A) Touch off block
whih returns to hitter's side and landf at-of-bounds, B) All .ither
2nd and 3rd contacts resulting in ball landing out-of-boun 's, C) All
first contacts landing out-of-bounds near net.
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t5

Ball landing within court boundaries and ball under the net Extend
the arm and hand down toward the sideline in front of the referee.

For balls landing within court boundaries under the net, extend
the arm and hand toward the center line.

16

Touches on balls landing out-of-bounds. Brush palm of one hand
horizontally over fingertips of other hand which is held vertically.
Use for:
a First team hit landing out-of-bounds on that team's side of net,

b A touch off the block laning out-of-bounds on the blocker's
s:de of the net.

Note: This signal can also be used on a questionable play to
communic ate that the blocked ball returning to the hitter's side
remains in play.

x
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17.

Out-of-position, wrong server. Make a Lircular motion with one

hand. Hand pointing down, and indkate ,he player or players who
have committed the fault.

18.

Illegal Nutlet, blo,ked .sene. Raise both arms above the head, palms

forward. Indicate the player committing the fault.
Use for:
a. Player from the badk row taking part in the bloLk which made
contact with ball;
b. Player blocking a served ball

r

1').

&railing. Raisc hands to head height, palms outward and with
elbows bent.

1i

tj

4-, .-^b
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20

Illegal attacker or illegal attack of the serve. Make a forward motion
with the forearm and indicate the player committing the fault. Use

when a back row player hits the ball to opponent's playable area
from within the attack area and from above the height of the net.

i

21

No foul Arms extended parallel ,s. 'he floor, palm down; make
a slight, horizontal sweeping motion. Use when a back row player
within the attack zone. contacts the ball below the height of the
net.

22.

De!ay in s,,-, tins, Raise fwe fitigers in a vertical position.
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23.

Ball net released or thrown at time of senite and illegal re-serve. Lift

the signalling arm in an extended position with the palm of the
hand facing upward.

24.

Ball ontacred below the waist. Motion with one hand, palm up,
from the waist downward. Indicate the player who committed the
fault.

25.

Ball tuuLlung obstruLtions ,,r antenna. Indi,ate with the hand, the

object touched by the ball. Thi signal shall be followed by the
out-of-bounds signal.

P
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Individual Sanctions
26.

Warning. Show a yellow card.
Penahy. Show a red card.

27

Expulsion for remainder of game. Show both the red and yellow
cards together.

2g

Disqualificat:on for remainder of match. Show both red and yellow
cards in separate hands.

4
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29.

Team Sanctions.

A Improper request sweeping motion with the forearm in the
direction of the offending team (palm lacing away from the
body).

B. Team delay. Place the yellow card (team yellow card) or red
card (team red card) against the opposite wrist.

10

130

change of warts dunng the deck* game. Raise the forearms, left
arm front and right arm back. switch arm location.
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bed of game or match. Cross the forearms in front of the chest.

Faults Without Signals
Verbalization is necessary for:
L Interference
2. Abuse of re-serve privilege
(a) serve delay during same game.
(b) serves before whistle after having been warned.

t;)
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Preliminaries for the Game
I. Amve at the game 30 minutes before th, heduled starting time.
2. Introduce yourself tu those who are in charge of the game. Determine
type of match, protocol, promotional intermissions, electronic media
time-outs and any protest, tie breaking and play off procedures.
3. Inquire about or establish local ground rules if necessary. When
fixtures oi obstructions intrude upun the minimum requirements
of 7 ni (23') clearance above the playing surface, local ground
rules should be established allowing the ball other than a serve
to strike such obstruction and still be in play by the offending
team as though the tr.!l had not touched such obstructions. No
.such rebuunding ball may legally strike abovc. 'he opponent's side

uf the net nor may

legally fall to the oppone it's playing area.

In some situations it may be necessary for the first referee to tre.ce

decisions as to what will be c,nsidered legal and so inf.= the
.aptains of the twu teams before play begins. If cumpetin5 teams
,annot agree on local ground rules, the first referee's established
ground rules will be final.

4. If both officials have equal ratings and there is no spec;fic
assignment, determine which official shah serve as first refelee
for the match.

5. If one offival has a higher ratiag, that official sl-sall serve as first
referee for the match, the official with :oe lov.er rating shall serve
as second referee.

6. Chev.k the playing dred tu see that the net is the proper height
and that it is as taut as possibk throughout ds kngth. Insure antennas
are in proper alignment.

7. Examine the ball to see that it lb a spherical molded leather ball,
uniform in color, and is properly inflated.
8. Che,k that buth teams are in proper uniforms tnumbers, likeness
uf uniform, ,olor, and removal of designated illegal jewelry.)

9. Meet with the wptains and, ur ,,u.whes tu iermne who will be
the official scorer. Only one scorer (off .ial) will be allowed to
sit at the scorer's table. The opposing team may keep their own
scoresheet away from the scorer's area.
10. Make sure that the bt, tact lb located opposite the first referee. See
that the e is a scoreboard visible to teams and speaaturs and that
someone is assigned to its operation.
I I. Make sure team benches are opposite the first referee and are at
le:4 2 m (6'6") from the court boundaries.
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At least 25 minutes before the start of the match, meet with and
introduce the captains. Toss a coin to determine choice of playing
ourt or servke. The winner of :he toss has the first choke. Discuss

12.

and direct the type of warm-up period desired by the teams.
Determine :f the optional and experimental rules will be used and
notify the officiating team.

13. Give team members an opportunity to ask questions on rule
inkrpretations, local boundaries, ground rules, and other matters
before the game is started.

14. Meet with the scorer and line judges to review their duties and
how the entire team of officials will work together.

15. The second referee is given instructions oy the first referee pnor
to the match ad shall assist in any way as requested in addition
tu performing the speak duties tipuL _d in the Guide for the second

referee. Specifically discuss the 1,,ponsibilities for situations
imoMng net play tclanfying whether or not the first referee wants
assistance in calling the top of the net), center line fouls, touches
Jn blocks, et... Share any knuwn information regarding patterns of
serve reception, play s, etc. peculiar to the teams involved. The second

referee is also expected tu assist in i'dentifying bull handling errors

only whct, play is not ompletely visible to the first referee by
disreetly signaling the first referee. The second referee, however,
dues not blio. the whistle on the infrauon. The first referee is the
3uperior official of the game, whkh is of utmost importance when
a difference of opinion arises. The opinions of the second referee
may be given, the first referee, however, has the final decision.

Duties of the First Referee
A. Before the match.
I. Conduct the prematch conference.

2 Full} brief officiating team as to their duties. It is recommended
the briefing take place at their game position (second referee,
line judges, scorer, timer).
I Determine the technique fut reporting playen.$) numberts) fur net

I

violations. The options are. (1) The second referee signals the
number(s) to the first referee who repeats the signal to the bench,
or (2) the second referee signals the number(s) to the bench.
Ensure the offkials' names appear on the first game scoresheet.
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B.

During play
I The first referee should be stationed at one end of the net in a
position that will give an equally clear view of both courts. This
position allows the first referee's head to be approximately 50

cm (201 above the top of the net. Location and height are
important, proper position allows the offkial to follow the play
closely on both sides of the net.
It is recommended that the first referee remain on the stand during
the entire match except in the event of a protest, personal reasons,
scoring difficulty wilicht the second referee is unable to settle, and
the 5-minute intermission between games 4 and 5.
3 Before the whistle is blown for thL firs service, the first referee
should:
2

a whistle and signal to the teams to line up on the end lines,
b whistle and signal for teams to line up on the t-ourt for lineup
check (serving order);
c wait until the second referee has t_het-ked the initial rotational
orders, and identified the playing captains of each team.
4 The first referee blows the whistle when both teams are ready
for play and the server is in possession of the ball in the serving

area During the service the first referee's attention should be
directed to the following points:

a Before blowing the whistk the first referee should check the
basic formation (readiness) of the receiving team.

b The hand of the first referee (receiving team side) should be
placed on the cable to discern more easily if the ball hits the
net on service.

c When the first referee blows the whistle signaling readiness
to play. the server shall not delay but shall then immediately
initiate the service. The allotted time for the server to put the
ball in play is five (5) seconds to avoid penalty for delaying
the game. The referee shall watch the serving team for outd

of-position faults at the time of the service.
If the server tosses or releases the ball and the ball is allowed
to drop to the floor, a whistle should be blown. The first referee
signals re serve and then whistles for service allowing another

five (5) seconds for the service to take place. A side out is
awarded if the game is delayed in this manner more than one

time during a term of service. If there is evidence that the
server's delay is "intentional" in order to observe the movements
of the receiving team, or possibly gain "rest time," a "warning"
is issued. This privilege may not be abused.
134
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5 The first referee may call time-out for rest and time-out for
substitution Only one whistle is needed to acknowledge a request
for time out or substitution. The appropriate hand signal should
be shown by both referees.
6 The first referee must cooperate with the other official& Use the
second referee and line judges. They must be allowed to do their
owr work.
a. If in doubt about a call, look to the second referee.
b If blocked out and the line judge makes the call, accept the
call. Don't ask for a decision and then overrule it.
The first referee shall make dacisons on infractions of the rules
from the time the game begins until the scorebook is signed. The
decisions shall relate to acts on or off the court during playing
time, the-out, or between games.
h The official should recognize all honor calls and only overrule
if the player's decision is unrelated to the violation.
The first referee should avoid calling border-line fouls on game
and match points. The obvious fouls however should be called.
10 The first referee must make decisions on points not specifically
coveree in the rules.
I I The first referee is to carry out all responsibilities
as official in
charge of the match. The first referee may speak to the players,
coaches, and team officials through their captains.

12 If the first referee sees that one of the other officials does not
know the job or is not acting objectively, the first referee must
remove the official concerned and appoint another.
I

Before the deciding game of a match eaptains must state their
prjerence to stay or switch after point 8 in the game (optional).
The first referee should toss or direct the second referee to toss
a coin to determine serve and side kr the final game.

1 4 Handling any rule interpretation prote it during the match.
a It is recommended that each competitive conference
or league,
or two opponents establish the procedure to follow in the event
of a protest pertaining to interpretation of rules. It is strongly
recommended that every effort be made to settle the dispute
before resuming play of the protested game or certainly before

the playing of any subsequent games of the match. The

h

procedure is outiined in Rule 13, Comm. 8.
When a question pertaining to interpretation of the rules has

no been settled satisfactorily by the outside conference but
is to be carried to a higher authority for decision, the exact
details of the game situation, inJuding all players and their
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positions at the time of the protest, with a clear description
of the situation in question, shall be put into writing immediately

and signed by the first referee and captains. The game/match

shall proceed as directed by the first referee. At the end of
the match, the pretesting team shall make a full repon to its
governing body or the NAGWS Rules Interpreter for a final
decision. If the protest is judged by the govetning body or
NAGWS Rules Interpreter to be valid, begin the protested game

again from the point of the protest and replay the remainder
of the match to conclusion. The decisioil to replay a valid protest

would ultimately rest with the two opposing teams and their
governing body.

c Under tournament situations, there should be a protest
committee or interpreter who shall make final decisions on

protests pertaining to rule interpWAtion. Play should be
suspended until a decision has been made on the protest by
this committee or interpreter. This decision will be final.
C' After the match. Thank the officiating team for their services.
Duties of the Second Referee
A. Before the match
I

The second referee sho, a arrive at least one half an hour before
the match and meet the first referee. If the first referee ha not
arrived, the second referee should begin the prc match procedures.
If the first referee does not arnve, the second referee should conduct
the match

2. The second referee check the ball ard becomes personally
responsible to the organizers for the game bells.
3 The second referee times the official wallaii up period before the
match.
4. The second refe ee ensures his. her name appears on the scuresheet
for game one.

5. Although the responsibility ultimately rests with the coach, the
second referee verifies that the team rosters are correct. Once
necessary changes have been made, the rosters are submitted to
the scorekeeper.

6 The second referee obtains the lineup sheets from the coaches
at the beginning of the 2 minutes of serving and makes sure that
they are properly filed and duly ...uthenticated. The second referee
must also ensure that the 'lineups are kept confidential by the scorer.

If a coach has turned in a lipeup and requests a lineup change,
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that coach may do so only through the normal substitution
procedure. If a coach fails to submit the lineup during the
intermission period. the second referee notifies the first referee.
1_ When the whistle is blown by the first referee for the teams to
take positions on the ourt, the second referee and the scorer must
check that the players are in their correct positions as noted in
the lineup sheet and the scoresheet. After this time the scorer
is responsible for the correct serving order.
8

After making this heck, the second referee should indicate to
the first referee the team ,aptains and give the ball to the serving
teams.

B. During the match
The second referee should be stationed at floor level in line with

ard back av.ay from the post. The second referee's movement
down the sideline and away from the post should be curtailed.
2 The second referee must watch the receiving team for players
out of position at the time of service and then move to the blocking

side. When whistling an "out-of-position" fault of the team

4

receiving service. the second referee must indicate the reason for
the whistle by pointing out the playens) at fault.
Concentrate on play ut the net and center line by first watching
the floor, up the net, touch on the block, down the net, and back
to the floor.
Blow the whistle. if neessary, tu atop play and signal the decision

for any fault except one of ball handling. If the ball handling
fault cannot be seen by the first referee, the second referee may
&ereetly signal it but the first referee is the only official who
can whistle the foul.
5

Assist the first referee in identifying back tuw players playing
illegally at the net.

6 Repeat all hand signals kexeption. servi.e beaoni of the first
referee.

I Request substitutions. When the player is substituted, the set.und
referee should:

a. take a position at the attack line facing the net;

b. check that the substitute is standing ready to go at the
substitution zone (area between attack line and the net), have
the substitutinb player(s) stand with one hand raised and venfy
to the scorer, the players' numbers involved in the substitution
before sending the substitution onto the court.
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c step toward the scorer repeating the number(s) and see that
the scorer is ready to continue;
d signal (nod) to the first referee that the play is ready to resume.
e Although the responsibility ultimately rests with the t..oach the
second referee shall:
(1 ) beginning with the 9th substitution, notify the coach(s) of
their number of team substitutions used;
(2) notify the coach(s) when a player has entered the game
for a third time.
8 The second referee may allow a time-out only if the ball is dea4
and is responsible for the official time ot time-outs. Whenever
a time out is reques f..d, the second referee takes possession of

the ball or may direct the nearest line judge to hold the ball.
At the conclusion of the time out period the second referee signals

to the first referee the number of time-outs already charge4 to
each team.
9. Calls the second referee shall whistle:

a Net violations (including the top). Visually display player(s)
number(s) upon request.
b. Centerline violations.

c Ball crossing net outside antenna on set.ond referees side of
court.
d. Overlap on receiving tP q.
e. Player out of position.
f. Definite back row blocker or spiker.
g. Time-out and substitution requests.

h Foreign objects entering court that could 4-ause a hazard to
play.

Injured player on court.
j. Ball touching obstruction.
k. 40 seconds and 45 second during a team time-out.
10. Calls the second referee shall not whistle:
i.

a. Touch on the blocksignal touch.
b Ball handling may discreetly signal fault on ball handling when
first referee's view is impaired.

c. Ball not crossing netsignal 4 hits.
Out- of-bounds play on second referee's sideline. The angle
makes this call difficult and the set.ond referees attention should
be at the net center line.
e. Any play over the net.

I a4S
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f. If the coaches or substitutes violate the rules while on the bench,
the second referee must tell the first referee. It is the first referee
who will award the penalty.

g Upon overhearing players insulting opponents, the second
referee should walk across to the first referee to explain the
call. The first referee will award the penalty.
II

During time outs the second referee shall verify with the scoret

that the score sheet and visual scoreboard are up to date and correct.
I 2 Betweem the games of the match em. second referee shall.
a. take possession of the ball;
b. immediately take lineup sheets to the coach of each team,
c return the lineup sheets from the coaches to the scorer in time
to see that the two-minute intermission is not delayed;

d prior to the deciding game of the match, toss the coin with
the captains at the request of the first referee to determine
choice of serve or side of court.
discussion among RI, R2 and line judges between games should
be minimal, professionally conducted and pertain to the match.
kt
end of each game the second referee venfies that the winning
c

point has been recorded and indicates end of game to the first
referee.

Dutios of the Scorer
I

Before the beginning of a match, receive the verified rosters and
record on the scoresheet the numbers of the players. Until the first
service of each game, the lineups are kept confidential by the c.corer
and referees.

2

After the toss of the coin and before each game, record on the

scoresheet the positions of the players on the court according to the
serving order and lineup given to the scorer.
Re,ord the scores as the match progresses, carefully noung the number
f time outs requested during the game and the S ubstitut ion s made.
4 During time outs, indicate to the referees the number of lime-outs
which havobeen charged to each team.
5 Notify the second referee when a team has used its 9th- 12th team
substitution and when a player has entered the game for a third time.
5 Before and during the progress of the game, make sure that the serving
order of players is correctly followed.

1 .(4D
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7 Signal the changes of side at the end of each game and when the
leading team has eight points in tile deciding game, when expefimental
rule is not in use.

8 Secure the names of the referees at the beginning if the match and
sign the scoresheet at the conclusion of each game.
Dutles of Line Judges

L Each may Lave a flag with which to signal. (Now an option of the
first referee whether to use flags.)

2 The line judges shall assist the first referee by signaling when a.
a. Ball lands on or inside the court boundaries;
b. Ball lands outside the court boundaries;
c. Line violation by server or other player,
d. Ball touches, crosses over or passes outside the antenna,
e. Ball contacts playu before going out of bounds.

3 The following techniques are to be used b: the line judges when
flags are used:

a. Ball in

d. Outside
the Antenna
140

b. Ball out

e. Ball Touched
by a Player

c. Foot fault

f. Blocked from
seeing the ball

140
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Referee Communication

It has been noted in different parts of the ,ountry that referee teamwork

has been improved by the use of informal hand ,ommunkation. The
pre game ,onferen,e needs to indude a dis,ussion of which, if any,
the following ,ommunkations lb going to be used. All ,ommunkation
must be giv en dist. reedy . Below are suggestions w hkh you ,an in,orporate

in your area.
Gamelvlakh Point tR2,, Plike index fing
t against your shoulder
closest to the serving team.
2. Position of 5- 1 Setter Prior to Serve tR2). Display of index fingens)
on front of thigh indkates if setter is front row (one finger) or back
row (two fingers).
3

Identifying Back Row Players Involved in a Potential Violation
(R2). Use back row attacker signal discreetly in front of chest.

4 Level of Play Requires Re Ealuation of Ball Handling (Tightenup) (R2): Fist displayed in center of chest.
5 Yellow Card (Warning) for Bella Control t R2). Display three fingers
(which forms a "W") on center of chest.
These are tools for improvement of ,ommunk alum but are not re,ogniied
hand signals. Please forward any suggestions you might have to Nan,y
Sommer.

QUESTIONS ON TECHNIQUES
Inquirie,, regarding officiating techniques in volleyball
should be directed to:
NANCY SOMMER
Attention: Time-Out for Sports
1705 E. Joppa Road
Baltimore, MD 21234
301-668-9160 (W)
301-360-1140 (Fl)
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Instructions for Use of the

Official Volleyball Scoresheet*
The scorer shall first prepare the swresheet by printing ih.. infulnia.iun

required for the upper and lower parts of the scoresheet. The s.. irer
shall then get the roster and lineup sheet from eadr team. The kam
representative shall write the players numbers un the lineup Acet bei ) rc

the start of eal game. The se..und referee shall verify that the tt im
rosters are correct.

After the toss for serve and playing area, the scorer shall print on
the left side of the si.oresheet the name of the tea a that will play in
the left area and, un the nght side the team that will play in the right
area. Make a (Joss in "first serve- square of team serving first. The
M. urer shall then write the players' numbers in serving order from lineup

sheet and wnte .." after the play ing ..aptain's number. Before lineup
sheets are given to wadies, pnor to the beginning of each game, the
scorer circles the first server's position for both teams.
S..oring for first round uf serves should be in blue (or blai..1), se..ond

round of serves in red, third round of serves in blue (or black), etc.
After lineup sheets have been reLeived by the scorer, no cl..anges may
bc made unless a substitutiunksi is used. Opponents may nut sees lineups
J ubmitted by opposing teams prior tu the beginning uf play. Nu erasers
may be used.
Scorer shall eraw a urde fur the serve at the time .he ball is i.untaded

fur the serv ii..e turde should tou..h both upper and lower lines). This
giVes the suffer required control uf tilt. s..oring pi oi.ess. Whun thi. referee
signals point, the s..urer shall write the point number in that circle, when

the referee signals play-over, the si.orer shall write the letter "P" in
that cirde. When the referee signals side uut krotate), the swrer shall
wnte the letter 'R- in that urde. These symbols are for re,ording the
serve of a player and ball in play and are the only items that should
be written in the circle.

When a point is awarded without servii.e, put the point number in
d square in the s..onng swum. lu the running si.ore i.olumn, put a squ...ie
around the point number. kTlk term 'St..unng sei.tion" refers tu the linc-s
where the serves are reLorded. The term running suire ..olunin- refcrs

tu the vertical si.ore Lolumn in the Lenter of the swresheet., When a
play -over ur side out is indh.ated by the refe-ce when nu serve is involved,
the scorer shall draw a square and enter the action awarded.
*Copyright 1982. All nghts reserved induding the right of ri.prodiu.tion ,n
whole or in part in dny form, under Mi. international Pan Arm-twat) and Lni.t.is il
Copyright Conventions.
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The code letter "M" is used to indicate a referee's mind change. When
the referee changes the decision, the letter "M" is recorded in the scow g
section after the circle, a slash cancels the referee's first decision, And

the second decision is recorded in a square. If a point was made As
the referee's first decision, the letter "M" is also placed in the mini
score column next to the slashed number. This leter 'M'' will be Lack,'
(or squared) when the point is remade.
Points cancelled because of the scorer's error acted upon by the referee

(for illegal substitution or wrong server) will be slashed both in th:
scoring section and in the running score column. When the points al.,
remade, the point numbers are remade in the scoring section and th.:
remade number is circled (or squared) in the running score columr..
Always slash through cancelled points.

3

The scorer will record the letter "R" in a square if a server falls tu
serve in the alloted 5 second time period and is penalized a side oui
by the first referee for delay of servke. This would not be recordec
in the comments section.

EXAMPLE: 5-second service penalty. [El
If the scorer makes an inadvertent error in recording, Le,. scorer
In:sinterpreted the referee's signal and rek.orded the wrong symbol, tilt.
scorer crosses out the mistake with an "X" and replaces it with the
correct symbol.

If a serve has been initiated and the first referee stops play in the
middle of the volley and issues a red lard penalty, thi. sLorei will draw
a square around the Jri.le and reLord in that squared
symbol.

irJe the appropriate

EXAMPLE Red card to player on serving team . .
Red card to player on receiving team ..
The "Comments" section 'is to be used any time a noteworthy situation

occurs during the game and is pertinent to the progress of the game.
Noteworthy situations would include:
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1. Improper request.
2 First referee showing a yellow card, indkating warning.

3. First referee showing a red card, indicating penalty point or penalty
side out.
4. First referee showing a red. y ellow card together, indicating a player
is expelled from the game.
5. First referee showing a red. yellow card apart, indicatIng a player

is disqualified for the remainder of a match and must kave the
area.

6. Points removed because of scorer error and acted upon by the
first referee, i.e., wrong Arver, wrong position entry, entry of player
not on roster, entry of player exceeding player or team substitution,
entry of disqualified player or other illegal substitutions.
7. Side out awarded as the result of wrong server.
8. Abnormal substitution allowed because of injury.
9. Protested game (score, team areas, player serving, relative position
of both teams at time of protested play, first referee dictates protest
claims and signs; both captains and scorer sign).

10. Pertinent information relating to unusual circumstances in the
conduct of the game.
11. Defaulted game.
When a warning or penalty has been issued by the first referee, the
scorer shall indicate in the -C.Jrnments- section whether it lb a warning
or penalty, indicate the offending player's number or team, record the
reason for penalty or warning, and record the score of game kuffending
team's score first).

Substitutions ale reeorded in the scoring section on the line of the
player who is serving, or is about to serve. Substitutes for the :,erving

team are indkated with an "S", and the substitutes foi the receiving
team with an "Sx." The numbers following the S or Sx indicate the
players involved in the substitution, listing first the player entering and
then the player leaving the game.

Time outs are recorded both in the scorrig section on the line of
the player who is serving, or is about to .erve, and m the time out
square under the scoring column. Time .is fur the serving team are
indicated with a "T" and time outs for the receiving team with a
The score is recorded in the tim.. out square fur the team charged with
the time-out with that team's score listed first.
When the game is finished, final recording of necessary information
should be written in blue (black), w:nning team and bwre on top, losing
team and score next, time game finished, names of first and second
referees and scorer are written, all heading .nformation lb complete,
"Score of the Game" number is circled. The scorer signs the sheets.
144
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If a game is forfeited prior

to the beginning of the game, the scorer
prepares the icoresheet by filling in tne heading, officials, lineup of players

and/or team present, and score of 15-0, then writes "Forfeit" across
the sheet. If more than one game of the match is forfeited, use this
same game sheet to circle additional game numbers forfeited, ra,her
th n using an additional scoresheet. (If a best of 3 match is forfeited,
'Score of Game" numbers 1 and 2 would be circled.)

Explanation cif Scoring in Example
In this fifth and deciding game of the match, the coin is tossed and the
blue team elects to serve first. White team chooses court to the left of the
scorer.

0 (ID Bin #2 serves twice, volleys resulting in a play-over and a

side out.

0 0 0 White #17 serves two fast points, tl. .inrd serve is a

si e out.

S'4/10 '% J r.slue #8 serves their first point, the coach substitutes

#14 for #10 and #16 for #6. Scorer records Sullo, '64 in the scoring

section. slashes through #10 and #6 in the player's number column, and
writes #14 and #16 respectively. Team f.ubstitution #1 and #2 under
the scoring column are circled. Player # Ws second serve results in a
side out.
Sx 1/2,, 1/4 0 ® White's #1 serves points 3 and 4. Blue's
coach calls for two substitutions, Player #5 for #20 ,nd #3 for #8.
Scorer records Sx
'Is in White's scoring section, slashc.. through Blue

#20 and #8 in the player's number column and wntes #5 and #3

respectively Team substitution #3 and #4 are circled. White #1 serves
one more point, then serves a side out.
0 0 ® Blue #14 serves points 2 and 3, then serves a side out.

® White #7, the captain, due to serve. Before she does, the
caach substitutes Player #15 for #7. The coach designates Player #9 as
the new floor captain. Scorer puts small "c" next to Player #9 in

-player's number" column, as well as recording Sin in the White scoring
section and slashing through White # 7c, and wnting in #15. Team
substitution #1 is circled Blue's captain requests a substitution, Player
#20 for #14 Scorer informs captain this is a wrong position entry and
refuses the substitution. The first referee issues a team yellow card for a
delay due to a request for entry of an illegal substitute. Scorer records
team warning against Blue in the comment section. White #15 serves a
side out.
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Blue #5 serves, and the scorer records point
(61 ®Tx Sx 11/4
4 in the scoring section as well as in the running score column in error.
The referee's signal was a play-over, not a point. Scorer puts d large

"X" through point 4 in the scoring section and records "r in a circli.
immediately after as thuagh the 4 had never been recorded. Since the
referee's only signal was a play over, and the scorer erred m observine,

the hand signal, the "P" is recorded in a circle, not a square. In the
score column, the scorer puts an "X" through point 4 that was circled,
rewrites Number 4 on the outside of the running score column. Who,.
captain questions the decision to play over. Blue 42 makes a rude remai
about the White captain questioiang the deusion. The referee hi.lds up

a yellow card and points to Blue 42, warning her to stop making rude
remarks toward the opptnents. Scorer records warning against Blue R..
in "Comments" section. Blue 45 serves for the second time, makiag
point 4. Scorer circles the remade number 4 in the running bk.orf: t.vlumn.
White captain 49 call for their second team substitution, Player P I l
for #4. Player 411 is still on the bench in sweats. The first referee issues
a team yellow Lard for a delay in completing a substitation. Scorer records

team warning against White in the ctimment section. White must Ntda
until the next dead ball to request another substitution. Blue 45's servicc
goes int the net.

S "14 Q Tx ® White requests a substitution 411 for 44 Scorer
:4 in the scoring section, slashes through 44 writing in i I
and circles White team substitution 42. White 43 serves point 6. Blue
calls for their first time out. Scorer records 4-6 in Blue's time-out ,Stitldre
and Tx in White's scoring section. White 43 serves a side out.
Blue #16 serves point 5. White's captain calls for a timeout. Scorer records 6 5 in White's first square and Tx in Blue's ,coring
records S

0 Tx

section. Blue #16 serves a side out.

00 X Sx I(1/14 0 0
White 411 serves points 7 and 8.
Scorer signals change of sides (point 8 is reached). The scorer writes
the change symbol "C" in three places. one in the scoring section. two
in the running score column to note score of 8 to 5 at the change point.
Scorer checks lineups on the floor, and the game continues. Before the
first referee blows the whistle for service, the Blue captain LAS fe,r
its fifth team substitution, Player 410 for 414. Since 410 is the original
starting player in the rine she may enter the game in her original
position. White 411 series points 9 and 10. The next service results
in a side out
148
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® Sx 18/I
® Blue player #12, the captain, serves point 6. The
White captain calls for two substitutions, Player #18 for #1 and #6
for #11 Team substitution #3 and #4 are circled. Sx 181i 6/1i is recorded
in the Blue scoring section, a slash through White #1 and #11, with
#I8 and #6 recorded respectively. Substitution #6 for #11 is legal. Any
number of players may enter the game in each position provided they
have not been in the game previously in a different position. Blue #12

serves a side out.

Sx 20/i 14/10 8/IS //is 4/6 la 0 Blue captain calls for substitutions,
Player #20 for #5, #11 for #10 and #8 for #3. Scorer records Sx 20/
14/1", 81', slashes Blue #5, #10, #3 replaced with 1120, #14 and #8
respectivC then circles team substitutions 6,7, is. The White coach

calls for twt. substitutions, Player #7 for #15 and Player #4 for #6.
Player #.2 is again the captain (as soon as the original captain enters
the game he'she is again the floor captain). Scorer slashes the 'c" next
to Player #9 in the player's number column. S 'its 416 is recorded in
the White scoring section. White #15 and #6 are slashed and #7c and
04 recorded respectively Before White #9 serves. the Blue coach requests
a substitution, Player #3 for #8. The second referee denies the request
since it is the second request for substitution during the same deaU hall.
This improper request follows a team delay in the same game and must

receive a team red card for a second team delay. Point 11 .s awarded
to the White team and is recorded in a square in both the scoring section
and the running score column. The scorer notes the penalty in the

comment section. White #9 serves a side out.
This completes the first rou, J of serves for all players. Scorer reaches
for red pen, ready to record second round.

®53 M P R Blue Player #2 serves points 7 and 8. The White
captain questions the referee about the ball keing inside or outsisie the
line: the first referee confers with the line judge, then changes point
to a play over Scorer puts slash through the referee's first decision,
writes code letter "M," and puts the referee's second deuson in a square
because no serve is involved in the second deusion. In the running score,
the scorer slashes through point 8 and writes the code letter M" alongside
the point Blue Player #2 shouts a rude remark to the opponents (tin
second outburst). The first referee holds up a red card, points to die
offender, and talks to the captain. The referee then signals side out,
which the scorer records in a square. The scorer notes the red card
penalty in the "Comments" section.
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White #9 serves (in error) instead of the correct server, White
417. (Scorer should know the wrong server is going to serve before
it happens, but must wait until the illegal service av.tually occurs.) As
soon as #9 contacts the ball for service, the scorer sounds the horn
or whistle. No circle is drawn for illegal service (if circle is drawn
inadvertently, the scorer puts an "X" through it). Nothing is recordcd
on the line of the incorrect server. A side out is recorded in the scoring
section next to the person who shc,uld have served, Player 417, and
the necessary information regarding the wrong serve is recorded in the
"Comments" section.
Sx 1/tx 00 Sx 16/1
Before Blue 48 serves. White
captain 47 calls for a substitution to remove a player affected by

opponent's poor sportsmanship 41 for 418. Scorer notes Sx is in Blues's
scoring section, slashes through 418, replaces with 41 and circles (eam
substitution 47 for White. Blue 48 serves point 8. Symbol tvl is urcled
in the running score column, to indicate point 48. Blue 48 serves again.

During the volley, the referee notices that White 43 is hijured and
immediately blows the whistle to stop play, indicating a play-over
the service. White 43 is not able to remain in the game. Since the White
tcani lias no additional players vn its roster, a substitute who has already
played in another position may replace the injured player. regardless
of position. The WL)ite captain puts Player 415 (who has already been
in the game for 47) in the game for injured 43 with Sx '" recorded
in the Blue scoring column, a slash through White 43 replaced with
415, team substitution 48 circ' d, and an abnormal substitution noted
in the "Comments" section. Blue 48 serves point 9, then a side out.
Sx 6/16 1211 1"/I4 Sx 11/2 0 White 41 serves point 12. The Blue
coach calls for three substitutions, Player 46 for 416, 45 for 420. and
410 for 414. The scorer records substitutions noting Sx 6i
"I

'4. with slashes through 416, 420, and 414 and records 46. 45, and
410 respectively. Team substitutions 9, 10, and 11 are urcled. While
the substitutions are taking place, Blue 42 verbally abuses the opposinf,
team and an official. First referee signals that Player 42 is expelled
for the remainder of the game by holding up both the red and yellow
cards together. The Blue captain is called to the stand and advised of
the situation. The scorer records information in Comments" section.
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Blue Laptain Abstitutes Player #I3 for #2 with Sx
rei.olded. a slash
through #2 and #13 reorded. This uses Blue's final allowable Jubstitutiv n.
White #1 serves a side out.

OD 0 ® Blue #10 serves points 10, 11, then a side out.

g

ilg
White captain serves point 13. Blue coach calls
for a substitution, Pla.,er 416 for #6. Since this would be a thirteenth
team substitution for B:ac. substitution is denied. The scorer recognizes
that this illegal substitution request is a 'repeated improper requestby the Blue team. The ilt.t referee penalizes the Blue team with a penalty
point l which is recorded in a square in both the scoring section and
the running score column. Scorer notes penalty in Comments- txction.
White #7 serves point 15 to end the game and match.

The scorer uses a blue (black, pen to eomple:e the rest of the sheet,
fills on the .est of the scuresheet by .:cording the winning team on
top and losing team second, notes the time the game ended at the top
of sheet. and makes sure scuresheet is checked carefully to ensure its
completeness (game number must be circled).
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Experimental Rule:
Rally Score System Deciding Game
When using the rally score system, every rally results in a point (except
for a play over). If the serving team wins the rally. they receive a point
and continue to serve. If the receiving team wins the rally, they receive
a point and the serve.
In the sample. the Blue team has won the com toss and elected to
serve first. The White team selected the left court.

Blue #2 serves twice resulting in points 1 & 2 and then serves a
side out.

Because White team won the rally causing a sidf, out for Blue they
receive a point. That point is recorded in a square km serve involved)

on the line of the next server, in this case, White #17. The point
is also squared in the running score column.
White 417 serves twice, resulting in a point and a side out.

Because Blue won the last rally, czusing the side out fur White, they
receive point. That point is recorded in a square on the line of
the next server for Blue. In this case. Blue #8.
If the teams
to change sides at 8 points, the scorer should follow
this procedure:
Scorer signals change of 'ides (point 8 Is reached). The scorer writes

the change symbol "C" in three places. one, in the scoring section.
two, in the running score column to note score of 8 to 7 at the change
point Scorer checks lineups on the floor, and the game continues.
This scoring procedure is ci
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Volleyball Study Questions
Part I
Directions. Indicate the official's decison in each situation using the key

letter(s) in the space provided. There is only one best answer to each
question. Assume no condition exists other than those stated.
Note: Team A is the serving team.
PT . . . Point
. . . Rotate, Side out
. . . Legal, play continues

Key:

R
L

P
S

1

. Play-over
. Time-out
. . Default
. . Sanction

. .

TO .
D .
.

.

Team A's back row setter, who is in the attack zone, contacts

the ball which is higher than the net, sending it towards
the outside hitter. The ball partially crosses the net and is
legally blocked by Team B's middle blocker.
2_ Team A's served ball touches the top net tape as it crosses
the net, but at the moment of service Team B is overlapping.
3. Team A's RF dives for the ball blocked by Team B. The

ball hits the RF's hand and head in one attempt to play
the ball before the setter redirects the ball to the hitter for
the kill terminating the rally.

4. Team B's back row setter jumps to save a bad pass and
contacts the ball so that it penetrates the plane of the net.
Team A's middle blocker blocks the ball back into the setter's
hand before the setter returns to the floor.
5 Team A's RF spikes the ball into the block. The ball rebounds

off the block and back into the spiker who is still in the
air. Team A's LB digs the ball to the setter who sets to
the middle hitter for the kill.
6 The serving team is positioned in such a way that no player
on Team B's right side of the court can see the server or
the ball. The ball is directed along Team B's left sideline
where the LB passed the ball.

7 The outside hitter on Team A spikes the ball through the
block. Team B's LB player uses both fists to receive the
attack and the ball contacts one fist then the other. The
setter sends the ball over the net.

8 The middle hitter on Team A uses a prolonged pushing
action of the hand from above the ball directing the ball
straight down to the floor just inside Team B's right sideline.
NAGWS VOLLEYBAI 1.. GUIDE
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9. In a gym where lights hang down 20' above the playing
surface, Team B's third hit strikes a light, crosses the net
and lands on Team A's playing area.

10. After being warned by the first referee, Team B's coach
verbally refuses to allow the starting linetm to take their
psitions to begin game 4.

Part 11
Directions. Indkate the sanction to be levied in eaa JItuation using the
key letter(s) in the space provided. There Is only une best answer. Assume
no condition exists other than those stated.

IYC
IRC

KEY:

Yellow CardIndividual Sanction
Red CardIndividual Sanction
DenialImproper Request
Yellow CardTeam Sanction
Red CardTeam Sanction

TYC .
TRC
E. .

DQ

.

.
. . .

Expulsion
. Disqualification

II

After the first referee whistles for the serve, Team A's coach
requests a substitution.
12 Team B's coach requests an excess player entry for a second
time during the same game.

Player # 12 addresses the first referee concerning a ball
handling call.
14. As Team A's substitute prepares to enter the game, the
second referee notices that the player is wearing jewdry.
15 Team B's LF player disagrees with the touch call, rushes
back towards the judge and makes rude remarks to the
13

line judge.

Part III
Direetions. Read each situaikm carefully. Decide whether the offkial's

oecision is CORRECT (C) or INCORRECT (I). Mark either "C" or
"I" in the space provided. Assume that nu conditions exist other than
those stated in the yaestIon. If any part of the statement is incorrect,
the whole statement is incorrect.
Note: Team A is the serving team.
1 tZ :.7"
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16 The second referee notices that the coach is talking to

substitutes in the warmup area. The second referee ignores
their activities.
17 Team A's #9 is injured during the rally. The first referee
allows a 3 minute injury time-out. Team A has 1 player
on the bench who has already been in the game for player
#1.
18 Team A's coach calls for a substitution but the substitute
delays at the bench. The second referee charges Team A
with a time-out.
19 The second referee collects the lineups from the coaches
for game 2 and notices that both coaches submitted serving
lineups, The second referee checks with the receiving team
coach and corrects the lineup without penalty.
20 T..am B's #8 is wearing a string bracelet which the first
referee notices during the rally. The first referee waits until
the end of the rally and issues a team yellow card for delay
of game.
21 Team B's outside hitter spikes the ball Into the block but
follows through into the net tape. Both referees whistle the
play dead but the second referee indicates a net foul on
Team A's blocker, who contacted the ball on the way up.
The first referee awards a play-over.
22 The opposing middle blockers are engaged in Intense net
play As the game continues, both players respond to each
play with increased verbal taunting through the net. The
first referee issues team yellow cards to each player.
23 During SOW,: fast play at the top of eL net, the second
referee is positive that Team A had 4 hits. The second referee
whistles to stop play and signals 4 hits.

Part IV
Directions

Read each questiun arefully. Seleu the one Lhome which
best answers the question Plat.e the letter of your i.hou..e in the space
provided.
Note: Team A is the serving team.

24 Team B's #2 is injured early in the first game. Team B
has no substitutes and the first referee allows a 3 minute
injury time out. Player #2 is seriously reinjured during game
2 and unable to continue play. The first referee should.
A. Allow a second 3 minute injury time-out.
B
Forfeit game 2, allow 3 minutes between games, team
must win by 2 points.
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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C.

Default the game and record score with winning team
score of at lenct 15 points, continue match.

,71)
11cfault the match: keep the games won.
25. t\ team may protest which of these situations?
A. A player attack, the ball and then makes the next contact
at the net, ate referee stops play and signals "double

B. The second referee allows the coach to correct the roster
after it has been verified.

C. The second referee signals touch but is overruled by
D.

the first referee.
Both referees and line judges are blocked out on a close
line call and the first referee awards a play-over.

26. Which of the following is not a duty of the first referee?
A. Conduct pre-match cor rence.
Control game balls.
C. Check the court and equipment.
D. Control all aspects of the match.
27. The first referee should award a team yellow card for team
B.

delay for which of these sanctions:
A. Drinking water at the sidelines.
B.

Request for lineup check by someone other than the

captain or coach.
C Substitution request after whistle to serve.
D. Constant questioning of judgement calls by the captain.

28. Which of the following is a duty of the second referee?
A. Verify the final score after each game.
B.

C.
D.

Whistles down balls on the near sideline.
Obtain, correct and verify the roster.
None of the above.

29 When should the first referee stop play for an illegal back
row attack?

A As soon as the ball totally crosses the net or is legally
B
C.

blocked.
As soon as the ball penetrates the plane of the net.
As soon as the ball is contacted by the back row attacker.

30 Which of these situations would receive a Team Yellow
Card for a team delay.
A. Late substitution request.
B. Requests made by someone other than the captain or
coach.
D Delay in completing a substitution.
158
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Part V
Direction& Answer questions #31 35 .aing the sample sLoresheet on page

152 of this guide and the instructions for its use beginning on page
142.

31 Which point was cancelled due to a referee's mind change?
(state team & point tO

32 Which team called the first time-out of the game? What
was the score?
33 Who was serving when White #6 entered the game? (state
team & player #)
34 Which team was winning the game when an abnormal
substitution occuned?
35 Who was serving when Blue #10 replaLed #I4 for the first
time? (state team & player #)

Rally Scoring. Decide whether the statement is CORRECT or
INCORRECT.

36 At the end of the rally, the first referee whistles the play
dead, signals the infraction and then signals "point- on the
side of the team winning the point and awarded the next
serve.

17 Team A serves the ball into the net. The first referee awards

a point to Team B and Team B serves next.

18 The team winning the cuin toss for the deciding game or
at the start of the match must Lhoose either servelreceive
or side.

39 A team will win the match with a deciding game score

of 16-15.
40. Only the deciding game is capped at 17.

Television Media Time-oub. Decide whether the at?.
CORRECT OR INCORRECT.

41 Time outs may be extended for

a

znt is

maximum of 75 seconds

for a television media time-out.

42 The first referee will call a television media time-out after
the first side out following the 8th point unless a time-out
has been called by either team.
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Answers and Rule References
Answer

NAGWS

L

R8, Al5

2.
3.
4.
5.

Pt
Pt
Pt

R7, C12,

R

R8,A1,C1If

6.
7.
8.
9.

L
L
R
Pt

R7, A7a
R8, A5, C5
R8, A6, C8
RI, A6, C3b

10.

D

Ri2, A6

I I,
12.
13.
14.
15.

D
TYC
IYC
TYC
IRC

R4, A9

16.
17.

C

18.
19.

I

I

R4, A5, C7
R5, A2h, C6
R4, AlOc
R5, A2b
R4, A10j
R9, A4
R4, A7a

1

I

C

20. C

R8, A5, C5
R8, C 15f

R4, A9e, Al0
R4, A6a
R4, Al0j
R4, A6b, A7b

21.
22.
23.

I
I

R8,A1,&RI4,A5

24.
25,
26.

D
B
B
A
C

R5, A2h
R13, A2, C4

27.
28,
29
30.

RI4, R15, Mechanics
R4, A 1 Oe

A

RI4, RI5, Mechanics
R8, Al3a, CI5

D

R4, A 10c
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31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Blue, #8
Blue, 4-6
Blue, #12
White
White, #11

Scoring Section

Rally Scoring
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

C
C
1
1
1

C

42. C
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Sources of Information & Service
ABO Execudve Coundl
Ann Fruechte, Chair
Ann Casey, Past Chair
, Chair-elect
Nancy Sommer, Volleyball Representative
Janis Matson, Softball Representative
Terry Lawton, Examinations Coordinator
Karen Gee, National Rating Team (NRT) Coordinator
Ann Fruechte, National Training Team (NTT) Coordinator
Debbie Matuizek, High School Representative
Sue Lemaire, Rules Interpreter Coordinator
Peggy Kellers. NAGWS Executive Director

If you hdve questions ,omerning the tediniques of uffkla,ffig volleyball,
write to:

Nancy Sommer
1705 E. loppa Road
Baltimore, MD 21234

Information regarding volleyball questions in this guide or on the
volleyball theoretical examination should be dddressed to.
Terry Lawton
21721 East Clydesdale Circle
Walnut. Ca 91789

Information ri.garding ABO offkiating ,onyerns for all sports. and other
NAGWS services may be secured by writing:
NAGWS Executive Director
1900 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091
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1990-1991 Volleyball Contacts
The following list is compiled of NAGWS;ABO board chairs and state
assignees If you need a qualified offidal for interscholastic andror
collegiate games or if you wish to bet ome a volleyball official, contact
the person listed in your state. if a representative is nc..t listed within
your state, please contact the NAGWS national office at 703-476-3452
or 1900 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091.

AZ Diane Stevens
191,6 F:-,st Michigan Avenue

Phoenix, AZ 85022
kV: 602-256-3205
1-1: 602-482-3620

CA Gary Colberg
501 Reed Dr.
Davis, CA 95616
W:

H: 916-758-2457
Eunetta Piekett
2873 Monterey Avenue
Costa Mcsa, CA 92626

H: 714-546-3870
Ron Haroldsen
798 N. Leonard

Fresno, CA 92727
W: 209-897-5117
H: 209-252-2127

CO Linda Feeney
860 Pulpit Rock Circle S.
Colorado ST:rings, CO 80918
W; 719-593-8747

H: 719-520-2240

NAGVIS VOLLEYBALL MTh

CT Barbara Startup
66 Sally Drive
South Windsor, CT 06074
W: 203-741-3551
H: 203-644-2259

DC Sue Wainio
360 ; Turbridge Drie
Bwtonsville, MD 20866

W. 301-794 2306
H: 301-890- 7229
DE Jay Blank
2101 Sheldon Drise

Newatt, DE 19711
W: 302-738-9106
H: 362-454-7736
FL Charlzne F Roush
1360 Michigan Boulevard

Dunedin. FL 34698
W: 813-726-11811
H: 813-733-1211
C-rol D Smith
10521 SW 162nd Terrace
Miami, FL 33157
W. 305-666-5871
H: 305-251-5029

1 R --,
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HI

IA

Richard J. Keopuhiwa
94-718 Ka'aoki Place
Waipahu, HI 96797
W: 808-438-9357
H. 808-671-8434

KY James A Williams
143 Meadowbrook Drive

M. Marvin 1-lo ,sare

LA

Bowling Greel. KY 42101-5725

W: 502-78.-4100
H: 507-782-0712

Joseph (Tim) Gogukzh
(Number 1 of 3)
2624 Wooddale Avenue
Davenport, IA 52804
W. 309-793-3631

H: 319-391-762,
IL

IN

MA

Andy S. Calisewski
P.0. Box 4

Greenfield, MA 01302
W: 413 772-0685

H 413-772-0685

Laurence J. Dolv,

Denise NI. Tramello
12 Fayette Street

RM. Box 258
Winchester, IL 62694
W: 217-754-3713
H- 217-546-9048

Watertown, MA 02172
W. 617-569-6280
H: 617-923-2334
Patricia Demers

Craig W Hamblet
4044 Arborcrest Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46226
W: 317-226-3987
H. 317-899-0534

KS Mike Benson
15710 West 92nd Terrace
Lenexa. KS 66219
W. 913-888-1699
H: 913-492-4280

/66

Beth Mouk'

500 Farm Dr
Hammond. LA 70403
W: 504-542-1245
H: 504-345-1192

3820 D Avenue NE
Cedar Rapids. IA 52402
W: 391-393-3189
H: 319-362-2600

143 South Street

P.0 Box 321
Agawam. MA 010G1
NV' 41.3-786-6444

H: 413-786-7676
Judith Slamin
35 Washburn Street
Newton, MA 02158
W:

H. 617-527-4842

Marcia L. Alterraan
6115 Castle Rock Road
Wichita, KS 67218

Snella A. Tranguch
I 9R Mount Pleasant Avenue
Ipswich, MA 01938

W: 316-656-0035
H: 316-686-4011

W: 508-356-6066
I+ 508-356-2740
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MN

Brian F. Grimley
31 Woodland Drive
Boylston, MA 01505

Cindy Johnson
3705 South 4th Street

Moorhead, MN 56560

W: 508-881-1320
H: 508-869-6526

W 218-233-8715
H: 218-233-8715

Frank Pina
163 Arnold St.
New Bedford, MA 02740

Isobel Rapaich
1043 Eighty-Fourth Asenue West

Duluth, MN 55808
W: 715-394-5384
H: 218-626-2829

W: 508-990-9352
H: 508-993-7274

ME Diann W. Perkins

MO Marty Frochko

High Road

1235 St. Patrice

Cornish, ME 04020
W: 207-625-3209
H: 207-625-3281

Florissant, MO 63031
1-1: 314-837-8900

MD Sue Wainio

Mike Schooley

3605 Turbridge Dnse
Burtonsville, MD 20866
W: 301-794-2306
H: 301-890-7229
John Creaturo
1104 Cornell Lane

1800-A Waterfront Dine North
Columbia, MO 65202
W: 314-886-2460
H. 314-474-0275

MT Richard Baird

Waldorf, MD 20602
W: 202-433-4498
H: 301-843-8078
Kathy Campbell
NC
14828 Jarreusville Pike
Monkton. MD 21111
W: 301-686-9491
H: 301-683-1351

MI Debra Berkey

1175 Holt Dr
Big Fork. MT 59911
W: 406-837-5271
H: 406-837-4686
Janis Matson
11 Roads End

Pittsboro, NC 27312
W: 919-967-4800
H. 919-967-4800

45441 Peninsula Dr.
Grand Junction, MI 49056

Kathy Davis
703 Powell Mime
Garner, NC 27529

W: 616-387-2697
H: 616-521-7871

Pi: 919-737-2487
H: 919-772-9773
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NH Carol Rivard
13 Blueberry L.n.

Hudson. NH 0305 I
W:

H: 603-883-4183
NJ

Matthew C. Monica
47 Berkeley Place
Livingston, NJ 07039
NV: 201-614-3115
H: 201-992-6573
Vicky Wilcox
664 Jersey Ave.
Jersey City. NJ 07302
W:

H: 201-420-1510

NM Cecil Lynn, Jr.
3612 San Pedro. NE
Albuquerque. NM 87110-1325
H:

NY

Brian LaVine
19 S. Grand St

Cableskill, NY 12043

Mary E. DeFuria
220 Westminster Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13210

W: 315-474-0644
H: 315-422-4825
Lyman Sheils
4 Maple Street
Bath, NY 14810
W: 607-295-7514

H: 607-776-3050
Lowell Reynolds
East Lake
Brocton. NY 14716

W: 716-792-9121
H: 716-792-4639
Stephanie Putney
Box 192
Route I
Rensselear Falls. NY 13680

W: 315-344-2414
H: 315-344-7087
Rick Nelson
Box 781
2 Saint John's Place
Stillwater, NY 12170

W.
H.

W: 518-664-2329
H: 518-664-3664

Janice O'Shea
836 Pease Lane
West !slip. NY 11795

Suzanne Fuller
35 Covington Road
Buffalo. NY 14216
W: 716-875-5875

w.
H- 516-587-1393

H. 716-833-2978

Gary Adler
15 Pinnacle Ra
Rochester, NY 14620

Dale Siegel
135 Buckingham Court

W: 716-247-2144
H: 7!o-27I -3854

W:

168

Pomona, NY 10970

H. 914-354-9240
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Charles A. Ropes. Jr.
61 Brothers Road
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590

W: 914-831-3400
H: 914-297-9327
Betty Lacey

RD.
Aurora, NY 13026
W: 315-364-7678
H: 315-364-7678
Penny Trojan
31 Pinecrest Road
Whitesboro, NY 13492

W: 315-792-5573
H: 315-736-3456
Thomas A. Mott
309 Burd Drive
Vestal, NY 13850

W: 607-779-7903
H: 607-748-4232

OH Peg Amos
Route l, Box 12
Camelot West Park
Belpre, OH 45714
W: 614-567-3121
H: 614-423-5716
Rick Liskey
900 Brush aow Road
Xenia, OH 45385-9554
W. 513-376-2911

Dora Killen
2916 Grant Street
Lorain, OH 44052
W:

1-1: 216-288-8097

Ginny Powers
206 Sunset Avenue
Harrison, OH 45030

W: 513-385-8490
H: 513-367-2323
Peggy Gelfard
864 Belwood Drive
Highland Heights. OH 44143
W:

H: 216-442 -3015

OK S!,, ila Gross
1123 Sown Quebec
Tulsa, OK 74112
W

H. 918-835-0736

OR Cathy Davis
12255 SW Douglas
Portland, OR 97225
W:

FL 503-646-2251

PA Linda Cruttenden
4360 Vista Drive
Nazareth. PA 18064
NV:

It 513-372-8878

H: 215-759-7025

Charles Montgomery
159 Hillview Drive

Keith Hess
104 Park Place West

Hubbard, OH 44425
W: 412-346-6586
H- 216-534-8294
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Shippensburg, PA 17257
W: 717-532-1609
H: 717-532-8474
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Gerald Fonzo
22 Brann Court
Exeter, PA 18643

V 717-825-1590
H: 717-655-4960
Gale House
18 Taylor Rd.
W:
H:

Joseph Pomorski
924 Shen ley Drhe
Erie, PA 16505
W

H: 814-454-5665
Carl A. Heim
5209 Casa Grande Road

Temple. PA 19560
w.

H: 215-929-5028
Daniel Sylvester
33 Grandview Drive
West Warwick, RI 02893

W: 401-828-5510
H; 401-828-6790
SC
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1609 South 8th Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
H: 605-335-7867
W: 605-331-6713

TX Linda Kay Fletcher

Conshohoken, PA 19428

RI

SD Beth Jernburg

Michael R. Lon17 Fieldstone Place
Greenville, SC 2%15
W: 803-277-1618
H: 803-288-0188

903 Conrad Street
Austin, TX 78758
W: 512-836-2340
H: 512-836-8115

UT Bruce R. Grant
766 East Loveland Avenue
Salt Lake City, UT 84106
W: 801-486-5083
H: 801-466-7943

VA Charles "Fish" Gupton
1725 Gate City Highway
Bristol, VA 24201
W: 703-466-8171
H: 703-466-3971
Debbie Eagan
7812 Restmere Road
Norfolk, VA 23505

W: 804-547-6788
H: 804-451-4723

WA Marc H. Blau
9908 Sixty-Third Avenue Ct. E.
Puyallup, WA 98373

W. 206-537-2600
H: 206-848-1360

Linda L. Warren
1863 Woodsboro Drive
Columbia, SC 29210
W: 803-788-6911

Jim Newfield
1408 NE 99th Ave.
Vancouver, WA 98664

H, 803-772-4259

H: 206-256-4444

I

W:
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Wen-Yee Shaw
2717 Walnut Loop NW

Olympia, WA 98502
W: 206-866-6000
H: 206-754-4554
Sharon Fouts
17 Hatfield Rd.

Goldendale, WA 98620
W: 509-773-5190
H: 509-773-5190
Susan Jernegan

5008 110th Place NE
Marysville, WA 98270
W:

H: 206-659-9788
Holly Berquam
1130 Grant Ave.
Port Angeles, WA 98362
W: 206-452-7602
H: 206-457-0311
Stacy Leonard
123 H. SE
Ephrata. WA 98823

W: 509-754-3464
H: 509-754-3541
Beth Hughes

169 Aaron Drive
Kelso, WA 98626
W. 206-636-0110
H: 206-425-9594

' 'h Mahn
S 1165 Grand #52
Pullman. WA 99163
W
H: 509-334-2706
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Barbara Yamauchi
P.O. Box 6006
Bellevue, WA 98008
W:

H: 206-644-6889
Karl Richardson
1321 West Cour.
P.O. Box 625
Pasco, WA 99301

W: 509-547-8561
H: 509-547-9364
Bruce Berry
P.O. Box 1314
Spokane, WA 99210

W: 909-747-1992
H: 909-927-8540
Darrell Kassahn
303 South Lafayette
Bremerton, WA 98312
W:

H: 206-377-4686
Denise Smith
3175 Cottonwood Creek Road
Chovelah, WA 99109
W: 509-935-8533

H: 509-935-6340
Barbara Gergen
505 West Bakerview
Unit 53
Bellingham, WA 98226
W:
H:

Carol Finney
303 South 49th Avenue
Yakima, WA 98908
W: 509-575-3270
H: 509-966-4892

IRO
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Paul Kester
1517 Woodhaven Place
Wenatchee, WA 98801
W: 509-548-5829
H: 509-662-0978

Don McCoy
623 Cardinal Drive
Walla Walla, WA 99362

W: 509-527-3038
H: 509-529-9776
Sheri Hendricks
203 Kennedy Road

Onalaska, WA 98570
W: 206-983-3707
H: 206-985-2891
Clyde 0. Pock
430 Highland Drive
Box 1066

Okanogan, WA 98840
W:

H: 509-422-3958
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WI

Jud. Kruckman
P.O. Box 8010
Madison, WI 53708

W: 608-263-4407
H: 608-273-8694

WV Barry Huffstutler
Route 2, Box 616
Milton, WV 25541

W: 304-743-7306
H: 304-743-5356
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NAGWS/ABO
Volleyball National Officials
1990

AZ Andy Ervin (92)
644 East Speedway
Tucson, AZ 85705
602-327-3344 (office)
602-882-6412 (home)
Cynthia Hardy (90)
4031 East Santa Barbara Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85711
602-621-4709 (office)
602-323-3286 (home)

CA Todd Brownell (92)
2345 Barcelona Way
Sacramento, CA 95825
916 .927-8908 (home)
Ann Casey (93)
7170 Lynridge Court
San Diego, CA 92120
503-771-1112 (office)
611; -265-7369 (home)

Karen Gee (92)
1515 Vine Street
Belmont, CA 94002
-i15-545-3150 (office)
415-591-8448 (home)
Barbara Hively (92)
10844 Casanes
Downey, CA 90241
213-861-5931 (home)
James Joy (90)
24218 Ward Street
Torrance, CA 90505
213-378-2536 (home)
Verna Klubnikin (93)
P.O. Box 2158
Downey, CA 90242
213-862-6749 (home)

Terry Lawton (90)
21721 E. Clydesdale Circle
Walnut, CA 91789
714-595-3245 (home)

Syd Church (92)
45 Via Tortuga
Sue Lemaire (93)
Rancho Santa Marganta. CA 42688 21721 E. Clydesdale Circle
Walnut, CA 91789
714-282-0818 (office)
714-595-3245 (home)
714-858-9322 (home)

Robert Clarke (90)
7125 Lennox No. 252
Van Nuys, CA 91405
818-994-8585 (home)

Lynda Locke (93)
3206 School Street
Oakland, CA 94602
415-532-2829 (home)

Wink Davenport (92)
4216 W. Rousseau Lane
Palos Verdes, CA 96274
213-377-0778 (home)

Larry Schwartz (90)
3554 Oakwood Place
Riverside, CA 92506
714-820-7923 (office)
714-VA-4048 (home)
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Diane Uribe (90)
23874 Via Jacara
Valencia, CA 91355
818-367-1971 (office)
805-259-2176 (home)
CO

IL

Charles Ellis (91)
1667 S. Quintero Way
Aurora, CO 80017
303-750-8613 (horn' )

Peter Dunn (92)
1556 Eastwood Avenue
Highland Park, IL 60035
312-402-2097 (office)
312-831-3552 (home)

Lynn Morris (91)
1211 South Quebec Way 15-102
Denver, CO 80231
303-750-3381 (home)

Joan Powell (92)
14075 Gleneagle Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
719-520-25 J0 (office)
719-488-2745 (home)
Alan Suzuki (92)
4023 South Rosemary Way
Denver, CO 80237
303-671-4870 (office)
303-741-3565 (home)
Donna Wilson (92)
6530 Hastings Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80919
719-520-2340 (office)
719-593-7785 (home)
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Lea Saari Wagner (92)
9124 W. Hollyberry Street
Des Plaines, IL 60316
312-297-3419 (home)
IN

Tom Marks (92)
7826 Hoover Road
Indianapolis, IN 46260
317-259-1880 (home)
Torn Pingel (92)
2110 Yorkshire Ct. W. #301
Indianapolis, IN 46229
317-897-4563 (home)

3553 Hopkins Dr.
Wilmington, DE 19808
302-994-3842 (home)

Marcia Alterman (91)
61 15 Castle Drive
Wichita, KS 67218
316-686-4011 (home)
David Koch (91)
2511 Giacier
Wichita, KS 67215
316-722-7556 (Itome)

Fred Battenfield (92
2500 Lee Road, No. 203
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-646-2663 (office)
305-644-8518 (home)

Gary Kufahl (92)
5719 Metcalf Court
Overland Park, KS 66202
816-531-2212 (office)
913-262-2796. (home)

DE Tern Looney (93)

FL

Laurence Dolvig (93)
R.R. 1 Box 258
Winchester, IL 62694
217-754-3713 (office)
217-546-9048 (home)

XS
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KY Bob Blanford (92)
5609 Bruns Drive
Louisville, KY 40216
502-447-4133 (home)

John Patterson (93)
4017 Lupino Court
Louisville, KY 40213
502-968-6720 (home)

LA Kevin Brooks (92)
2622 Lydia Avenue
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
504-343-9075 (home)
Sue Kennedy (90)
Rt. 2, Box 97
Opelousas, LA 70570
318-543-2326 (home)
Melinda Voorhies (93)
4901 Winnebago Street
Baton Rouge, LA 70805
504-929-5328 (office)
504-356-1971 (home)

MA Carole Buike (92)
17 Charlotte Lane
Randolph, MA 02168
617-335-4800 (office)
617-986-5206 (home)

Brenda Gelston (90)
14604 Woodbark Lane
Phoenix, MD 21131
301-472-4090 (office)
301-771-4860 (home)
Joe Sharp less (91)
8754 Oxwell Lane

Laurel, MD 20708
301-292-9606 (office)
301-470-3316 (home)
Nancy Sommer (93)
1705 East Joppa Road
Baltimore, MD 11234
301-668-9160 (office)

MI Fusako Hines (93)
28004 Hughes
Ail
St. Clair Shores, MI
313-778-0490 (home)
Herb Smith (93)
924 Farrell
Kalamazoo, MI 49007
616-387-5283 (office)
616-381-2270 (home)

MN Bob Stanek (93)
723 18th Ave. E.
Alexandria, MN 56308-3708
612-763-6521 (office)
612-763-3431 (home)

Joanne Smith (92)
MO Martin Prochko (90)
247 Matfield Street
1235 St. Patrice
W. Bridgewater, MA 02379
Florissant,
MO 63031
617-584-8633 (officc)
314-894 9360 (home)
617-586-4871 (home)
Mike Schooley (90)
1800 A Waterfront Dr. N
MD Marty Bosse (93)
Columbia, MO 65202
3107 Summit Ave.
314-449-6860 (office)
Baltimore, MD 21234
314-474-0275 (home)
301-882-5045 (home)
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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NC

Kathy Davis (90)
703 Powell Drive

Garner, NC 27529
919-737-2487 (office)
919-772-9773 (home)
Catherine Jones (92)
Route #1, Box 323 J
Chapel Hill, NC 27516
919-933-6189 (home)

Barbara Vaughn (91)
Route 4, Box 282-A
Canton, NC 28716
704-456-9494 (office)
704-648-1501 (home)
Clark Wright (91
614 Brent Road
Raleigh, NC 27606
919-733-4654 (office)
919-851-3555 (home)

NJ

Heinz Schaal (92)
37 Hadlar Drive
Lebanon, NJ 08833
201-685-5035 (office)

201-236-6626 (home)

NM Amer Chand (92)
409 Monte Alto Pl. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87123
505-298-2953 (home)

NY George Aber (92)
1366 Pinnacle Road
Henrietta, NY 14467
716-427-0540 (office)
716-3444004 (home)

Arlane Frederick (90)
23 Clifford Hts.
Amherst, NY 14226
716-875-3874 (office)
716-833-3319 (home)

Thomas Harrigan (92)
35-10 150th St. #5H
Flushing, NY 11345

212-39-0362 (office)
718-358-1437 (home)
OH Rick Laskey (92)
900 Brush Row Road
Xenia, OH 45385
513-376-2911 (office)
513-372-8878 (home)

Donna Newberry (93)
1910 Lower Bloomfield Rd.
New Concord, OH 43762
614-826-8320 (office)
614-826-4661 (home)
Glen Purdy (90)
1201 Melrose
Lima, OH 45801
419-225-3421 (home)
Patricia Salvatore (93)
9905 Whitewood Road
Brecksvilles, OH 44141
216 526-1295 (home)

OR Chris Clemens (93)
1616 Goldcrest Ave. NI.
Salem, OR 97304
503-399-3252 (office)
503-585-7491 (home)
Ann Fruechte (92)
12300 SW Douglas
Portland, OR 97225
503-526-9307 (home)

.1 t7,..t.,
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PA Ed Maher (93)

VA

20 Woodhill Road
Newton Square, PA 19073
215-353-0728 (home)
Tom Sherry (93)
321 West Union St.
West Chester, PA 19382
215-692-3250 (home)

TN Charlie Roth (92)
277 Monte lo

Memphis, TN 38119

Peter Premo (90)
7836 Flamingo Dr.
Alexandria, VA 22306-2903
703-360-8286 (home)

TX Patti Barrett (92)
Route 1-2084 Skyview
Maxwell, TX 78656
512-245-2561 (office)
512-357-6304 (home)
Michael Blalock (92)
5001 Duval
Austin, TX 78751
512-463-7807 (office)
512-459-1580 (home)
Linda Fletcher (92)
903 Conrad Street
Austin, TX 78758
512-836-8115 (home)
James Lipman (90)
308 W. 37th Street
Austin, TX 78705
5 1 2-45 1- 1 869 (home)

Jeannine McMahon (92)
1100 Sanders

Gladewater, TX ;3647
214-845-2530 (home)
Larry Peterson (92)
13705 Littlecrest Dr.
Farmers Blanch, TX 75234
214-770-7607 (office)
214-620-7260 (home)
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE

Thomas Blue (92)
1018 Wasena Avenue, SW
Roanoke, VA 24015
703-982-4645 (office)
703-345-2594 (home)
Charles Gupton (92)
1725 Gate City Highway
Bristol, VA 24201
703-466-8171 (office)
703-466-3971 (home)

WA

Walt Gogan (93)
9808 Canyon Road
Puyallup, WA 98373
206-535-0814 (home)
Lynn Heesen (92)
6462 NE 153rd Street
Bothell, WA 98011
509-488-2287 (home)
Al Rogers (92)
2902 Bonnie Doon Ave.
Yakima, WA 98902
509-575-2392 (office)
509-457-5965 (home)

Terri Wood (93)
4527 East B St.
Tacoma, WA 98404
206-475-7351 (home)
Barbara Yamauchi (91)
P.O. Box 6006
Bellevue, WA 98008
206-543-6577 (office)
206-641-3273 (home)

1 75
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NAGWS Affiliated
Boards of Officials
The Affiliated Boards of Officials tABO A is one of the structures of
the National Assouation for Girls and Women in Sports (NAGWS).
The following official statement of goals was approved by he APO
Exes..utive Council t Fall. 1977A in an effort to clarify the future directions
of ABO:

I. To improve the quality -if officiating for girls* and women's sports
contests. regardless of the level of skill, maturity of players. or the
rules governing the contest.

2. To increase the number of competent women officials. not to the
exclusion of men, but as needed affirmative action.

3. Tv promote the involvement of women in the Emserning bodies of
other sport officiating groups.
The purpose of the ABO is to promote quality officiatint, for girls* and
women's sports programs by:
(1) Developing officiating techniques
(2) Pro Aiding materials for training and rating officials

(3) Disseminating information about officiating
(4) Promoting the use of ABO-rated officials
(5 Developing standards of conduct for oifkktL ornpa Ole with
the philosophy of the NAGWS
io A Providing the organizational and administrative structure of the
coordination of Affiliated Boards
,7, Promotion standards with respect to fees. ratings, and uniforms.
Ov er 100 Boards of Officials throughout the United States al, affiliated
vvith NAG WS, ABO. These boards provide opportunities for interested
individuals to learn about officiating or judging m various sports. The
ABO disseminates information on propu techniques aid mechanics. and
sets standards for evaluation based sin those teehniques. The ABO also
prov ides theoretical testing thatettals dud sets standards used to evaluatc.

officiak on their knowledge.
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7 atement of Philosophy of the
Affiliated Boards of Officials
The Role of the Official In the Competitive SLuation
Educational values should be of primary concern to all who have
leadership roles in a competitis e program. As one of those fulfilling
leadership roles, the official must be concerned with promoting Mos::
values and with the welfare of the participant. The unique contribution
of the official is assuring equal opportunity and fair play for all. The
official essentially acts as an arbitrator, providing judgments ihat are

within the spiri t. and intent of the rules. Decisions are based on objective
evidence. fre: from bias and from the emotion that often prevades the
competitive environment

An official enters the competitive situation with a thorough unde:standqig of the letter, as ucll as the intent of the rules, the strategy
and skills of the sport to be played, and correct execution of officiating
techniques to view the contest accurately. The official maintains a friendly

yet reserved attitude toward all throughout the sport experience. The
official is flexible, cperating within officiating standards appropriate
to
the age of the performers, the level of skill, and the facilities available.
Biases by players. spectators and coaches will be evaluated with an
understanding not only of the multiplicity of ways in which individuals
may react to a competitive experience but also of the behavior appropriate

to such an educational exparience. Duties will be performed fairly,
efficiently, and without drawing undue attention to the official In order
to stre gthen the official's effectiv
eness. personal evaluation of
performance wili be made and solicitation of construc, se criticism from
coaches, players. and administrators will be sought. Though receiving
a fee the ultimate reward to the official will be that of having rendered
J saluahk service ti girls and
women who has e found personal meaning
in expressing themselves through the medium of sport

NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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Affiliated Boards of Officials
Honor Award
Th Affiliateu Board. of Officials encourage NAGWS members to
consider nominating candiv'ate for the ABG Hon.ir Award. Cntena
for the award ve as follows:
I. Candidates shall be . least 30 years of age unit shall hase worked
in promoting officiating through the ABO for at least ten years.
2 Candidates shall be persons of high moral charactei and personal
integrity who by their leadership and efforts have *Lade ar outstanding
and not...worthy contribution to the advancement
aild women's
sports through officiating.
3. To indic...te leadership of Ir. :ntonous contnbution. the candidates
should present evidence of successful expenence in any six or more
categories ot service from the following:
Ca Ivry /: Offices. Leadership

1. Member of the Executise Council of the Affiliated Boards of
2

Officials.
Outstanding service

the state I..el in promoting the work of

A130.

Category 2: Committee Work
3 Chairperson of a committee of the ABO. scch as a spurt officiating
commiace.

4 Committee wcrk user a period of three years or more with local.
stee. district or the national organization vs:thin the structure of
ABO.

Categoty 3. Writh,g-Research
5 Author or co author of one or more books in areas dealing with
officiating of girls or women's sports,
ts Author of fisr or more articles concerning officiating of girls' or
women's sports which have been published in periodicals of national
scope

7 Producer or director of a music or other sisual aid to be used
in the teaching of officiating.

Category 4: Speaking and Teaching
8 Significant addresses for educational groups. consentions. rad
and telesision audiences about ofti.iating of girls' and women's
sports.

9 Presentations of clinics and workshops concerning officiating of
t:irls' and women's sports.

10 Teaching and training of offic:als
180
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Catagory 5: Officiating and Rating
I 1. Holding a national ABO rating.

12 Being an official at a regional or rutional girls or women's

tcurnament.
13 Rating of officials for a period of five o- more years.
Category 6: Public Relations
14 Promoting the use cf ABO officials as an administrator of a school
or recreation group or as a committee member of a city or league.
15 Serving on the governing body of sports oil.ciating groups other
than ABO and contributing liaison efforts and,or the promotion
of the involvement of women in the decisiun making process of
other sport groups.

16 An outstanding original contribution to the developmer of
officiating of girls' and women's spurts nut included in the anove.

Sind recommendations to.
ABO Honor Award

NAGWS Program Administrator
1900 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22041

Iy
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Standards for Officials' Ratings
in Volleyball
There are six ratings fur offluals. 11%e of whieh qualify the holder
tu officiate spurts contests. Each is designed to meet the needs of various

sports esents and to stimulate interest of indhiduals who desire to
officiate.

The Intramural rating qualities :he holder tu offielate contests in the
school in which the holder is enrolled or contests of eomparable
The Apprentue ranng qualifies the holder to offloate contests hieh
a.ay k .ftleyvately controlled by .1 ,ompetent. but mexpeneneed offlual.
The 1.4m_al ranng signifies that the holder is qualified to oftleiate
.nterschulastie and intereolkgiate contests requinng a competent and
experienced official
The State rating signifies that the holder is eapable of offluating any
contet within the state or region where the rating is awarded.
The Honorary Natrona rating allows an indi%idual who is no longer

actisely officiating at the national loci to iemain <tune in their 1,al
board area for the purposes of training and rating.
The Natunul rating .mgnifies that the holder is capabk uf uffivating
any contest any where in the United States. This rating Is for the most
tugnly skilled official.

All ABO oftleials are required to take the theoretieal examination
yearN Specific requirements for all ratings are outlined below.

Intramural Official

I. Minimum standardsset by Affiliated Board
2. Duration rating expires yearly on June I.

3 Renewalcurrent
a Written examination must be token pnur to eaeh eollegiate
seasonminimum score set by board
b. Practical examination must be taken within each two year
pcnodminimum score set by board
4 This rating is nontransferable to other boards
Apprentice Official
I

Minimum standards c.v. be set by the affiliated boards, or th,:se
standards may be followed:

a Theoretical examination'
r
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national examination. minimum 60.
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b Practical examination' minimum 75, minimum number of raters.
at least one rater with a local rating or above.

2. Durationrating expires yearly on June I.

3. Renewalcurrent

a Written :xamination must be taken prior to eai.11 collegiate seasonminimum score set by board.
Practkal examination must be taken within eaui iwo year penodminimum score set by board.
4. This rating is nontransferable to other boards.
Local Official
I. Minimum standards

a Theoretical examination national examination, minimum 76.
Practical examination' r.unimum 80, minimum number of raters.
two raters, one rater must haxe a local rating or above, or alternate
methods as descrited in the ABO Volleyball Handbook.
2, Durationrating expires yearly on June I.
3. This rating is transferable ,o other Boards,
State Official
I
Minimum standards

a Theoretical exammation' national examination, minimum 82.
Practical examina on' minimum 85, minimum number of raters,
three raters, one rater must Lave a state rating, others must be
local or aboxe, or alternate methods as desarbed in the ABO
Volleyball Handbook,

Durationrating expires yearly on June I
3 Renew al
W:-..tten examination
season,

must be taken pnor to each collegiate

h Practical examination must be taken withii. eaLh two year penod.
4 This rating is transferable to other Boards.
Honorary National Official
I. Minimum standards
lield an NAGWS National Volleyball Rating for two four-year
terms.

'Form A and Form 13 of the ABO Theoretik.al Examimnions must be administered
as closed book examinations
Any rating team may inlude m more than one Honorary National See Alternate
Practical Rating Procedures and Methods for PratiLal Renewal in this section
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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b. Affiliate with a local 4.B0 board.

2. Durationlifetime.
3. This rating is transferable to other board3.

To obtain um rating. the applii..ant must send a letter to the NRT
Coordinator. and the ktter must be signed by both .he applie,ant and
the local board chair.
National Official
Note. National Ratings for Volleyball an only be awarded by ABO
National Rating Teams.
I. Minimum standards
a. Theureth..al examination national examination. minimum
b. Pramal examination- minimum 88. minimum number of raters.
three raters all with national ratings.

2. Durationrating expires or. Deeember 31st four years after the year
in which the rating is awarded.
3. Renewal
4. Written examination must be taken prior to eah

ollegiate

sez.s011-

h. Practical examination

ili Rated by NRT
(2) Alternate method of renewing a National Rating p. 188)
4 This rating is transferable to other Boards.
An offival must apply to attend a national rating session. The following
crneria must be met for an offichl to apply:

a. Must have offivated with a urrent State rating for 2 yeitrs. or
have offivated with a ...urrent National rating. or hold an Honorary
National rating.
b Must have passed the written test ...wring 88 or abov c. administered
and venfied by the local officiating board chair.

Must have offivated at a national, state, regional, or qualifying
tournament in at least 1 of the 2 previous years. OR must have
obtained signatures of three A3) driferent individuals who serve in
any of the following capacitie:
41, college or university Women's coach (2 maximum)
2, volleyball National Rating Team member I maximum)
( 3 ) certifying Board Chair

A.4) NAGWS National offieial with National Tournament
officiating experience

-rdinator or tournament direi..tor of a natimal,
state. regior..... or qualifying women's volleyball tournament

,5, offivating

41 maximum)
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A national ,c,:leyball rating expires on Dek.embei 31st four years after
the yeat id which the rating is awarded. This rating Ls transferable to
other boards.
Instructions and application forms follow.

Line Judges
I. Minimum standards
a. Attend a certificatiou clinic

b. Written examminimula score 80
c. Practical examrecommended but not required
2. Durationto be determined ky local boards
Scorer
I. Minimum standards
a. Attend a certification clinic

b. Written examminimum score 9,
c. Practical exam-2 passing ratings
2. Duration-4 years
3. RecertificationPass a wntten exam inery 2 years
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Instructions for Securing
a National Rating in Volleyball
Following are the forms ne.essary for making applixation to be rated
by the NAGWS Volleyball National Rating Team in order to obtain
an NAGWS. ABO National olleybal; Rating. The proxedures for making
application are as follows:
I.

Telephone NRT Coordinator to determine spaxe availability at the
desired NRT site.
Applixant should till out the applkation form ..ompletely, and then
obtain the appropriate signature as verification of SECTIONS A
and B. %Note. This signature is a venikation, not a recommendation.;

3.

It should be noted that the NAGWS ABO National Theoretical
Ltammativn must be the one fur the season ii whidi the practical
examination will be given. The applicaht most receive at least an
88 on thb theoretixal examination and a photoxopy of the results
the answer sheet, must reaxli the NRT Coordinator no iater than
two (2) weeks prior to the date of the rating session.

4

lithe applixant xhooses SECTION B, Part 3. as the method of
eligibilit:f from that sextion. the !Agnatures must be obtained on the
NAGW& ABO National Rating Applixant Rexommendation Form
from three (3) different individuals.

5.

Thx applixation and reeummendation forms skuld be submitted
with the S50.00 pre iegistration fee to the NRT Coorlinator so
that it IN postmarked no later than three 43) weeks prioi to the rating.
Submit to:

Karen Gee. NRT Coordinator
1515 Vine Street
Belmont. CA c,4002
(415) 591-8448
b.

In the event there are more applixations for a partkula rating site
than xan be handled, preferenxe will be given in the following order.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS & WOMEN IN SPORT

First, individuals who have officiated in regional or national
tournam. ,ts in at least one of the past two years.
Second, individuals who have officiated in state or qualify:ng
tournaments in at least one of the past two years.

Third, individuals who have been recommended by three
(3) different individuals as defined on the NAGWS/ABO
Recommendation Form.
Fourth, individuals who hav e attended two LonseLunve rating

sites immediately prior to the current season and who did
not pass at either rating site.

Once an individual has been aLLepted a an applkant, the $50.00

pre registration fee will be refunded only if the rating session is
cancelled or is filled and the applkant is Lnable to attend any of
the other available sessions.

The applicant is responsible for all expenses irkurred while attendir

the rating session. During those Lontests on which the applir .
is being rated by the NRT, st e;he will receive no payment. The
applicant will be paid .ts any other offkial for other tournament
matches which she/he ohiciau s.
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Alternate Method of Renewing a
National Rating:
A National rating expires on December 31st four k4) years after the
year in which the rating lb awarded. Eight points must be accuniulated
dunng this time to renew by points Fur the purposes of the alternate
method of renewal. a year lb &fined as the calendai year from January
1st th7ough December 3 1st.

Point Accumulation:

Points for rating or training maximum of 4 points in 4 years.
1

1

point for actively rating for NAGWS NRT
point for conducting a clinic for NTT

Points for Officiating.
1

point for officiating semi fir.als and, or finals

a women's college

conference championship.
1

point for officiating the Women's InNitationa1 Volleyball
Championship.

1

point for officiating women's NJCAA. NAIA. NCAA preliminary
rounds and/or regionals.

I

1
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point for officiatiri, :he semifinals and, or finals of the Ir.:flowing
NAIA.
women's national championships. any division of NCA
or NJCAA.
point for officiating the finals of any div,,,on at the United States
Open Championship Tournaments or at thc United States Junior
Olympic Championships.
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Application for NAGWS/ABO
Volleyball Rating
NAMF
ADDRESS
Street
City

State

Zip

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

PHONE: Work (
Home (

I. LOCAL NAGWS ABO BOARD WITH WHICH YOU ARE
AFFILIATED:
Board Name

Board of Volleyball Chair
Address
City

Street

II.

I

State

Zin

hav . met the follow ,ag requirements tu become an applkant fv.
NAGWS. ABO National Volleyba;IRating kcheck only those which

Note. In ordel ,o qualify as an applicant, you must
be abk to 4. het.k at least one qualifkation from Section A and one
pIy to you

qualification from Section B.
SECTION A. During the 1988 and 1989 %.olleyball season I officiated
with:

A current NAGWS State Rating, or

A current NAGWS National Rating, or
An NAGWS Honorary National Rating.
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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SECTION B:

Have officiated in a Regional or National

women's

intercollegiate volleyball championship in at least one of the

past two years, OR

Have officiated in a State or Qualifying
intercollegiate

women's

volleyball tournament in at least one of the

past two years, OR

Have been recommended by three (3) different individuals
as defined on the NAGWS. ABO National Volleyball Rating

Applicant Recommendation Form. (Attach forms to
application.)

VERIFICATION. The above information must be venfied by one of
the following. board .... volleyball chairpersun, member uf the National
Rating Team, other urrent National NAGWS official. YOU MA Y NOT
VER/FY TH/S SECT/ON YOURSELF!
I hererby verify that the abo-,e information is correct.
Tule
III.
IV.

Date

I am applying for the rating session at:

understand that a check for moo must

I

accompan), this

application for me te be considered.**

PLEASE RETURN THE COMPLETED APPLIC AvTION AND A
CHECK FOR S50.00 TO:
Karen Gee
1515 Vine Street
Belmont. CA. 94002
(H) 415-591-8448

(0) 415-545-3150
**If you are not act.epted as a candidate at one of the rating sites,
your application fee will be refunded.

I understand that a photut.upy ut my answer sheet fur the current
NAGWS. ABO Volleyball Theuretii-al Examination MUST reach the
NRT Coordinator nu later than two weeks prior lu the date uf thc rating
session or my application will be void.
Sigr.ature of Applicant
190
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Date
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NAGWS/ABO NATIONAL VOLLEYBAU OFFICIALS
ADVANCED OPPORTUNITIES APPLICATION

This form is used to apply for. (I) a position on the NAGWSIABO

NIttlonal Rating or Training Teams, (2) post-season officiating
assignments, or (3) attendance to the USVBA National Championships
as an NAGWS:ABO National Referee candidate. Please provide all of
the information on side one, and 4.arefully follow the instructions in
completing side two.
1\11111P

Addrocc

Work Phone

Home Phone

I ocal Board tsftiliation
I rical Board Chair
Addro,
Work Phone

Home Phone
How many years has e jou held a National Volleyball Rating?
When does your i.urrent National Volleyball Rating expir

Please cheek the position(s) that you are applying for.

LINanonal Ranng Team member Please complete Section A)
ElNational Trammg Team member (Please complete' Section B)

Candle lac> to the USVRA National Open Championships (Please
complete Section 0

0 Post seas( n assignment to NAM National Championship, AJCAA
National Championship, or Witt tournament (Please complete
Sectan
PLEASE ATTACH A COPY OF YOUR
CURRENT OFFICIATING SCHEDULE
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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SECTION A - NATIONAL TRAINING TEAM
What officiating clinics have you participated in within the past 5

yearg
a. As a participrnt'
b. As a clinician"'

Please provide the name, address and phone number(s) of an
individual who can venfy your qualijkations as a clinician'trainer
Please subrur a bnef essay .stating tvhat you feel your contribution
would be to the NTT.

ISECTION B - NATIONAL RATING TEAM
Whai experience have you had in evaluating officiati Kithin the past
5 years?

Please provide the name, address, and phone number(s) of an
mdn dual who can verify your qualifications as a rater'evaluator

1-

SECT :: A C - USVBA NATIONAL REFEREE CANDIDATE
LIst previous USVBA officiating experience, if any

Please provide the name, address, and phone number(s) of two
offkuuing references other than our board chair (e.g., National
Officia4 coach, assigner etc ).

192
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SECTION U - ASSIGNMENT TO POST-SEASON PLAY
Lea any post season offieuiring expenence for the past 5 years.

Please provide rhe name. address, and phone number(s) of Nu
utile:wing referenecs other rium your board chair (e.g., NAGWS
National Officia4 cor...giate coach, assigner, etc.):

1
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National Volleyball Rating

Applicant Recommendation Form
This is to certify that I have observed:

(appiamnes name)

as an NAGA S ABO volleyball offival and tet.ornmend this offival to
be i.onsideted by the NAGA S, ABO National Rating Team as an appli
cant for the National Volleyball Rating.

Position (check one)

College or universit, *omen s Nolleyball coach (I)

ABO Volleyball National Rating Team member (2)
Certifying board chair (3)

NAGWS National official syLtt National Tournament
officiating experience (4)

Officiating coordinator or tournament director of a
State. Regional. or qualifying %omen s solleyball tournament (5)

(Signature)

Dale)

I ) INtatamum

:I 1,1ammum oi I
V. .umumot 1
13

1,1ammurn ot 1

Nloamum

!
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How To Become A Rated Official
I. Study the roles, techniques of officiating, and study questions.

Z. Attend interpretations meetings aad officiating cl;nics or training
courses conducted in your vicinity.
3. Practice often. To some, officiating t.umes easily, to others it comes
only as the result of hard work and ..oncentration. Welcome criticism
and work hard to improve.

4. Find out from the chair of the newest affiliated board when
examinations for ratings are to be held.

5. Take your rating remembering that it is the aim of the Aftillated
Boards of Officia:s to maintain high standards fGr officials.

Methods for Practical Examinations
A. New Candidates
I. New NAGWS, ABO candidates ,inexpenenced or uaregisteredi
can qualify for an apprentice rating by meeting one of the following

criteiia:
a. attend a series of structured clinics set up by the Board, the
number to be specified by the Board, or
b. secare a passing grade aad the recommendation of the instructor

in an officiating t.ourse at the colbge level (the course must
be approved by the Board), or

attend officiating courses offered by another organization.
Candidates must secure a recommendation from said course
and such a course must be approved by the Board. Courses
offered by recreation departments or adult education would
be acceptable.

New apprentices shall wu:k with more expenenced officials for
a number of contests, as designated by the affiliated board.

2. New NAGWS. ABO candidates (those who are experienced
officials ant' Jr registered with other officiating organizatunsi 1. an

be awarde. a rating after completing the following requirents.

a. receiving the appropriate score on the NAGWSIABO
Theoretical Examination (Form A or Form B); and,
b. demuastrating ability to use ABO offic.ating techniques. The

local Affiliated Board shall specify the nature of the
demonstration but shall recognize the official's experience.

R. Methods for Practical Renewal
I

An official ma,, renew or upgrade a rating by officiating c der
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observation of the examining committee. See this section for
number of raters required.

2. Alternative Method fer Renew ing at the same letel. Exception.

basketball and volleyball nationals, gymnastics officials, and
synchronized swimming officials

a. officiate a minimum of 3 intercollegiate, interscholastic, or
interagency contests during which a minimum of 5 different
evaluators are involved. Evaluators may be sought from coaches
of the teams Inv ohed and. ABO officials watching the contest.

(The NAGWS, ABO official must have a ra.ing comparable
to ilia being sought by the renewal candidate.) Prior to the
contest, the candidate shall ask the coaches aneor officials
to respond t the evaluation postcard addressed to the
appropnate sports chair, indicating the quality of officiating.
After the contest, the person responding should fill out the
postcard, indicating an opinion as to the competency of the
official and mail it to the appropriate sports ehair. If an average
of 4 is scored by the officIal as indicated from the 5 reSpOnseS,

natiOnal rating is automatic, providing that a minimum of
8 had been si.ored on the theoretn_al examination. If an average
.4 3.5 is si_ored by the official as indkated from the 5 responses,

a state rating :s automatic, providing that a minimum of 82
had been scored on the written examination.

b, officiate a designated numbet of .ontests, such tube designated
by the board.
If wntten complaints are received about an official renewing as
in a, or b. above, a more formal method should be used.

Patch and Uniform
All NAGWS, ABO officials arc required to weal an official ABO patch
which can be purchased, only by board ..hairs, from the National Offke.

Patches are sport and rating specific, i.e., legional, Synchronized
Swimming.

The follow ing uniform is require1 of all ABO officials receiving fees
f.ir their services:

ShinFur 1990-91 eithei tf.e, navy blue dnd white shirt With alternatins
stripes ot the new NAGW:v. ABO official white volleyball u..iform shirt.
Note. Beginning w.th the 1991 92 women's collegiate volleyball season,
the offival mandatory snarl will be the new NAWGS, ABO offici.': white
volleyball uniform shim
198
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SweaterWhite v-neck pullover for volleyball
SlacksNavy blue (Shortsnavy blu: Tournaments only when high
temperatures exist)

SkaesAll white leather
SocksWhite
BeltNavy blue
Other eqwpmentlanyard whistle, penalty cards 0.oncealed from viev;),
timing device with se..ond-hand. A ball gauge, net measuring device,
and rule book are recommmended.
Acne Local Boards are encouraged to adopt uniform regulations for

each contest such that each official is easily identifiable. For safety
reasons, both officials should be attired the same.

For a list uf approved manufacturers and distributors, contact the
NAGWS National Office.

Official Uniform for National Officials Rated by

the Volleyball NRrs
olleybulL Candidates will be requ.red to wear the new NAGWS:ABO
official white voileyball uniform shirt, approved by NAGWS:ABO, navy
blue dress slacks (skirts or culottes are not acceptable, completely white
socks; all white leather and clean shoes; no jacket.
,Vire. For conference or regional and national championships a specific
uniform may be designated by the sponsoring organization.
Recommended Fees

Local boards should establish fees that reflect the level of rating of
the offkial as well as the type and level of competition within their
Boards are encouraged to establish fees in ..onjunction with local
govermng groups. The fcc sdieduk should reflect differential pay based
upon rating levels.

It is strongly recommended that fee schedules nut differ from that
of offkials of boys spurts. given substantially similar type and level
of competition as girls' sports.

Registration of Officials

Most states require those who officiate either boys' or girls'
interscholastic contests to be registered with the State High School
Athletic Association or other administrative body. All NAGWS!ABO
officials who off-wale high school or junior high school games arc urged
to cooperate fully with th 'ir state regulatory hotly.
NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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Amateur Standing of Officials

An official who wishes tu m.intain amateur status as a participant
in a sport must be aware of the rulingvs, on amateur status established
by various governing bodies for that sport.
Amateur status is defined by lug!, school and college governing bodies
as well as by national spvrt governinb bodies that hold the franchise
from international sport governing groups.
The offic;a1 who wishes to maintain amateur status as a participant
lb responsible fur investigating the specific eguiations of each governing
body with jurisdiction over such eligibility.
National Governing Bodies
Basketball Write the Amateur Basketball ,i.ssociatiun of the United
States of Amenv.a. 1750 E. Boulder St., Colt:Ira& Springs, CO 80909.

Competitive Diving Write U.S. Diving Inc.. Pan American Plaza.
Suite 430. 201 South Capitol Avenue. Indianapolis, IN 46225.
Competitive Swimming
Write U.S. Swimming. 1750 E. Boulder St..
Colorado Springs. CO 80909.
Gymnastics Write the United States Gymnastics Federation. Pan
American Plaza. Suite 300. 201 Scuth Capitol Avenue. Indianapolis.
IN 46225.
Soccer Wnte thc United States Soccer Federation. 1750 East Boulder
Street. Colorado Springs. CO 80909.

Softball (Fast Pitch and Slow Pitch i Write Amateur Softball
Association. 2801 N.E. 50th. St.. RR #4. Box 385. Oklahoma City.
OK 73111,
Synchronized Swimming

Write U.S. Synchronized Swimming Inc..

Pan American Plaza. Suite 510. 201 South Capitol Avenue.
Indianapolis. IN 46225.

Track and Field Write the Athletic Congress, USA. P.O. Box 120,
Indianapolis, IN 46206
Volleyball Wnte the United States Volleyball Assoi iation. 1750 E
Boulder St.. Colorado Springs. CO 80909,
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Information for Affiliated Boards
How to Establish a Board of Officials
1. Establish the need for an affiliated board by contacting individuals

in the area who have current ratings or who are interested
standardizing and raising the level of officiating.

2 Write to NAGWS, ABO Program Administrator, c, o NAGWS,
AAHPERD. 1900 Association Drive, Reston, VA 22091, for a
sample copy of an authorized uJnstitution for officials boards and
application for becoming an affiliated board.
.7. At a designated meeting of interested individua6 present plans for
forming a board.
A. Choose a name Po hiLh will permit expansion uf function as need
may arise: do not limit title to one sport.
b. from the group. elect a chair. chair -elect, secretary, and treasurer.

- form an examining ..ornmittee in which you would like to give
ratings. If any member has been rated elsewhere. such expenence

should be helpful. such a rating is not necessary, however. It
is suggested that members of the examining committee be

examined and obtain ratings from other affiliated boards
whenever possible.
J. make plans for drawing up a uonstuution according to the sample

copy received from the NAGWS. ABO Program Administrator
of the NAGWS Affiliated Boards of Officials. Plan to devote
airrie time to the study of the rules and to practice officiating.
If possible. secure the assistance of some rated official in each
sport for which the Board anticipates gix 'ng ratings.

4. Send the completed application form, two copies of the local
constitution, and a died,. for $25 affiliation fee (made payable
to the NAGWS Affiliated Boards of Officia:s) to tit NAGWS
National Office. Indicate the sports in which you wisn to grant
rat:..gs by listing the names and qualifications of 3 Interested
individuals. Approval of the application will come from the ABO
NA Chair who will request that examination packets be 'ent to
y our Affiliated Board Chair for all spons in which your Board
authorized to go, ratings. The process of accepting an application

for atfilia ion of a new Board and of requesting that die proper
examination packets be sent ordinarily takes several weeks.
Prospective Boards, therefore, should file for affiliation at least
2 months before they wish to hold rating sessions.
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5. Administer Form A of the National Theuretka1 Examination. Form

B of the National Theoretkal Examination may be administered
to those who did not pass Form A.

6. Conduct practice. sessions in rating oftkials. All persons on the
examining Lummittee who have nut previously rated offkials should

attend these praLtke sessions prior to ..ctualiy rating. Secure the
assistance of a rated official in these practice sessions if at all
possible.

the written
7. Give praLtkal examinations to individuals who
examination. (Note minimum number of raters required to give
various ratings in this section.)

8. Order appropria.e ratog cards and patches from the NAGWS
National sake tor distribution tu those who pass the theoretkal
and practical examination.
9. Send lists uf approved offiLials to sLhools and other organizations
in the area. This notke should indkate the reLommended fees for
offivating aid should give the name, address, rat:ng, and telephone
number of each official.

10. Keep accurate lists of all persons receiving ratings. Submit an
NAGWS report fur eaLh sport in v, hich your Board is authorized

to give ratings to the NAGWS National Office An appropriate
NAGWS form is inLluded in eaLh examination packet. Due date
fur sebmitting all forms. June I, exLeption. Gy mnastks due January

1. Send completed exam answer sheets to thz NAGWS National
Office, which conducts a yearly item analysis.

Adding SportsExpansion of Service
Shoukl a Board wish to add ratings on other sports, the Chair of
the Board should write the ABO Past Chair L. o NAGWS National Office.
The Board should indkate the. names of a minimum of 3 persons qualified

to aLt as examiners in that sport foi the next 2 years. Oualifications
and experienLe in the six rt ,hould be listed fur eaLh potential examiner.
Should your Board qualify, yuu will be notified by the ABO Past Chair
and will reLeive a packet for administering examinations.

Maintaining Affiliated Status
To maintain affiliated status in eaLli spurt in whiLlt It gives ratings,
a Board must:
I. Pay dues eaLh year to the NAGWS Nut:Antal Offas, kNotifiLation will
be sent each spring.)
202
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2 Submit a yearly NAGWS computer report to the NAGWS National
Of Fce regarding the current status of r. ted officials. (Reports for
each sport must be submitted by June 1, with the exception of
Gymnastics, which is due by January 1. Appropriate forms are included
in examination packets.)
?Vote. Examination packets are mailed y,..a(lv to quahfied boards on.

July t Volleyball
August 1Basketball
January 1Gymnastics
January 15Fast Pitch & Slow Pitch Softball
If you do not receive your packet(s) within two weeks of the above
dates, contact the National Office, 1900 Association Dr., Reston, VA
22091 (703) 476-3452.
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Volleyball National Training Team
The Volleyball National Training Team kNTT) of the Affiliated Boards
of Offkials offers five professional training programs tailored for high
school and college officials.

As a Host Site Coordinator, you ha,e the distinct oppertuity of
Providing offiLials of your board or ,onferent.e with cxpe.:. training by
nationally ,ertified volleyball offmials. PartiLipants will gain invaluable
information on the latest rules, meLhanms, and interpretations, as well
as learn the most effe,:tive methods of match control.
The Volkyball National Training Teen Programs offer a variety of
ways to t. am and update all uffivals knt.vh..e and expermixed) fur quality
officiating in high school and collegiate volleyball.
Be a part of nationwide quality oefkiating. Plan a program in your
region today!

National Training Team Members
Marcia Alterman - Kansas
Patti Barrett - Texas
Michael Blalock - Texas
Ann Casey - California
Kathy Davis - North Carolina
Linda Fletcher - Texas
Arlane Frederick - New York
Ann Fruechte - Oregon
Fish Gupton - Virginia
Sue Lemaire - California
Joan Powell - Colorado
Patty Salvatore - Ohio
Mike Schooley - Missouri
Nancy Sommers - Maryland

Training Opportunities
Program #1

Rules Interpretation Clinic
Length: 3 hours
Suggested Cost Per Participant: $25 ABO Member
$35 Non-Member
Requirements. Room with tables, chairs and chalkboard.
204
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Program #2
#1 + an On-Court Demonstration
Length: 4-6 hours
Suggested Cost Per Participant: $32 ABO Member
$42 Non-Member
Requirements. #1 + tw u teams in numbered jerseys, court, official's stand.

Program #3
#1 + #2 + Video Evaluation of Officials
Length: 8-12 hours
Suggested Cost Per Participant: $40 ABO Member
$$50 Non-Member
Requirements. #1 #2 + VCR camera, monitor, blank tapes, playback
unit.
Program #4
Intensive Training Program (Camp Format)
#1 + #2 , #3 + In-Depth Evaluation, Coaching & Strategy Updates,
format to meet your needs.
Length: 2-3 days
Suggested Cost Per Participant. Varies according to forma,.
Requirements. #1 + ;:'2 + #3 + local support staff for dealing with logistics,
registration, and rating officialc. and keynote speaker of desired).
Program #5
On-Site Tournament Evaluation

Evaluation jf mechanics, techniques, and style of officials during
tour., ment play. Suggested for NAGWS Local and State rated officials
only.
Length: 8-12 hours
Suggested Cost Per Participant: $40
Requirements. Organized play and Imal staff fut diL.iling with lugistit,s
such as registration, assigning, and evaluating.
Suggested cost based on 30 participants.

To sponsor a workshop in your area
Contact:
Ann L. Fruechte, NTT Chair
12300 S.W. Douglas
Portland, OR 97225

For an immediate reservation, call:
501526-9307 (Horne)
503-687-5333 (Work)
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National Coaches Council
The purpose of the National Coaches Council (NCC), a division of the
National Association for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS), is three
fold:
to provide professional educational development for coaches
of girls and women in sport.
k2) to recruit, develop, and pramote women for coaching positions
for girls' and women's sport.
t 1)

t.3)

to serve as an adv ocate for the enhancement of quality coaching

for girls and women in sport.

The NCC stnves to accomphsh these goals by conducting clinics and
workshops at the state, regional, and national levels, as well as through
newsletters, speaker bureaus, leadership grants, resezrch, and pub
lications.

Membership in the NCC is open to eny coach or individual interested
in the coaching of girls and womer in sport. NAGWS members may
join the NCC at no additional fee by checking coaching as an interest

area on their membership service form. Non AAHPERD and non
N AGWS members may join the NCC at a rate of $20.00 per year.
NCC member have the option of joining any two of fourteen sport
academies within the NCC at no additional fee.

NCC Sport Academies
Badminton
Bowling
Field hockey
Soccer

Swimming/diving
Team handball
Track & field

Direct any questions to:
Virginia Overdorf, Ed. D.
NC C Chair
William Patterson College
300 Pompton Rd.
Wayne, NJ 07470

Basketball
Fencing
Gymnastics
Softball
Synchronized swimming
Tennis

Volleyball

Penny Blakeman

OR NAGWS Program Administrator
1900 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091
703-416-3452

201-595-2362
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Coaches Academies of the National Coaches Council
National As:ciation for Girls & Women in Sport: AAHPERD
1900 Association Dr., Reston, VA 1.2091
NAME
last

first

initial

FOR OFFICE USE:
ADDRESS

DT:

street

AMT.

_

CK:
state

city

zip

AAHPERD MEMBERS. Membership number as it appears on your journal label.
Teaching/Coaching level (please check).
College _Jr. College
Jr. High
Elementary
Other

Please het.i two k2.) spurt .u..thieinies you wish to Join.*

High School

Badmintor, c' Basketball c Bowling
c Fencing c Field Hot-key c Gymnastics
Soccer c Softball c Swimming/Diving
c Synchronized swimming c T:am Handball c Tennis c Track/Field c Volleyball
I am willing to serve on an Academy committee: 0
*AAHPERD members. No ost if wat..hing- interest atea is indmated on Membership
Service Form
Non-AAHPERD members $20.00
Please send AAHPERD membership information:
yes
no
.
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Championship Results

1989-90 Volleyball
Championship Teams
NJCAA National Volleyball Championship Results

1st Plate. Miami-Dade Community College, S. Campus, Miami. FL
2nd Plate. Barton County Community College, Great Bend, KS
3rd Place. Northwest Community College, Powell, WY
4th Place. Wharton County Junior College, Wharton. TX

NCAA National Volleyball Championship Results
Division I
I st Plate, California State University at Long Beath, Long Beach. CA
2nd Place, University of Nebraska at Lincoln, Lincoln, NE
3rd Plate. University of California at Los Angeles. Los Angeles. CA
University of Texas. Arlington. TX

Divis.on II

I st Plate. California State University at Bakersfield, Bakersfield, CA
2nd Plate, California State University at Sat ramento. Satramento. CA
ersity. Fargo. ND
3rd Place: North Dakota State Univ.
4th Place: Florida Southern College, Lakeland. FL
Division III
Washington University. St. Louis. MO
1st Place:
2nd Place: Ohio Northern University. Ada. OH
3rd Place: Juniata College. Huntingdon. PA
Menlo College. Menlo. CA
4th Place:

NAIA National Volleyball Championship Results
1st Place: Fresno Pacific College. Fresno, CA
2nd Place: Hawaii Pacific College, Honolulu. HI
3rd Place, Southwestern University. Georgetown. TX
4th Place: University of Hawaii at Hilo. Hilo. HI
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS & WOMEN IN SPORT

Miami-Dade Community College, South Campus, Miami, FL
1989 NJCAA Volleyball Champions

Sating:L. R. Christine Sullivan, Rhonda Boyd, Alev Tugu, Kym Noms.
Standing (L R. Melissa Gailey, Kristine Cousins, Jody Rogers. Lut.aana
Loureiro, Head Coat,h Cookie Stevens, Maysa Barreto, Isabel Canedo.
Alison Clarke. Arla Tillman.
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California State University at Long Beach, Long Beazh, CA
1989 NCAA National Chart fions - Division i
Seated on floor: Antoinnette White. Ross I. Sabrina Hernandez, Cheryl
Stephens. Debi Steele, Christine Romero. Row 2. Sheri Sanders, Merrilee
Conway. Krissee Sether. Ron 3. Theresa Dahlberg. Sherri Thormahlen.
Trisonya Thompson. Tara Cross, ViLki Puffins. Terri Smith. Alicia Mills

2iI1
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GIRLS & WOMEN IN SPORT

California State University at Bakersfield, Bakersfield, CA
1989 NCAA National Champions - Division H
R Assistant Coat.h Rub Wortmann. Student assistant
3,4tk run L
N. tam. Van Kampen. Valerie Cowan. Monique Fortson. Kim Fairehild.
Rit.hard. Radiel Murton. Evebn Sefuiva. September Bauer.
Head Cuat.h David Ruh). Front roiv L to R Assistant Coaeh Co leen
Rwhert. An- Sasadeusz. Kristi Kingsbury. Camille Mitt,hell, Tami
Jurgensen. Wesleigh Coker, Manager Noelani Livingston.

NAGWS VOLLEYBALL GUIDE
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Washington University in St. Louis
1989 NCAA National Champions - Division
Bersett, Kristi
Seated (from left). Diane Vandegnft, Brooke Hortin, Kathy
Kerry
Fagan,
Lori
Nishikawa
Owen, Sharon Woodard. Kelley Meier,
Stites,
Michaela
Glesenkirchen,
manager
Karen
Wise,
Dianne
Standing.

Peper Goodell, Regina Williams, Dawn Chamberlin, Lisa Becker,
assistant coach Joe Worlund, head coach Teri Clemens. Joanie Subar,
Jaime Schwarze. Chris Kaaloa, Michelle Kirwan,

2r
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION t.011 GIRLS & WOMEN IN SPORT

Fresno Pacific College, Fresno, CA
1989 NAIA National Champions

Top ron L to R. Assistant Coah Karen Chandler, Head Coach Dennis
lanzun, Susan Milani, Debbie Gua, les ,ia Bennett, Mkhala larmin,
Sen Berry man, Mi..;,,sa Tenn,

Bottom run. Manager Andy Herriok,

LIL Miller, Melanie Mariano, Natalie Carter, Iris Womack, Angela
Holguin, Irene Robles

2111
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Sports Library for Girls and Women
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The American Alliance for
Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance
1900 Association Dr.
Reston, VA 22091
0-88314-486-7

Appendix 16

END
U.S. Dept. of Education
Office of Education
Research and
Improvement (OERI)

ERIC

Date Filmed
March 21,1991

